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Abstract
Freshwater ecosystems provide services that are essential for human survival. However,
as the energy system is decarbonised, the surfaces of inland water bodies are
increasingly being transformed to host floating solar photovoltaics (FPV). Water bodies
are favoured over conventional ground and rooftop solar PV installations as they
conserve limited land resources and provide higher electricity generation efficiencies.
However, FPV represents a new stressor to water bodies. The permanent shading and
sheltering effects of FPV arrays at the water’s surface pose potential impacts to the
functioning of the water environment. To date, impacts on the host environment, both
the opportunities and risks, are poorly resolved, in the context of present and future
climates. This thesis synthesises scientific and stakeholder knowledge from an evidence
review and stakeholder engagement to define modelling experiments that investigate
the opportunities and threats of FPV installations and aims to inform best practices and
future management decisions.
Results reveal the effect of FPV on the water environment scales with coverage extent
and siting location. Typically, FPV cools water temperatures, reduces stratification
duration, and limits the growth of phytoplankton, with higher coverage leading to
greater magnitude changes. Given these physical and biological changes, FPV may have
the potential to reduce or offset some of the impacts of climate warming on water
bodies, depending on FPV coverage and future emissions concentrations. The results
suggest that FPV could be an effective tool for managing water bodies by improving
water quality and enhancing ecosystem services. However, host water body response
will be highly specific to siting location and coverage of FPV installations. Failing to
understand the impacts of a specific FPV installation on the host water body could result
in undesirable ecosystem impacts, curtailing this technology’s deployment and slowing
the net-zero energy transition.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

– Introduction
Overview
Global renewable energy demand is proliferating, accelerated by the switch from fossil
fuels to low carbon energy sources to mitigate the impacts of climate change (IEA, 2019).
Solar photovoltaics (PV) are an increasingly popular choice in the drive to decarbonise,
with exponential growth worldwide (World Bank Group et al., 2018). Although PV
deployment continues to grow, several pitfalls exist with traditional ground- or buildingmounted PV, such as the occupation of scarce land resources, representing an
opportunity cost in terms of lost agricultural or industrial land (Sahu et al., 2016;
Cazzaniga et al., 2018; Cagle et al., 2020). Floating solar photovoltaics (FPV) help
alleviate some of the barriers that may arise with traditional PV energy generation by
occupying the surface of water bodies. However, potential concomitant effects of FPV
are poorly resolved (Ziar et al., 2021), risking undesirable impacts on hosting water
bodies or unidentified opportunities that might improve water body function.

FPV systems – design and deployment decisions
An FPV system is the ensemble of components required for collecting, converting and
transmitting energy to the point of connection (e.g. an electricity grid). The components
are comprised of a floating structure, PV modules, a station-keeping system,
transmission cables and equipment for balancing the system (e.g. invertors) (OliveiraPinto and Stokkermans, 2020; DNV, 2021). The floating structure is typically composed
of interconnected individual rigid floats to allow for movement in rough conditions,
although single-body membrane style flexible floating structures are also used
(Figure 1-1). The floating structures can be constructed from plastic, concrete or steel,
depending on the design of the array (Kim et al., 2016; Cazzaniga et al., 2018). PV module
choice is determined by FPV array design, with some floating structures requiring
smaller PV modules and others supporting more substantial modules. The stationkeeping system maintains the FPV array within prescribed limits and typically uses
anchoring and mooring (Figure 1-1) (Rosa-Clot and Marco Tina, 2020; DNV, 2021).
Anchors may be attached to the bed or the shoreline of the host water body (Friel et al.,
2019). A smaller number of FPV arrays use fixed mountings that are permanent
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structures built on the bed of the host water body (Figure 1-1). Balancing equipment
may be installed on-array or on-shore, with current transferred using floating or
underwater cabling (Figure 1-1) (World Bank Group et al., 2018; Oliveira-Pinto and
Stokkermans, 2020).

Figure 1-1 – FPV array components. a) a multibody FPV array, b) mooring equipment for the station-keeping system,
c) a single-body membrane style flexible floating structure © Isifloating, d) floating cabling to transfer current from
the FPV array to onshore balancing equipment, e) an FPV array using fixed mountings built on the bed of the host
water body ©Munch, f) the underside of an FPV showing the PV module, HDPE float and the surface of the host
water body.
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Although FPV arrays comprise similar components, designs vary between manufacturers
and by deployment decisions (e.g. panel tilt angle). Considerations for the suitability of
a water body for an FPV array include; available surface area, current usage (e.g. for
recreation or fisheries), accessibility (for installation and maintenance), and the
availability of a grid connection or sufficient local energy demand (Zubair et al., 2020;
Piana et al., 2021). The available water body surface area limits the maximum potential
generation of an FPV array (Cuce et al., 2022). FPV surface coverage, which is the
proportion of the host water body covered by an FPV array, can vary substantially
(<2% to >80%; (Spencer et al., 2019; Cagle et al., 2020)). Typically, energy demand and
the water surface use efficiency of the array (Cagle et al., 2020) determine overall
surface coverage.

The rapid uptake of FPV
A growing body of evidence suggests that FPV enhances the capabilities of traditional
PV, with several articles presenting corollaries to the deployment of FPV systems beyond
electricity generation. Firstly, FPV has been shown to deliver an enhanced generation
efficiency of between 0.79% to 12.5% compared to ground-based PV due to the cooling
effect of the hosting water body (Choi et al., 2013; Sacramento et al., 2015; Yadav et al.,
2016; Oliveira-Pinto and Stokkermans, 2020). Although the cooling yield has been found
to vary across climates, with heat loss dependent on wind speed and the openness of
the floating structure (Dörenkämper et al., 2021). FPV also offers scope to improve the
power curve when deployed with hydro-electric generation (Liu et al., 2018; Lee et al.,
2020). Secondly, FPV averts the need for large areas of land use change (Holm, 2017;
Cagle et al., 2020); this is particularly beneficial to land-scarce countries, such as Japan,
and areas with high land prices (Abid et al., 2019; Campana et al., 2019). Thirdly,
although dependent on system design, FPV has been shown to reduce evaporative
losses by 25 to 50% (Choi, 2014; Santafe et al., 2014; Sahu et al., 2016; Taboada et al.,
2017); reductions of this magnitude make FPV particularly attractive to drought-stricken
areas and would help water body managers preserve water supplies. Additionally, the
shading from FPV has been hypothesised as a method to limit the photosynthesis of
harmful algae blooms (HAB) (Sahu et al., 2016). With the prevalence of HABs forecast to
increase due to climate change (Paerl and Huisman, 2008), water body managers are
3
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increasingly considering FPV as a means to prevent any HAB derived taste and odour
issues (Rosa-Clot and Tina, 2018).
As a result of these co-benefits, the global growth of FPV has been exponential. FPV has
established a foothold in the renewable energy mix, with over 200 FPV systems in
operation globally (Solarplaza, 2019) and generating capacity exceeding 2.6 GW
(Sanchez et al., 2021). Estimates suggest there is a conservative global potential for
400 GW-peak FPV (World Bank Group et al., 2018), with growth likely to continue at
pace. While deployment speed has been rapid, understanding of potential detrimental
environmental impacts and the response of the hosting water body is poorly resolved
(Lee et al., 2020; Stiubiener et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Gorjian et al., 2021; Ziar et
al., 2021).

The importance of water bodies
Humans rely on water bodies, such as lakes, reservoirs and irrigation ponds, to provide
provisioning (e.g. water for consumption), regulating (e.g. flood control), cultural (e.g.
recreation) and supporting (e.g. ecosystem resilience) ecosystem services (Postel and
Carpenter, 1997). In the United Kingdom alone, water resources for public consumption
have a Natural Capital asset value in excess of £109 billion (Office for National Statistics,
2021). Further, the ecosystem services delivered by water bodies extend beyond the
needs of humans. Water bodies are vital habitats (Miranda et al., 2020), supporting
biodiversity and large numbers of endemic species (Collen et al., 2014; Tickner et al.,
2020). Water bodies face increasing stressors from anthropogenic activities, including
eutrophication, pollution and over-abstraction. These stressors threaten the functioning
of water bodies, affecting the ecosystem services relied upon by human populations and
the natural environment.
Water bodies are facing increasing pressures from climate change, including warming
surface water temperatures (O'Reilly et al., 2015), increased evaporation (Wang et al.,
2018) and altered mixing regimes (Woolway and Merchant, 2019). Combined with other
anthropogenic stressors, such as eutrophication, climate change is a significant threat
to water quality and quantity. A water body’s response to climate change depends on
the individual system (Adrian et al., 2009), although some effects are likely to be
widespread. Warmed and nutrient-enriched water bodies face extensive changes to
4
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planktonic communities (Woolway et al., 2020), such as increased cyanobacterial
blooms that lead to oxygen depletion (Paerl and Huisman, 2009), increased turbidity
(Jeppesen et al., 2015) and toxin production (Gallina et al., 2017). Increased
cyanobacterial blooms can lead to increased water treatment costs, loss of tourism and
recreation and pose a health risk to humans, livestock and pets (Steffensen, 2008).
Interactions between climate change and other water body stressors are complex,
presenting non-linear ecological responses that pose a challenge to developing effective
water body management strategies to mitigate the effects (Woolway et al., 2020).

The interaction of FPV with the host water body
FPV represents a long-term perturbation to the hosting water body, given FPV has an
anticipated lifespan of 20-30 years (Rodrigues et al., 2020; Charles Rajesh Kumar and
Majid, 2021; Costa and Silva, 2021). Emerging evidence has shown that FPV systems will
have potentially significant consequences on water body process and function with the
magnitude and direction of the effect dependent on the scale of reduction to wind
speed and solar radiation (Armstrong et al., 2020). However, knowledge is limited, and
understanding is not keeping up with the pace of FPV deployment. Evidence gaps
remain, including the effects of FPV on water temperature, stratification and
phytoplankton biomass and species composition.
The physical presence of the FPV array will shelter the surface of the water from the
wind and shade the water column, reducing the attenuation of solar radiation. Potential
impacts of FPV on the host water body can be hypothesised based on the current
understanding of lake systems (Figure 1-2). FPV will modify the balance between
stratifying (solar radiation) and mixing (wind-induced turbulence) forces at the air-water
interface, depending on the individual system’s shading and sheltering effect. The
subsequent modification to the thermal structure of the water column may perturb
existing stratification regimes, modifying in-lake processes and making water body
management less predictable.

5
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Figure 1-2 – A hypothetical overview of a) a best-case scenario with an FPV array and b) a worst-case scenario with
an FPV array.

Water bodies of sufficient depth can become thermally stratified when solar radiation
received at the surface creates a temperature-imposed density difference that windinduced turbulence cannot overcome (Boehrer and Schultze, 2008). During
stratification, the water column is separated into three distinct horizontal layers
(Wetzel, 2001). The surface layer, or epilimnion, is exposed to the atmosphere and
experiences turbulent conditions. The deep-water bottom layer, or hypolimnion, which
6
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is in direct contact with the water body bed, is the densest of the three layers and is
characterised by non-turbulent conditions. The transition zone between the epilimnion
and hypolimnion is the metalimnion, which is characterised by a steep density gradient
(thermocline) that restricts the movement of gases and nutrients between the top and
bottom layers. Heat loss from the water body can weaken stratification strength until
turbulence from wind mixing is sufficient for complete water column mixing (overturn)
to occur (Dake and Harleman, 1969).
In extreme cases, if stratification duration was to increase with FPV installations, oxygen
depletion may occur in the hypolimnion, given the reduction in wind mixing ability. As
redox potential reduces in the bottom sediments, heavy metals and nutrients diffuse
into the water column, degrading water quality and facilitating algal growth (Beutel et
al., 2008). Further, anoxic conditions in the hypolimnion could lead to fish kills and the
subsequent release of methane, a potent greenhouse gas (Tranvik et al., 2009).
Shading from the FPV array may limit the growth of phytoplankton, improving water
quality. However, the reduced light concentrations could prompt a switch in
phytoplankton species composition. Changes to phytoplankton populations may lead to
ecosystem-wide changes at all trophic levels or disrupt anthropogenic activities. For
example, a switch to diatom dominance might disrupt water treatment processes due
to filter clogging (Joh et al., 2011; Crittenden et al., 2012). The presence of an FPV array
will limit other uses of the water’s surface, perhaps reducing availability for recreation
or causing a reduction in tourism if a water body is considered aesthetically unappealing
following a deployment.

Thesis contributions
The effects of FPV on the host environment has wide-ranging risks and opportunities for
industry and society. Advancing knowledge on this novel water surface transformation
will inform future deployment designs and decisions, minimising potential negative
impacts and maximising potential co-benefits. Therefore, this thesis seeks to understand
the interaction between FPV and the host environment. Specifically, a focus on
stakeholder perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of FPV-environment
interactions, the compatibility of FPV with ecosystem services and the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs), the physical and biological response of
7
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water bodies to FPV deployments under present-day and future climates and the
effectiveness of FPV as a tool for managing water bodies.
All the data chapters in this thesis have been written for publication. Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3 have appeared as peer-reviewed and published papers in Renewable and
Sustainable Energy Reviews and Solar Energy, respectively. Chapter 4 is in the
submission process for the Journal of Environmental Management, and Chapter 5 is
being prepared for submission. As a result, each chapter contains a detailed introduction
and motivation. The supplementary information of each data chapter is presented
alongside the respective chapter. The content and contribution of the chapters are
as follows.
Chapter 2 presents scientific evidence from a systematic review and stakeholder
expertise, captured through an international survey and a workshop, to assess
the interaction of FPV with ecosystem services. Linkages between ecosystem
services and the UN SDGs were used to determine the compatibility of FPV with
the UN SDGs.
Chapter 3 developed some of the first understanding on the interaction of FPV
and lake thermal structure utilising a one-dimensional process-based model,
MyLake. FPV-induced changes in wind speed and solar radiation were modelled
to simulate varying FPV coverage and its effect on water temperatures,
evaporation rate, ice cover, stratification timing and mixed depth.
Chapter 4 expands on the work of Chapter 3, detailing upgrades to MyLake to
permit the simulation of discreet regions of the host water with improved
phytoplankton representation. Chapter 4 evaluates the importance of FPV array
siting location on the host water body in conjunction with varying FPV coverage.
Chapter 5 presents the interaction of an FPV array on the host water body under
future climates. The chapter develops knowledge on the effectiveness of FPV as
a reservoir management intervention and its ability to mitigate the effects of
future climates on water body function and process.
Chapter 6 provides a summary of thesis findings and conclusions.
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A chapter consisting of the first in-depth monitoring of an FPV array for environmental
impacts was abandoned when access to the field site was prohibited due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Full methods for this monitoring are detailed in Appendix B. A
number of months work went into gaining authorisations, planning the experimental
design and instrumenting the field site. Data collection took place for approximately
seven months (September 2019 to March 2020) before lockdown restrictions
commenced. The collected data, albeit a small proportion of the planned monitoring
work, were used in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 as modelling assumptions.
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assessment: ecosystem response to floating solar photovoltaics
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Exley, G., Hernandez, R. R., Page, T., Chipps, M., Gambro, S., Hersey, M., Lake, R.,
Zoannou, K. S. and Armstrong, A. (2021) 'Scientific and stakeholder evidence-based
assessment: Ecosystem response to floating solar photovoltaics and implications for
sustainability', Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, 152, pp. 111639, doi:
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Highlights


Floating solar can be beneficial or detrimental to ecosystem service provision.



Reduced evaporation is the greatest perceived opportunity of floating solar.



Detrimental chemical impacts on water quality are the greatest perceived threat.



Floating solar could interact with eight Sustainable Development Goals.



Understanding on water body impacts of floating solar needs to be
rapidly developed.

Abstract
Floating solar photovoltaic (FPV) installations are increasing globally. However, their
interaction with the hosting water body and implications for ecosystem function is
poorly understood. Understanding potential impacts is critical as water bodies provide
many ecosystem services on which humans rely and are integral for delivering the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Here, we used scientific
evidence from a systematic review and stakeholder expertise, captured through an
international survey and a workshop, alongside existing understanding of the role of
water bodies in delivering ecosystem services and the SDGs. We found 22 evidence
outcomes that indicated potential physical, chemical and biological impacts of FPV on
water bodies. Assessment by stakeholders from across sectors indicated that reduced
water evaporation is the greatest opportunity, whilst changes to water chemistry,
including nitrification and deoxygenation, are the greatest threat. Despite these
findings, FPV operators reported no observed water quality or ecosystem impacts.
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However, only 15% of respondents had performed water quality analysis; visual
inspection alone cannot ascertain all water quality impacts. Based on the integration of
these findings, we determined that FPV could impact nine ecosystem services.
Furthermore, established linkages between ecosystem services and SDGs indicate the
potential for impacts on eight SDGs, although whether the impact is positive or negative
is likely to depend on FPV design and water body type. Our results further the
understanding of the effects of FPVs on host water bodies and may help to ensure the
anticipated growth in FPVs minimises threats and maximises opportunities,
safeguarding overall sustainability.
Keywords: floatovoltaics, floating solar, renewable energy, water quality, natural
capital, sustainability, ecosystem impact, knowledge system

Introduction
In the rush to mitigate the climate crisis, it is critical that new energy developments do
not inadvertently hinder, but ideally enhance, other sustainable development goals. The
deployment of low carbon, renewable energy technologies is central to achieving the
United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) adopted by UN member
states in 2015 to ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy
for all (SDG7) (United Nations, 2015; IEA et al., 2019). Consequently, the increasing
demand for low carbon energy has led to the rapid deployment of solar energy
infrastructure across the world (IEA, 2019), with technologies including solar
photovoltaics (PV), concentrating solar power and solar thermal. PV technology
dominates current solar energy infrastructure (Hernández-Callejo et al., 2019) due to its
viability across climates (Pogson et al., 2013) and scalability, permitting deployments
ranging in capacity from residential- to utility-scale (Hernandez et al., 2014). In
comparison to other electricity generation methods, solar PV has a low energy density
(~0.25 MW acre-1 (Kabir et al., 2018)) and thus exerts a considerable land-use pressure
(Sahu et al., 2016; Cazzaniga et al., 2018; Cagle et al., 2020), potentially impacting other
SDGs, such as life on land, and the provision of ecosystem services on which society
relies (Grizzetti et al., 2019). However, the flexible nature of PV has enabled innovative
deployments that could be harnessed to incorporate co-benefits for other SDGs and the
provision of ecosystem services (Randle-Boggis et al., 2020). For example, efforts to
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overcome land-use conflict between solar PV and agricultural production (SDG2 – zero
hunger) led to the first commercial floating photovoltaic (FPV) solar energy installation
in 2007 (World Bank Group et al., 2018; Cagle et al., 2020).
The rapid deployment of FPV coupled with the variations in FPV design provide
opportunities for positive and negative impacts on the SDGs. FPVs are emerging
worldwide as an alternative means of deploying PV (World Bank Group et al., 2018). To
date, installed capacity has grown exponentially and is expected to continue (Cazzaniga
and Rosa-Clot, 2021), with estimates suggesting a minimum global potential of 400 GWpeak deployment (World Bank Group et al., 2018). Growth has been particularly strong
in India and China, accounting for six of the ten largest FPV projects (Power Technology,
2021) (see Solarplaza (2019) for details on global deployment locations). FPV arrays
typically consist of five components: the floating support structure, a mooring and
anchoring system, inverters, transmission cables and the PV modules (Oliveira-Pinto and
Stokkermans, 2020). Although FPVs vary considerably in their design, with
manufacturers offering both bespoke and off-the-shelf systems, the majority employ an
inter-locking floating pontoon comprised of high-density polyethylene, each supporting
a fixed-tilt angle PV module (Oliveira-Pinto and Stokkermans, 2020). Designs can be
categorised by their surface coverage density, defined as the proportion of the
installation in contact with the water body. In ascending order, ‘Freestanding’ designs
(i.e. those mounted on poles) have the lowest coverage density, followed by ‘small
footprint’ (i.e. where multiple PV panels are mounted on frames supported by floats),
‘large footprint’ (i.e. where a single PV panel is mounted on an individual float) and
‘insulated’ (i.e. those where PV panels are mounted on a continuous cover or
membrane) designs (see Liu et al. (2018) for full descriptions on FPV design and structure
types and Figure S 2-1). FPV systems rarely cover the whole water surface, and most are
deployed at a distance from the edge of the water to prevent access or damage by theft
and vandalism. Further, this permits variations in water level due to drought or
maintenance, with some designs flexible enough to enable the installation to rest and
operate on the water body bed if necessary (WWT, 2016). In terms of water body
selection, some locations enable a direct supply of power (e.g. to a water treatment
works), while others export the power to a centralised electricity network.
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FPVs offer several co-benefits, but there are also risks of unintended detrimental
impacts, especially for water body function. One notable advantage of FPVs over
building- and ground-mounted systems is the potential for greater PV panel efficiencies
in response to the water body cooling effect (Choi et al., 2013; Sacramento et al., 2015;
Yadav et al., 2016; Oliveira-Pinto and Stokkermans, 2020). They also spare land; regions
with land-use conflicts have seen the greatest growth in FPV deployment (Hoffacker et
al., 2017). Further, several schemes have been co-located with hydroelectric power
generation. FPV-hydro systems take advantage of existing grid connections and
infrastructure and improve the power output profile (Silverio et al., 2018; Haas et al.,
2020). However, while the economic and technical feasibilities of FPVs are well
established, indicating contributions to SDG7, scientific understanding of the water body
opportunities and threats of FPVs is very limited. FPVs could benefit or disrupt water
body function with implications for ecosystem services, natural capital and SDGs,
including the provision of drinking water (SDG6 – clean water and sanitation) and carbon
stores (SDG13 – climate action).
Given the dearth of understanding and the current rate of FPV deployment, there is an
urgent need to accelerate understanding rapidly. The water body effects of FPVs will be
primarily driven by their physical presence altering wind and solar radiation receipts,
two fundamental regulators of water body behaviour, with implications for surface
meteorology, air-water fluxes and consequently water body physical, chemical and
biological processes and properties (Armstrong et al., 2020). Accordingly, the impacts of
FPVs will vary with design, in particular the nature and extent of water surface use, with
the response modulated by water body characteristics such as location, morphology and
nutrient status (Armstrong et al., 2020). Potential impacts can be determined by utilising
emerging knowledge from FPV systems and inferring likely impacts from the established
scientific understanding of natural water body covers, such as plants and ice, and
artificial covers, such as evaporation suppression systems.
Given the multiple uses of water bodies, including FPV, it is critically important to
capture the perspectives and expertise of stakeholders when resolving the potential
implications of FPV on water body function (Menzel and Teng, 2010; Lamarque et al.,
2011; García-Nieto et al., 2015). As water bodies provide a large range of ecosystem
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services, the perspectives of a broad range of stakeholder groups and organisations (e.g.
water body managers, recreational users, developers, environmentalists and local and
national authorities) are required to develop a comprehensive FPV ‘knowledge system’.
Specifically, knowledge systems collate the expertise of actors (e.g. stakeholders who
mobilise knowledge), organisations (e.g. intermediaries between actors), and objects
(e.g. data or models) that perform knowledge-related functions (Cash et al., 2003;
McCullough and Matson, 2016). Several studies have shown that the coordination and
identification of priorities across knowledge systems have contributed towards the
transition to low carbon energy (Tawney and Weischer, 2011; Cornell, 2013; Clar and
Sautter, 2014). Tapping into the FPV knowledge system helps bridge the knowledge gaps
in this upcoming area of research.
The rapid deployment rate of FPV has outpaced understanding of the potential impacts
on the host water body. Consequently, developing an understanding of the ecosystem
impacts of FPVs is critical to ensure sustainable deployments that avoid concomitant
detrimental impacts and maximise co-benefits. Therefore, the overarching aim of this
paper is to determine the potential impacts of FPVs on the host ecosystem, the
ecosystem services they provide and the potential benefits and trade-offs with other
SDGs. To achieve this, we (1) synthesise current evidence on the water body impacts of
FPVs; (2) establish ecosystem service opportunities and threats presented by FPVs; and
(3) discuss the overall sustainability of FPVs using a generalised framework by linking
FPV impacts with SDGs. Finally, we prioritise further research needs and innovation to
ensure the design and deployment of future FPVs promote co-benefits across the suite
of SDGs, contributing to a sustainable low-carbon energy transition.

Methods
In order to address objectives one (evidence synthesis) and two (ecosystem
opportunities and threats), we conducted an evidence review of the scientific literature,
an international stakeholder survey and a stakeholder workshop (Figure 2-1). Finally,
outcomes from these were synthesised to address objective three (discuss the overall
sustainability of FPVs).
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Evidence review
The review of the scientific literature was conducted using the Defra Quick Scoping
Review method, a methodology designed to assess the volume and characteristics of an
evidence base prior to evidence synthesis (Collins et al., 2015). The scope of the
evidence search was constrained by the question; ‘What are the potential impacts of
FPV on water body function?’ Search strings were formulated using the Population,
Intervention, Comparison and Outcome (PICO) framework (see supplementary
information for full details; section 2.9.2) and were developed by the authors and a
steering group comprised of stakeholders from four United Kingdom (UK) water utility
companies. The search was limited to studies published in English, while no restriction
was imposed based on publication date. All literature returned was subject to predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria. Specifically, all literature needed geographical
and climatic relevance to temperate regions and to contain evidence of an effect of
water body coverage.
Returned articles underwent an initial title screen, followed by an abstract screen. If
relevant or inconclusive, the whole article was read (see Figure S 2-2 for an overview of
the review process). Evidence (defined here as information and preferably numerical
data) suggesting that surface covers impact water body function, was then extracted
from each of the articles which passed the screening process. Each article was
summarised and categorised by surface cover type: ‘Ice’, ‘Plant’ or ‘Artificial’. An
evidence outcome was allocated to indicate if the effect on water body function was
‘negative’, ‘neutral’ or ‘positive’ (see supplementary information for further details;
section 2.9.2). Articles that speculated or hypothesised an effect were excluded from
the review. Evidence strength was also assessed to indicate confidence. For example, if
the articles were based on simulations of minor relevance to the temperate climatic
region or if there were concerns regarding study design and applicability to FPV, the
evidence was classified as weak. The remaining studies, which met the search criteria,
were graded as strong.
International stakeholder survey
To gather contemporary understanding, which is especially important given the relative
immaturity of FPVs and thus the limited studies in the scientific literature, we deployed
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an online international stakeholder survey. The survey targeted the knowledge system
of FPV operators, actors with first-hand experience of FPV system functionality and
potential water body impacts. Questions focussed on four categories; FPV
characteristics (such as array size and type), water body characteristics (such as depth,
surface area and use), sampling and data collection, and FPV array management (such
as bird deterrents and cleaning). The full list of questions and further methods, including
ethical procedures, can be found in the supplementary information (section 2.9.3).
Stakeholder Workshop
To gather further expert insight on FPVs, specifically on hosting water body types and
the relevance and implications of the evidence review findings, we held a free to attend
one-day Floating solar: water quality impacts workshop in London, UK, in November
2019. The workshop was attended by 27 stakeholders from different interest groups,
specifically 11 participants from the water industry, six FPV developers, three from trade
associations, four attendees from community-interest parties and three researchers
(A.A., G.E. and T.P.). Attendees were predominantly UK-based, although global input
was contributed by attendees based in Brazil, France and Norway.
2.4.3.1 Identification of different potential hosting water body types
Workshop attendees were asked to identify as many water body types as possible,
including both natural and human-made systems that could conceivably host an FPV
array. The ecosystem services provided by each water body type that could be affected
by FPV deployment were qualitatively identified post-workshop using a conceptual
framework for the integrated assessment of water-related services (Grizzetti et al.,
2016), with the list of freshwater provisioning, regulating, cultural and supporting
ecosystem services compiled using a selection of established typologies (Costanza et al.,
1997; de Groot et al., 2002; Chopra et al., 2005; Kumar, 2010; Maltby et al., 2011;
Grizzetti et al., 2016; Wood et al., 2018).
2.4.3.2 Evidence review relevance and implications
To determine relevance and the implications of the evidence review (section 2.4.1),
attendees at the Floating solar: water quality impacts workshop assessed the findings.
Divided into five groups, each comprising a mix of people from different interest groups,
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workshop attendees were asked to identify if each piece of evidence represented an
opportunity or a threat to water quality (i.e. water body physical processes, chemistry,
and biology). The opportunity and threat categories were partitioned into ‘low’,
‘medium’, ‘high’ and ‘neutral’ options, allowing attendees to choose both the direction
and magnitude of the potential effect. The responses were pooled to create a
stakeholder score to inform areas of greatest knowledge need, allocating positive or
negative outcomes to each piece of presented evidence. Scores could range from -15,
indicating stakeholders consider the evidence a ‘high’ level threat, to +15, indicating
attendees consider the evidence to present a ‘high’ level of opportunity.
Overall sustainability of FPV
To address objective three (to contextualise the overall sustainability of FPVs using a
generalised framework), evidence gathered during the evidence review, stakeholder
survey and stakeholder workshop was combined with established knowledge in the
scientific literature. First, we inferred FPV impacts on ecosystem services by identifying
relationships between our gathered evidence and our typology of freshwater ecosystem
services (section 2.4.3.1). For example, evidence that FPV reduces evaporation could be
linked to the freshwater ecosystem service provisioning of water for consumption. This
was original work and semi-qualitative in that it is based on evidence from stakeholders
and scientific knowledge.
We subsequently identified linkages between the potentially impacted ecosystem
services and the SDGs using the typology established in Wood et al. (2018) and the
dependencies across SDGs in Le Blanc (2015). Specifically, Wood et al. (2018) selected
16 ecosystem services and used expert judgement to identify the magnitude of
contributions of ecosystem services to specific SDGs and their targets. For example,
Wood et al. (2018) found a strong level of support for a contribution by the ecosystem
service water provision to all Targets of SDG11 Sustainable Cities, except Target 11.7
(access to green spaces), where only a weak level of support exists between water
provision and Sustainable Cities. In this study, we matched the freshwater ecosystem
services we identified to be impacted by FPV to the terms used to describe ecosystem
services in Wood et al. (2018). We then linked SDGs to individual SDG targets in Le Blanc
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(2015), allowing us to build a generalised framework of FPV sustainability. Links defined
as weak by Wood et al. (2018) were not included.

Figure 2-1 – Schematic of knowledge system components and the integration of connecting research activities.

Results & discussion
Below we provide a synthesis of the impacts of FPVs on water bodies, informed by
scientific evidence and actors within the FPV knowledge system (objective 1).
Subsequently, we determine the ecosystem service opportunities and threats presented
by FPVs (objective 2) and discuss their overall sustainability (objective 3).
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Synthesis of FPV impacts on water bodies evidence
Given the relative immaturity of FPV installations, there has been limited scientific study
of their interactions with water bodies. Consequently, in the following sections, we
share the outcomes of the scientific evidence review and the insight gained from the
stakeholder survey. Finally, we discuss the potential beneficial and detrimental
implications of FPVs on water body function and ecosystem services. Overall, there is
limited evidence; thus, outcomes are indicative, and future research is urgently
required.
2.5.1.1 Scientific evidence review
The evidence review of the scientific literature detailing the water body impacts of FPV
covers, along with analogue natural and artificial covers as proxies, identified potential
impacts on water body physical, chemical and biological behaviour. Over 7000 peerreviewed scientific articles were initially identified. After evidence screening, 51 articles
that detailed the impact of surface covers in temperate environments remained. In total,
29 (one categorised as weak) and 15 (one categorised as weak) pieces of evidence
suggested that surface covers had positive and negative outcomes on water quality,
respectively (see supplementary information; section 2.9.2; Figure S 2-2). Out of these
51 articles, 45 articles described natural surface covers; 37 articles were studies of ice
as a surface cover, and eight were studies of plants – the remaining six evaluated
artificial surface covers, including FPVs, shade cloths and floating evaporation
suppression devices. Although 14 articles on FPVs met the initial criteria to be read in
full, 13 were subsequently rejected as they did not adequately consider, based on the
protocol of this review, the effects of FPV coverage on water quality. Instead, these
articles typically focussed on the technical or financial aspects of FPVs, often stating the
effects on water quality are largely unknown and/or hypothesising impacts. The
evidence, across surface cover types, were dominated by articles assessing biological
impacts (n = 27), with equal numbers of articles (n = 12) for physical and chemical
properties and processes (Table 2-1, Figure S 2-2).
The impacts of surface covers are summarised below (the evidence is provided in the
supplementary information; section 2.9.2). The appropriateness of each analogue cover
as a proxy for FPV must be considered when inferring potential impacts of FPV. For
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example, in the instance of ice cover, the proxy with the most retained articles (n = 37),
surface cover is likely to be spatially continuous, completely insulating the water body
from the air during the winter months. However, FPVs do not extend fully across water
surfaces. Moreover, the continuous nature of ice is a better representation of insulating
FPV designs, rather than Freestanding and footprint designs (Figure S 2-1). ‘Small’ and
‘large’ footprint designs (Figure S 2-1) are better represented, particularly by plant cover
(n = 8), where coverage may be spatially discontinuous across the water body and a
lower density than ice. Only artificial covers (n = 6), such as shade cloths and floating
evaporation suppression devices, provide a temporally representative proxy for FPVs,
with coverage continually present throughout the year. Given these differences
between the analogues and FPV, the potential beneficial and detrimental effects may
differ from the evidence synthesised below.
The effect of surface covers on physical process & properties
The evidence, across all surface cover types, detailed impacts on physical processes and
properties, namely solar radiation receipts, water body temperatures, evaporation and
mixing dynamics with implications for sediment suspension (Table 2-1). Surface covers
promoted reductions in water temperature (n = 3). Whilst the evidence is limited, this
trend is likely to pervade across FPV designs as they act as a physical barrier (Pinto et al.,
2007; Balayla et al., 2010), attenuating solar radiation and reducing the heating of
surface waters, lowering water temperature (Austin and Allen, 2011; Ozkundakci et al.,
2016; Haldna and Haberman, 2017). We found that artificial covers tended to reduce
the solar radiation reaching water bodies more than natural covers, due to their more
extensive nature (typically deployed to cover the full water body surface) and lower
transparency (e.g. a suspended shade cloth cover reduced light transmission by 99%
(Maestre-Valero et al., 2011) while ice cover reduced transmission by 53 – 82% (Lenard
and Wojciechowska, 2013)). For FPVs, the scale of impact will be highly dependent on
FPV design. The surface cover colour, specifically black versus white, did not affect
surface water temperatures even though black covers reached almost twice the
temperature of white covers (Lehmann et al., 2019). Instead, the cover’s thermal
properties control the transfer of absorbed thermal radiation to the water body
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(Lehmann et al., 2019). Consequently, FPV design, including float construction material,
should be considered when evaluating potential water body effects.
The water temperature impacts of FPVs will vary with incoming solar radiation, which
can fluctuate dynamically across diel and seasonal scales depending on the location. For
example, in Taiwan, a country with a tropical climate, temperature effects were
quantified for a ‘large footprint’ FPV array covering 40% of an irrigation pond’s surface;
it reduced winter water temperatures by 0.77 °C, and summer water temperatures by
1.4 °C (Chateau et al., 2019). Additionally, given that water bodies act as thermal stores,
the reduction of solar radiation by FPVs will alter seasonal temperature dynamics. For
example, with every 1% increase in winter-averaged ice cover on Lake Superior (MN,
USA), average summer (July-September) surface water temperature decreased
approximately 0.1 °C due to the impacts of ice thickness on solar radiation receipts and
thereby temperature (Austin and Colman, 2007).
Water body surface covers change the thermal dynamics at the air-water interface (Oke,
2002), with significant impacts on evaporation (n = 2, Table 2-1). The multiple methods
for estimating evaporative losses from water bodies with surface covers can present a
challenge when comparing evidence qualitatively (Assouline et al., 2011). Experiments
using palm fronds in an arid region suggest that the total area covered by a FPV may be
approximately proportional to evaporative losses: palm fronds reduced evaporation by
55% when covering the full surface of a pool, and 26% when covering half (AlHassoun et
al., 2011). However, given the importance of wind in determining evaporation rates, the
proportional relationship may not hold, especially for larger water bodies (Finch and
Hall, 2001; Wüest and Lorke, 2003). Furthermore, FPV design (i.e. the change in
roughness and impact on water-air connectivity), may also be an important factor in
determining evaporative losses. For example, an evaporation suppression experiment
in a laboratory setting found covering 91% of a tank’s surface with free-floating spheres
and free-floating disks reduced evaporation by 70% and 80%, respectively (Lehmann et
al., 2019). Given the large variation in FPV design, a better understanding is required to
resolve the impacts of FPVs on evaporation.
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Mixing dynamics are an important determinant of water quality, influencing sediment
and water chemistry (Kalff, 2002); thus, the implications of FPVs on water body mixing
must be resolved. Two studies found that surface covers reduced sedimentation and
sediment resuspension, suggesting reductions in vertical mixing (n = 2, Table 2-1). For
example, ice surface covers lowered gross sedimentation by over 20 times compared to
the ice-free period (Niemisto and Horppila, 2007). Devoid of wind stress beneath the
ice, resuspension rates fell to 50 to 78% of gross sedimentation, compared to a
resuspension rate of 87 to 97% of gross sedimentation for an uncovered water body
(Niemisto and Horppila, 2007). In contrast to vertical mixing, horizontal mixing has been
observed under ice (Bengtsson, 1996; Kenney, 1996; Salmi et al., 2014b; Pernica et al.,
2017) and plant covers (Coates and Ferris, 1994). Consequently, resolving how FPVs alter
mixing will be critical to understanding water quality impacts.
The effect of surface covers on chemistry
FPVs could impact several water chemistry properties and processes, including nutrient
concentrations and gas exchange, with potential positive and negative consequences
(Table 2-1). Reductions in nutrient and contaminant concentrations could occur in
response to the reduced evaporation (AlHassoun et al., 2011; Lehmann et al., 2019)
caused by FPVs (Taboada et al., 2017). For example, surface covers have reduced the
salinity of water bodies due to lower evaporative losses, with one example identifying
an 8.2% reduction in soluble salt concentration (Maestre-Valero et al., 2011). Further,
water nutrient and contaminant concentrations could be altered given the effect of
surface covers on sedimentation and sediment resuspension (Niemisto and Horppila,
2007). For instance, water bodies with less extensive FPV covers, or comprised of lower
footprint designs, are more likely to experience higher total phosphorus concentrations
as the entrainment of suspended particulate matter can continue for a longer period or
over a greater area of a water body’s bed (Kleeberg et al., 2013). The responses are also
likely to vary with water depth, with the effects of FPVs on sedimentation and sediment
resuspension greater in shallower lakes (Bloesch, 1982; Evans, 1994). For example,
reduced vertical mixing in response to ice cover was associated with a reduction of
phosphorus at the sediment-water interface (Kleeberg et al., 2013).
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However, FPVs may also negatively impact water chemistry (n = 3, Table 2-1). Surface
covers, particularly ice cover (a proxy for ‘insulated’ FPV designs) due to its spatially
continuous nature (Wetzel, 2001), isolates the water from the atmosphere, causing
dissolved oxygen depletion (Balayla et al., 2010). A lack of dissolved oxygen can have
multiple implications for water quality, including the release of nutrients and
contaminants from bed sediments (Hupfer and Lewandowski, 2008). Oxygen depletion
increases over time as aerobic processes continually draw on the limited oxygen supply.
Eventually, if insufficient oxygen enters the system, the water body becomes anoxic (Bai
et al., 2016). The rate of oxygen depletion will depend on FPV design and highly water
body-specific, depending on the rate of biological processes, stratification (Bouffard et
al., 2013), forced aeration (such as reservoir agitation with mechanical mixers or
bubblers), residence time (Nurnberg, 2004) and degree of wind mixing (Lepparanta et
al., 2012). For example, under ice cover, nitrification and the activation of anaerobic
processes placed the greatest demands on dissolved oxygen supply, although fish
contributed minimally to winter oxygen depletion (n = 3, Table 2-1). The rates of oxygen
depletion also vary seasonally. For instance, sediment-water heating facilitates
enhanced microbial respiration during winter (Ellis and Stefan, 1989), speeding up the
development of anoxic conditions (Golosov et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2019).
Oxygen depletion activates anaerobic processes that cause detrimental impacts; for
example, ice cover on Russian, American and Canadian lakes caused a release of
deoxidised gases such as methane, hydrogen sulphide, and ammonia (Golosov et al.,
2007). As water bodies help regulate the climate, the release of methane, a potent
greenhouse gas, is concerning as it could increase the carbon intensity of the electricity
produced by FPVs. Moreover, oxygen-depleted bottom-waters can become enriched in
reactive species of manganese, iron and phosphorus, with the concentrations increasing
higher in the water column during prolonged periods of cover (Joung et al., 2017). The
release of metals such as manganese and iron is detrimental to water quality and
constituent aquatic ecology, whereas increased phosphorus concentrations may
facilitate phytoplankton growth, including problem blue-green algae, in phosphoruslimited water bodies (Welch and Cooke, 2005).
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Processes that consume oxygen can also impact water quality directly. For example, 1 to
25% of the dissolved oxygen depletion rate in seven temperate seasonally frozen lakes
in Wisconsin, USA, was attributed to nitrifiers (Powers et al., 2017a). As well as
consuming oxygen, nitrification leads to the accumulation of nitrate, which can be used
by phytoplankton once the growing season commences (Powers et al., 2017b),
potentially leading to problematic blooms (see section 2.5.1.1.3). However, if dissolved
oxygen is fully depleted, anaerobic conditions cause denitrification, the process that
reduces nitrate to gaseous nitrogen, reducing eutrophication (Kalff, 2002). The
likelihood and rate at which denitrification occurs under FPVs will also be linked to the
temperature impacts as the rate at which heterotrophic denitrifying bacteria convert
nitrate to nitrogen is controlled hierarchically, first by nitrate concentrations, then by
temperature (Cavaliere and Baulch, 2018). Consequently, depleted oxygen could lead to
phytoplankton blooms, or, if anoxic conditions occur, lower water temperatures and
depleted dissolved oxygen associated with FPVs may induce denitrification, potentially
improving water quality by reducing eutrophication and phytoplankton recruitment.
Consequently, it is critical to understand the impacts of FPVs in light of the water body
and design characteristics (including adaptive strategies for mitigating potential adverse
effects; see section 2.7) when resolving potential water quality impacts. Furthermore,
water body use informs the significance of the perturbations or enhancements. For
example, an FPV installation could cause enhanced denitrification rates and improve
water quality, while enhanced internal loading of phosphorus from anoxic bed
sediments may promote phytoplankton growth, degrading water quality. Ensuing
changes to water quality could require modified chemical water treatment to maintain
drinking water quality, either reducing or increasing cost.
The effect of surface covers on biology
The evidence review identified biological effects of surface covers on three trophic
levels; phytoplankton, zooplankton and fish (Table 2-1). Resolution of the impacts of
FPVs on phytoplankton response is pivotal as they are the food source for all higher
trophic levels and some exert considerable influence over water quality (e.g. Henderson
et al., 2008; Rolland et al., 2013). All types of surface cover lowered phytoplankton
density, biomass and chlorophyll-a concentrations, attributable to lowered solar
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radiation curtailing photosynthesis (Agbeti and Smol, 1995; Seto et al., 2013; Ji et al.,
2016) and potentially reduced vertical mixing limiting the release of phosphorus at the
water-sediment interface (Kleeberg et al., 2013). The magnitude of impacts varied with
water body type, surface cover and coverage extent, but were generally significant. For
example, ice cover on a small lake in Poland reduced phytoplankton biomass by 51%
(Lenard and Wojciechowska, 2013). Plant cover also reduced phytoplankton biomass,
with an 88% reduction observed in an Argentinian mesocosm experiment (Pinto et al.,
2007). Further, experiments using a dye that reduced light intensity to 1% of surface
light in the photic zone reduced phytoplankton biomass by 60% (Batt et al., 2015).
As well as impacting overall biomass, light suppression caused by FPVs could cause shifts
in the timing and occurrence of phytoplankton blooms. Lower phytoplankton growth,
and therefore nutrient uptake, will allow the persistence of nutrients in the water
column (Agbeti and Smol, 1995; Salmi et al., 2014b; Salmi and Salonen, 2016), increasing
the chance of phytoplankton blooms later in the growing season. However, the
complexity of phytoplankton and nutrient dynamics curtails the potential to offer
universal predictions of timings and abundance (Page et al., 2018). However, overall,
reductions in phytoplankton growth are likely to lead to enhanced water quality with
improvements for recreational use and potentially reduced water treatment costs.
Reductions in phytoplankton biomass and shifts in the timing and occurrence of
phytoplankton blooms are also likely to be accompanied by changes in phytoplankton
species composition, given the different physical and chemical conditions imposed by
FPVs (Wright, 1964; Danilov and Ekelund, 2001; Lenard and Wojciechowska, 2013). For
example, filamentous diatoms that are adapted to darker conditions may increase due
to improvements in water clarity and reduced sediment resuspension in very sedimentrich waters (Twiss et al., 2012; Beall et al., 2016). The characteristics, or functional traits,
of phytoplankton determine if they will increase or decrease under FPVs, for example,
the motility, nutritional mode, ability to form resting stages, organisation, cell shape,
and size class were found to be significant predictors of phytoplankton species under ice
(Ozkundakci et al., 2016). Generally, reduced light availability and the associated cooler
water temperatures under surface covers eliminates large and drifting types of
phytoplankton, favouring smaller motile forms capable of mechanical movement
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(Campbell and Haase, 1981). Drifting types are also impacted by the lower vertical
mixing rates under surface covers, with populations decreasing if the water movement
is less than the species’ sinking rate (Matthews and Heaney, 1987).
Competition with other species will influence the abundance of each phytoplankton
species. For example, as FPVs shift water column irradiance from high-intensity to lowintensity, there is the potential for blue-green algae populations with low critical light
intensity to increase, utilising their low light tolerance and the reduced turbulence under
FPVs to outcompete other phytoplankton species (Pinto et al., 2007). For example, plant
cover resulted in blue-green algae dominating the overall species composition when 5075% of the water’s surface was covered but was less abundant when the surface cover
was lower (Stiers and Triest, 2017). Resolving the impacts of FPVs on blue-green algae
will be of key importance for water body managers given increased bloom prevalence
with climate change (Paerl and Huisman, 2008), implications for recreational activities
and aesthetic values (Brooks et al., 2016), and the need for enhanced raw water
processing and treatment due to the production of muddy odour metabolites geosmin
and 2-methylisoborneol (resulting in taste and odour issues) if FPVs are deployed on
reservoirs used for drinking water (Young et al., 1996; Watson et al., 2016).
Although solar radiation and nutrient concentrations are the primary drivers of
phytoplankton response, resolving the oxygen and temperature impacts is critical for
understanding impacts at higher trophic levels. In ice-covered lakes, oxygen depletion is
the most important factor determining the onset of fish mortality (Ellis and Stefan, 1989;
Balayla et al., 2010), while non-covered lakes may see fish die-offs during extreme
summer conditions which cause a temperature-oxygen squeeze (Till et al., 2019).
However, the impact of FPVs on oxygen content is poorly resolved, with both increased
and decreased risk of anoxia possible (see section 2.5.1.1.2; (Armstrong et al., 2020)).
Temperature, as a regulator of metabolic rate, has significant impacts on higher trophic
levels. For example, one study found a 9% decrease in zooplankton abundance with a
1 °C decrease in water temperature in autumn, while in spring, a 1 °C rise in water
temperature increased zooplankton abundance by 27% (Haldna and Haberman, 2017).
In addition to temperature regulation of metabolic rates, temperature thresholds exist
that cause step changes in biological processes. For example, a shift from cold water to
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warm water zooplankton species occurred at a critical threshold of 10 °C in the spring,
with a less conspicuous change occurring in the autumn (Haldna and Haberman, 2017).
Comparison of FPV induced temperature changes to those caused by other water body
covers suggest that the impacts are likely to be less extreme. However, FPV studies are
very limited (Chateau et al., 2019; Haas et al., 2020).
In addition to the direct impacts of FPVs on species, the indirect effects through altered
predator-prey relationships are critical to determining the overall impacts on water
body biology. Surface covers, such as emergent and floating-leaved macrophytes, may
enhance the survival of zooplankton by providing a refuge from predation. For example,
the overall density of cladocerans (‘water fleas’) was, on average, over 60 times greater
in the presence of plants than in open water (Cazzanelli et al., 2008). Further,
zooplankton have been observed to increase their horizontal and vertical migration
under surface covers as shading from plants offers a mechanism to avoid predation from
fish (Horppila and Nurminen, 2008). However, such impacts do not always occur;
evidence from a different study found no significant difference in zooplankton
abundance or diversity along a horizontal gradient from the macrophyte-covered littoral
to the open pelagic zone of temperate lakes (Spoljar et al., 2018). Fish may also change
their behaviour, including by reducing their predator vigilance in the presence of FPVs.
For instance, brown trout increased their swimming activity under ice cover, swimming
38% of the time, compared to 21% in the absence of cover (Watz et al., 2015).
A further indirect impact on lower trophic levels is the consequences of fish kills due to
anoxia. For example, in a study of 13 European lakes with winter ice cover, summer
zooplankton communities were comprised of a significantly greater proportion of largerbodied taxa, as smaller planktivorous fish populations reduced the predation pressure
on zooplankton (Gyllstrom et al., 2005). In turn, these larger-bodied and more abundant
zooplankton had stronger grazing impacts on phytoplankton, having a positive cascading
effect on water quality (Ellis and Stefan, 1989; Gyllstrom et al., 2005). Such changes in
species composition between trophic levels can impact overall ecosystem resilience and
may have consequential impacts on the provision of food for human consumption for
some water bodies.
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Table 2-1 – Summarised outcomes of potential floating photovoltaic solar energy installations (‘FPVs’) effects on
physical, chemical, and biological aspects of water quality from the scientific evidence review. Evidence outcome
indicates if the article author(’s) identified the outcome as a negative (-), neutral (0) or positive (+) effect on water
quality. The cover category refers to the type of natural (i.e. ice, plants) or artificial (i.e. other) surface cover studied.
Stakeholder Workshop attendees were asked to identify if each outcome is either an opportunity or a threat to water
quality. Opportunities and threats were further prioritised by stakeholders as ‘low’, ‘medium’, ‘high’ or they could
choose ‘indifferent’. A final stakeholder score was calculated for each evidenced effect. Low negative numbers indicate
that the stakeholders considered the evidence as a ‘high’ level threat (i.e. −15). In contrast, a high positive number
(i.e. 15) indicates the attendees considered the evidence to present a ‘high’ level of opportunity.
a, (AlHassoun et al., 2011; Lehmann et al., 2019); b, (Austin and Colman, 2007; Austin and Allen, 2011; Chateau et al.,
2019); c, (Niemisto and Horppila, 2007; Kleeberg et al., 2013); d, (Coates and Ferris, 1994; Bengtsson, 1996; Kenney,
1996; Salmi et al., 2014b; Pernica et al., 2017); e, (Ellis and Stefan, 1989; Lepparanta et al., 2012; Bai et al., 2016); f,
(Powers et al., 2017a; Powers et al., 2017b; Cavaliere and Baulch, 2018); g, (Golosov et al., 2007); h, (Golosov et al.,
2007; Chen et al., 2019); i, (Golosov et al., 2007); j, (Joung et al., 2017); k, (Maestre-Valero et al., 2011); l, (Agbeti and
Smol, 1995; Seto et al., 2013; Batt et al., 2015; Ji et al., 2016); m, (Agbeti and Smol, 1995; Salmi et al., 2014a; Salmi
and Salonen, 2016); n, (Wright, 1964; Campbell and Haase, 1981; Matthews and Heaney, 1987; Danilov and Ekelund,
2001; Lenard and Wojciechowska, 2013; Kalinowska and Grabowska, 2016; Ozkundakci et al., 2016); o, (Oveisy et al.,
2014; Weirich et al., 2019); p, (Pinto et al., 2007; Stiers and Triest, 2017); q, (Twiss et al., 2012; Beall et al., 2016); r,
(Ellis and Stefan, 1989); s, (Gyllstrom et al., 2005; Cazzanelli et al., 2008; Balayla et al., 2010; Haldna and Haberman,
2017; Spoljar et al., 2018); t, (Watz et al., 2015); u, (Horppila and Nurminen, 2008); v, (Maestre-Valero et al., 2013).
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2.5.1.2 Stakeholder insight
Stakeholder expertise is crucial to capture the potential impacts of FPVs and
contextualise findings from the scientific literature. Our stakeholder survey captured
responses for approximately 6% (n = 13) of FPV installations globally (based on the total
number of FPV systems, n = 229, (Solarplaza, 2019)). All of the FPV installations surveyed
were deployed on human-made water bodies (although FPVs have been deployed on
natural water bodies); 11 FPV arrays were deployed on irrigation reservoirs, and one on
a reservoir supplying raw water to a water treatment works, storm water pond and a
sand extraction pit. These deployment locations may reflect the co-benefits of locating
FPVs near to energy demand (e.g. water treatment works) and the relative challenge of
obtaining permission to deploy FPVs on natural water bodies.
At present, FPV capacity is often limited by water body size and the desire to deploy
systems to meet specific power needs. For example, the three largest systems deployed
in the UK are on raw water reservoirs and were designed to meet the electrical needs of
the adjacent water treatment works. Consequently, the capacities tend to be smaller
than ground-mounted systems, with the surveyed FPV’s capacities ranging from 26 to
2100 kWp (Figure 2-2), although, globally, systems up to 70 MW have been deployed
(Solarplaza, 2019).
Given the implications for solar radiation and wind energy inputs and thus water body
response (Haas et al., 2020), percentage cover is the most important determinant for
resolving impacts on the hosting water body (Exley et al., 2021a). Percentage cover has
been shown to impact physical, chemical and biological water body properties and
processes ((Grizzetti et al., 2019; Exley et al., 2021a); section 2.5.1.1), and ranged from
3% to 74% in the survey (Figure 2-2). The optimum FPV percentage coverage needs to
balance power demands with potential water quality impacts in light of other water
body uses (World Bank Group et al., 2019).
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Figure 2-2 – Global stakeholder reported FPV surface coverage as a percentage of water body surface area. Each
‘bubble’ is proportional in size to the capacity (kWp) of the individual FPV array. The blue bubble indicates the mean
FPV percentage coverage, host water body surface area and array capacity.

Scientific evidence of the effects of surface covers on water bodies infers some negative
impacts (see section 2.5.1.1), for example, a switch to problematic phytoplankton
species. However, the survey respondents did not detail any adverse water body
impacts; the negative impacts were predominantly technical, such as issues with
operation and maintenance (see supplementary information for further details; section
2.9.3). Nevertheless, water body impacts may have been overlooked as specific
monitoring was only undertaken at two of the sites post-deployment, the survey was
completed by FPV operators who may have limited environmental expertise, and many
impacts may not be identifiable visually. For example, all survey respondents reported
birds perching and/or nesting on the PV panels or infrastructure supporting the panels
as solely a technical issue, as bird fouling reduces PV performance (Fouad et al., 2017;
Said et al., 2018). However, results from our evidence review suggest that bird fouling
increases the nutrient loading of phosphorus (Manny et al., 1994; Chaichana et al., 2010)
and bacterial pathogens, including campylobacters (Mitchell and Ridgwell, 1971;
Alderisio and DeLuca, 1999; Benskin et al., 2009), both of which have detrimental
impacts on water quality. For example, bird droppings have been found to account for
25-34% of external phosphorus loading to an urban lake (Scherer et al., 1995), with other
studies identifying even greater loading (e.g. Manny et al., 1994). Unlike other perching
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features, bird droppings will be washed off during panel cleaning, in addition to heavy
rainfall (Maghami et al., 2016), releasing pulses of nutrients into the host water body
(see supplementary information for further details; section 2.9.3). Moreover, there may
be numerous other unseen impacts on water quality, such as changes to thermal
stratification (Exley et al., 2021a), phytoplankton populations and lake productivity.
2.5.1.3 Evidence synthesis
The limited scientific evidence and FPV operator knowledge demonstrates a critical
need to rapidly develop a more detailed understanding of FPV impacts on water bodies,
including the effect of FPV design and water body characteristics (see section 2.5.1.1).
Whilst scientific evidence of the water body impacts of FPV is very limited, the
consequences of other water body covers suggests significant physical, chemical and
biological impacts could occur. The limited stakeholder evidence is underpinned by
limited monitoring of existing FPV installations and that many of the potential water
body impacts are not visible. Consequently, there is an urgent need to generate FPV
specific evidence of water quality impacts through both scientific assessments and by
extending stakeholder monitoring beyond minimum statutory obligations (see section
2.7), encapsulating different water body types and FPV designs, along with
modelling capabilities.
Potential ecosystem service impacts
Perturbations to ecosystem properties and processes caused by FPVs will influence the
provision of ecosystem goods and services upon which society relies. Water bodies
provide a range of essential ecosystem services and store vital natural capital (DEFRA,
2018). For example, water bodies are critical for providing drinking water, regulating
water quality through natural filtration and supporting essential nutrient cycling
(Grizzetti et al., 2016; Reynaud and Lanzanova, 2017). However, one of the challenges
of assessing the impact of interventions, such as FPVs, on ecosystem services is
correlating beneficial and detrimental changes in properties and processes, which are
measurable, to ecosystem services which are commonly estimated using a range of
measures (Dick et al., 2014; Birkhofer et al., 2015). Here we use our scientific
understanding and stakeholder expertise to infer the potential of FPVs to impact
ecosystem services and natural capital.
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Water body type is central to estimating the ecosystem services delivered and their
associated value (Reynaud and Lanzanova, 2017), and thus the impacts of FPV
deployment. Despite only four types of FPV hosting water body being identified in the
stakeholder survey (see section 2.5.1.2), stakeholders at the workshop identified an
extensive range of potential recipient water bodies, suggesting that as FPV deployments
accelerate, hosting water body types may expand. All water body types identified offer
additional ecosystem services beyond the supply of low carbon energy. However, there
was variation in the number of services, and likely value, between water body types
(Table 2-2). FPVs could affect every ecosystem service provided by water bodies except
‘buffering of flood flows, erosion control through water/land interactions and flood
control infrastructure’ (Table 2-2). Of all the ecosystem services, the regulation of water
quality is provided by nearly all the human-made water bodies that may host FPVs
(Table 2-2). Moreover, even if the delivery of additional ecosystem services were
unnecessary, such as food provisioning, many would need to be maintained by default
given their synergistic relationship with water quality and the complex dynamic
interactions between individual ecosystem services (Rodríguez et al., 2006; Brauman et
al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2009; Grizzetti et al., 2019).
Whilst most ecosystem services could be impacted by FPVs, the direction and magnitude
of impacts are often unclear due to limited evidence of the effects of FPV and the
complexity of water body function (Armstrong et al., 2020). For example, in terms of the
provisioning of water for consumptive use, FPVs could enhance the quantity of water
available and potentially the quality: reduced phytoplankton biomass (influenced
primarily by temperature and light), evaporation (primarily influenced by wind and
water temperature) and sediment resuspension rates (primarily influenced by wind
mixing) are potential positive consequences of FPVs (see section 2.5.1.1). However,
there is a chance that FPV could enhance ecosystem disservices, impacting the quality
and quantity of water available for consumptive use. For example, changes in
phytoplankton species dynamics to taxa which are suited to the low-light, non-turbulent
conditions under FPVs including problematic blue-green algae and filamentous diatoms
(see section 2.5.1.1.3). Predicting the consequences of FPV across the full suite of
ecosystem services water bodies provide is particularly challenging given the range of
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ecosystem processes and properties that will influence the outcomes (Bennett and
Balvanera, 2007).
On average, natural water bodies identified by workshop attendees as potentially
suitable for FPV deployment support double the number of ecosystem services
compared to those identified for human-made water bodies. The difference suggests
that, on average, deployments of FPVs on human-made water bodies may have fewer
adverse impacts on ecosystem service provision (Table 2-2) and ultimately on the SDGs.
Unsurprisingly, this reflects the motivation to create water bodies that deliver a specific
ecosystem service (Saulnier-Talbot and Lavoie, 2018) compared to natural water bodies
that have existed for millennia and provide a range of ecosystem services (Maltby et al.,
2011). Given that all the FPV deployments reported in the stakeholder survey were on
human-made water bodies, reflecting a global trend (World Bank Group et al., 2019),
suggests current FPV deployments may have relatively limited impacts on ecosystem
service provision. However, water body ecosystem services and their value are likely to
change over time in response to climate change (Nelson et al., 2013; Chang and
Bonnette, 2017) and changes in water body use and ecosystem service demand
(Saulnier-Talbot and Lavoie, 2018). Consequently, enhancing knowledge of the impacts
of FPVs on all water bodies is important.

Table 2-2 – Water body type and potential ecosystem service delivery. Water body types gathered from attendees at
the Floating solar: water quality impacts workshop. Ecosystem service typology based on Costanza et al. (1997); de
Groot et al. (2002); Chopra et al. (2005); Kumar (2010); Maltby et al. (2011); Grizzetti et al. (2016); Wood et al. (2018).
A • indicates an ecosystem service delivered by the water body. service and treated water reservoirs store fully
treated potable water in a drinking water network, raw water reservoirs store untreated water, bankside storage
holds water abstracted from a river prior to water treatment and treatment reservoirs
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Water body type and potential ecosystem service delivery

Supporting

Cultural

Regulating

Role in nutrient cycling (role in
maintenance of floodplain
fertility), primary production
Predator/prey relationships
and ecosystem resilience
Total by water body
Total by water body type

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

9

8

10 9
Total = 66

6

7
7
5
Mean = 6.6

4

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fish farms or
aquaculture

Total services

Contaminated
water area
Settlement
ponds for mining

Sewage ponds

Filter beds

Harbours,
marinas, docks

•

•

Aqueducts

•

•

Canals

•

•

Service and
treated water
reservoirs
Raw water
reservoirs
Bankside
storage
Agricultural
ponds

•

Open ocean/sea

•

Estuaries/tidal
areas

•

Lagoons

•

Human-made

Seasonally dry
water beds
Marshes and
wetlands

Tarns
•

Fjords/sea lochs

•

Rivers

Aquatic organisms for food and
medicines
Water (quantity and quality)
for consumptive use (for
drinking, domestic use, and
agriculture and industrial use)
Water for non-consumptive
use (e.g. generating power or
navigation)
Buffering of flood flows,
erosion control through water/
land interactions and flood
control infrastructure
Maintenance of water quality
(natural filtration and water
treatment)
Climate regulation
Tourism & Recreation
(kayaking, hiking, etc.)
Existence values (e.g. personal
satisfaction from seeing water
bodies)

Lakes/ Lochs
(freshwater)

Provisioning

Ponds

Natural

•

6

•

9

•

•

•

•

•

•

11

•

•

•

•

•

•

14

•

•

1

16
4

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

10

•
2

7

6
3
Total = 38

4

11

3

2

1

1
2
2
Mean = 3.2

•

10

•

11

5
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Critical implications for water bodies
Once FPV ecosystem service effects are understood, prioritising particular ecosystem
services and trading potential positive and negative impacts of FPVs for specific water
bodies will be imperative. Given the common underpinning importance of water quality
regardless of water body type or use, and lack of understanding of FPV impacts, we focus
on the impacts of FPVs on the physical, chemical and biological properties of water
bodies highlighted in the evidence review (section 2.5.1.1).
Overall, stakeholders perceived the enhancement of water body physical processes by
FPVs as offering the greatest opportunity in terms of water quality, specifically the
potential to reduce evaporation (score +9) – which strongly aligns with the evidence
gathered during the review (Table 2-1). Conversely, stakeholders perceived changes to
water body chemical properties and processes as representing the greatest potential
threat of FPVs in terms of water quality impacts, identifying nitrification and the
consequent deoxygenation of the water in particular (score -14, Table 2-1). The scientific
evidence mirrored these stakeholder concerns, with the majority of evidence suggesting
that water body covers adversely impact water chemical properties and processes
(Table 2-1). In terms of biological impacts, the likelihood of reduced phytoplankton
growth was perceived as the greatest opportunity of FPV deployment on water bodies
(score +7.5, Table 2-1). However, the uncertainty in response, particularly the potential
for blue-green algae proliferation (as competition from other species reduces due to
lower light levels), was seen as the greatest threat (score -12, Table 2-1). Concern that
prolonged periods of cover could lead to large phytoplankton blooms was also
highlighted (score -4, Table 2-1). The broad range in stakeholder response for biological
impacts emulates the mixed evidence outcomes gathered during the evidence
review (Table 2-1).
The diversity of actors in the knowledge system (i.e. stakeholders), and the associated
implications for their primary interests, led to variation in assessments of opportunities
and threats. For example, reduced planktivorous fish stocks may enhance water quality
by lowering nutrient concentrations and improving water clarity (Bernes et al., 2015), a
benefit to raw water reservoir managers. However, fish kills suggest poor ecological
condition and many water body managers are required to replenish fish stocks for
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recreational purposes. The largest variation in responses (i.e. responses were spread
over four or more threat or opportunity categories) were for the potential of FPVs to
reduce water temperatures, lead to fish kills, modify phytoplankton community
composition and reduce phytoplankton growth (Table 2-1). In contrast, stakeholders
unanimously viewed all chemical responses as a threat, except for salinity
impacts (Table 2-1).
The differences in stakeholder-identified relative opportunities and threats of FPVs for
water bodies indicates the complexity in resolving deployments for specific water body
types and integrating ecosystem service impact with management and design decisions
(de Groot et al., 2010). For example, balancing the delivery of ecosystem services
beyond the provision of drinking water from a water supply reservoir, such as
recreational and leisure opportunities (Saulnier-Talbot and Lavoie, 2018; Meyerhoff et
al., 2019) and disservices such as greenhouse gas emissions, which increase the rate of
global warming (Tranvik et al., 2009; Deemer et al., 2016). Moreover, understanding the
impacts in light of FPV designs, host water body characteristics, and management goals
will be critical to maximise the opportunities and minimise the threats posed by FPVs
(World Bank Group et al., 2019). For example, minimising water quality impacts on raw
water reservoirs will be a priority, but potentially of little consequence for irrigation
reservoirs; evidence for this can be seen in the survey results, where stakeholders
routinely monitored water quality for raw water reservoirs but not for irrigation
reservoirs (see section 2.5.1.2). Moreover, if FPVs are deployed on a reservoir supplying
drinking water with no public access, a lack of recreation opportunity cannot be
considered an ecosystem disservice. Consequently, identifying the full suite of
ecosystem services opportunities and threats posed by FPVs is complex and should be
resolved for individual water bodies prior to deployment.

The overall sustainability of FPV
To determine the overall sustainability of FPV, the impacts of FPV on ecosystem services
(Table 2-2) and the links between ecosystem services and the SDGs, including
dependencies across SDGs (Le Blanc, 2015), can be placed into a generalised framework
based on the UN SDGs. We found FPVs have opportunities and trade-offs with nine
water body ecosystem services and may beneficially or detrimentally affect progress
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towards reaching eight out of the 17 SDGs. Based on the ecosystem service links
determined by Wood et al. (2018), we found the SDGs most linked to water bodies (i.e.
by seven ecosystem services), and thus potentially most influenced by FPV deployment,
are zero hunger (SDG2), sustainable cities and communities (SDG11) and climate action
(SDG13) (Wood et al., 2018) (Figure 2-3). Clean water and sanitation (SDG6) is linked to
six water body ecosystem services; no poverty (SDG1) to four; good health and wellbeing
(SDG3) to three; and industry, innovation and infrastructure (SDG9) and responsible
consumption and production (SDG12) to two (Wood et al., 2018) (Figure 2-3). Out of the
ten water body ecosystem services, FPVs are most likely to impact on water quality
provisioning (Table 2-2), therefore, likely making opportunities and trade-offs with SDGs
1, 3, 6, 11 and 13 the most widespread (Figure 2-3).
Moreover, four of the SDGs, affordable and clean energy (SDG7), decent work and
economic growth (SDG8), life below water (SDG14) and life on land (SDG15), are partially
linked to several other SDGs (Le Blanc, 2015). Thus, FPV deployment could beneficially
or detrimentally affect SDGs indirectly (Figure 2-3).
Synthesising multiple components of the knowledge system highlights the complexities
and potential extent of the opportunities and trade-offs in FPV sustainability,
underscoring the need to accelerate understanding rapidly. To ensure relevance among
the wide range of FPV installations identified in our international survey and potential
recipient water body types identified by workshop attendees, our framework provides
a generalised overview that is non-specific to FPV design or deployment characteristics
(e.g. location, water body usage, lake size metrics etc.). Given the compelling evidence
gathered, some ecosystem service interactions are more certain than others, regardless
of FPV design or deployment characteristics, but this is not universal (see section 2.5.2).
As knowledge of the beneficial and detrimental impacts of FPVs evolve, our framework
can be populated with evidence beyond our current understanding, improving
specificity and strengthening the overall knowledge system. As such, it will be critical to
establish the variation in impacts between different FPV designs, host water body
characteristics and water body management goals through open sharing of installationspecific data and collaboration between all knowledge system actors and entities.
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Water Body
Ecosystem
Services

Tier 1 Sustainable
Development Goals

Tier 2 Sustainable Development Goals

Figure 2-3 – Generalised framework linking outcomes gathered from the knowledge system (e.g. international survey,
evidence review and stakeholder workshop) with the ecosystem services delivered by freshwaters (based on Wood et
al. (2018)) and the United Nation's Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). Links between Tier 1 (light grey box) and
Tier 2 (dark grey box) SDGs are based on Le Blanc (2015).
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Future research and innovation
The previous sections highlight notable knowledge gaps that impede the sustainable
deployment of FPVs. Consequently, we suggest essential priorities for future research
and innovation.
The international stakeholder survey and evidence review demonstrated the critical
need for more monitoring of FPV installations to elucidate impacts. As stakeholders
perceived changes to water chemistry as the greatest threat, work in this area should
be prioritised. A concerted research effort is required to enhance fundamental
understanding of the processes by which FPVs affect the water body. Moreover,
stakeholder sampling protocols must be extended beyond minimum statutory
obligations to enable better resolution of impacts. The knowledge generated should be
synthesised across FPV deployments to elucidate the influence of FPV design and water
body characteristics. Bayesian and fuzzy systems could provide a useful means to
synthesise quantitative (e.g. from monitoring and simulations) and qualitative (e.g.
expert insight) information from across the FPV knowledge system (Armstrong et al.,
2020). The outcomes should be collated and made available to inform industry bestpractices and guide future innovations. Moreover, enhanced knowledge will permit the
implementation of standards for deployment, ensuring environmental compliance
throughout the FPV’s life cycle, including manufacturing, deployment, operation
and decommissioning.
FPV design is adaptable and versatile (see Figure S 2-1 for examples), so the using a
techno-ecological approach should be considered when innovating future systems
(Hernandez et al., 2019). Incorporating engineering which is mutually beneficial for
technological and ecological systems offers an opportunity to enhance the overall
sustainability of FPV. For example, one respondent of the international stakeholder
survey used glass-glass PV modules, enabling light to reach the water’s surface to
minimise ecological impacts. Other adaptations include the addition of an aeration
system to manage deoxygenation risks. Such FPV design adaptations must reflect the
specific deployment location and anticipated impacts.
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Finally, means to produce urgently required low carbon energy should be compared to
the counterfactual in order to maximise the overarching sustainability of the energy
system. If not FPV here, then where? If not FPV, then what? To make such decisions
improved knowledge and better integration of ecosystem services with management
practices is required (de Groot et al., 2010). Mapping of ecosystem service and SDG
impacts is currently generic, but FPVs are likely to interact with nine ecosystem services
and eight SDGs. Resolving the impacts is critical to ensure FPVs are appropriately
designed and located.

Conclusions
FPV deployments are increasing rapidly worldwide, but there is minimal scientific
evidence of water body impacts. This is a critical knowledge gap given the potential
implications for ecosystem services and ultimately sustainability with this emerging
form of low carbon electricity. Here, by drawing on an FPV knowledge system
underpinned by scientific evidence and stakeholder expertise, we elucidated the
possible impacts. The evidence showed a range of physical, chemical, and biological
water body properties and processes could be impacted, predominately driven by
changes in light attenuation, water temperature, and water movement. However, the
available evidence was limited and shows there is an urgent need for further research.
Without this understanding, ecosystem service provision could be at risk, or
opportunities for co-benefits missed, with implications for eight SDGs unknown.
Ultimately, advancing the state of knowledge on FPVs will provide the framework to
maximise environmental benefits, ensuring the preservation or enhancement of water
body processes, function, and service delivery.
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Supplementary Information
FPV Design Types

Figure S 2-1 – FPV design types categorised by surface coverage density. ‘Freestanding’ designs have the lowest
coverage density, followed by ‘Small footprint’, ‘Large footprint’ and ‘Insulated’ designs in ascending order. Each
design type is accompanied by an approximation of the design’s effect on light, wind and interactions at the air-water
interface. A single shaded bar represents a minimal effect, while five shaded bars indicated an extreme effect. Lists of
example manufacturers are non-exhaustive and are categorised by the article author’s, not the manufacturers
themselves.

Evidence Review
To address objective one and two (establish ecosystem service opportunities and
threats presented by FPV), a review of the scientific literature was conducted using the
Defra Quick Scoping Review (QSR) method, a methodology designed to assess the
volume and characteristics of an evidence base prior to evidence synthesis (Collins et
al., 2015). The scope of the evidence search was constrained by the question; ‘What are
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the potential impacts of floatovoltaics on water body function’? The question structure
was defined using the Population, Intervention, Comparison and Outcome (PICO)
framework (Table S 2-1). Briefly, the population is the subject of study, defined here as
water bodies. The intervention is the exposure of water bodies to covers. In addition to
searching for the impacts of FPV coverage on water bodies, and given the current limited
level of understanding, natural (e.g. plants or ice) and artificial coverage (e.g. shade
covers) disturbances were included as a proxy. The comparator, acting as a control, was
defined as an absence of water body cover. The outcomes, or impacts on water quality,
were inferred using our basic understanding of water body function and ecosystem
services and included terms such as nutrients and stratification.
The PICO framework was finalised at a steering group comprised of project partners
(four UK water utility companies), where further terms were added based on their
industry knowledge. Search strings of the agreed terms were formed using the Boolean
operators ‘AND’ and ‘OR’. Relevant references were identified using Web of Science on
10 November 2019; the database considered most appropriate for ecological research
(Randle-Boggis et al., 2020). The search was limited to studies published in English, while
no restriction was imposed based on publication date. All literature returned was
subject to pre-defined inclusion and exclusion criteria. Specifically, all literature needed
geographical and climatic relevance to temperate regions and to contain evidence of an
effect of water body coverage. Articles underwent an initial title screen, followed by an
abstract screen, and if inconclusive, the whole article was read (Figure S 2-2).
Evidence, defined here as information, and preferably numerical, that surface covers
impact water body function was extracted from each of the articles which passed the
screening process. The evidence was compiled into a database with six fields, including
the reference of the article, a summary, surface cover type, direction of evidence,
evidence strength and impact type. Each article was summarised and categorised by
surface cover type: ‘Ice’, ‘Plant’ or ‘Artificial’. An outcome was allocated to indicate if
the effect on water body function was ‘negative’, ‘neutral’ or ‘positive’. Articles that
reported neutral effects or no change were retained, while articles that speculated or
hypothesised an effect were excluded from the review. Evidence strength was also
assessed to indicate confidence: if based on simulations, of minor relevance to the
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temperate region or if there were concerns regarding study design and applicability to
FPV the evidence was classified as weak. The remaining studies which met the search
criteria were graded as strong. Further, to summarise the evidence base, evidence from
individual studies were grouped by effect and sorted into physical, chemical, and
biological categories.
2.9.2.1 Protocol Template
Table S 2-1 PICO elements table for Quick Scoping Review search.

Background for the work:
The UK water industry has carbon emissions targets and one means of achieving this
is through the deployment of low carbon energy technologies, reducing the carbon
intensity of power used and benefiting from direct use energy efficiency gains. Solar
photovoltaics have been deployed on buildings, land and, more recently, on
reservoirs. Deployment on reservoirs avoids land use pressures and averts costs and
time delays associated with planning permission as they are categorised as permitted
developments. Floating photovoltaic solar systems, floatovoltaics, have been
deployed by Thames Water on the Queen Elizabeth II and by United Utilities on
Godley and more recently Langthwaite reservoirs. However, to date the potential
impacts on the water body, and implications for water quality are unknown, posing
risks and missed opportunities for water supply companies.
Conceptual model: A description of how the policy, practice and science related to the
evidence review topic interact and influence each other
Potential risks to water supply will vary depending on water body characteristics and
floatovoltaic extent and design. Development of a preliminary theoretical framework
suggests floatovoltaics could have significant impacts on water reservoirs. For
example, the hypothesised reduction in light and water temperature could reduce
cyanobacterial bloom occurrence, reducing health risks, disruption to recreation and
water treatment costs. In contrast, there are also mechanisms by which floatovoltaics
could promote the depletion of oxygen in the bottom waters and trigger release of
nutrients from bed sediments, increasing water treatment costs and potentially
posing problems for water treatability.
Primary Question: The main question to be addressed by the review
What are the potential impacts of floatovoltaics on water body function?
Population:
Water bodies (lakes/reservoirs/ponds etc.)
Impact/intervention: Exposure; water body covers as an analogue for
floatovoltaics
Control:
Absence of a cover (as an analogue to floatovoltaics), noncovered water body
Outcome:
Impact; water quality, nutrients, algae/phytoplankton,
stratification, mixing, diatoms, birds
Secondary questions: Additional questions to be addressed by the review that
contribute to building up the evidence surrounding the primary question:
N/A
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Scope of the work: clear limits of the question to be addressed by the review
Geographical
Relevance to the UK
reference:
Climatic conditions:
Relevance to the UK
Language restrictions: English
Date restrictions:
N/A
Population
Exclude brackish water bodies (freshwater only)
restrictions:
Outcome restrictions: All outcomes with a relevance to the effect of floatovoltaics
on water quality considered
Other restrictions:
N/A
Search date:
11/10/19

2.9.2.2 Search Strings
The following strings were searched for on Web of Science on 11/10/19:
Population:
TS =(Lake* OR Reservoir* OR Pond* OR “*Water bod*” OR “Bod* of water” OR Lagoon*
OR basin* OR mere OR pool OR creek OR loch OR millpond OR sluice OR tarn OR lakelet*)
AND
Intervention:
TS =((“Ice cov*” OR “Ice layer*” OR “Frozen surface” OR “Vegetation cov*” OR “Plant
cov*” OR “macropyhte* cov*” OR “canop* form*” OR “macrophyte canop*” OR “Float*
lea* macrophyte*” OR “aquatic plant*” NEAR/5 (surface) OR “float* plant*”)
OR
TS=(“floating solar” OR floatovoltaic* OR “floating photovoltaic*” OR “floating PV” OR
aquavoltaic* OR “suspend* cov*” OR “float* cov*” OR “float* ball*” or “bird ball*” OR
“artificial surface cov*” OR “shad* cloth” OR pontoon* or “Reed bed*” NEAR/5 (float*)
OR jett* OR “house boat*” OR “houseboat” OR “float house”)
No Comparator or Outcome strings were used. This was to ensure all potentially
relevant articles were returned during the search.  NEAR/5 dictates that the specified
terms must be within a certain number of words (five words) of each other.
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2.9.2.3 QSR Evidence

Figure S 2-2 – Flow diagram of the Quick Scoping Review process. The number of articles downloaded, screened and
subsequently included or excluded are shown for stage. Articles were sorted into themes based on content.

International Stakeholder Survey
2.9.3.1 Methods
To address objective one (synthesise current evidence on the water body impacts of
FPV), an anonymous online survey was distributed to FPV operators to gather their
knowledge and expertise. This provides a means to gather contemporary understanding
which is especially important given the relative immaturity of FPV and thus the limited
studies in the scientific literature. Utilising the Qualtrics platform, participants were
asked to complete multiple choice and text-entry questions. The survey focussed on four
categories; FPV characteristics (such as array size and technology), water body
characteristics (such as depth, surface area and use), sampling and data collection, and
FPV array management (such as bird deterrents and cleaning). Prior to distribution, the
survey was evaluated following standard ethical procedures and a pilot study
conducted. The survey was then distributed via a stakeholder database, compiled from
a search of the grey literature and of people who had signed up to our FPV website
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(www.sunnywaters.co.uk). The survey was also widely shared on Twitter and via the PV
Tech email newsletter, facilitating a snowball technique to increase participation.
Participants had six-weeks to complete the survey; any incomplete responses were
discarded (n = 5). As an incentive for completion, participants were sent a summary of
the survey responses.
2.9.3.2 Survey questions
System









In which region and country is the floating solar array located?
What year was the floating solar system installed?
What is the generating capacity of the floating solar array?
Please select the provider of the floating system. (Please chose one response, if
the provider is not listed then please select 'Other' and type in the provider
name).
Please can you describe the float system (such as the design and the height from
the water to the photovoltaic panel)? Please feel free to include a URL to a photo
of the float system.
Have you experienced any issues (e.g. technical, operational) with the floating
solar plant?
Water Body









How is the water body used? (select all that apply)
Did the plans to deploy the floating solar array face any objections or concerns?
Please consider objections and concerns that were voiced from groups including,
stakeholders that use the water body, planning or government authorities and
environmental organisations.
o Please select from the list below any objections received about the
deployment of the floating solar array.
What is the average summer surface water temperature?
What is the maximum depth of the water body?
What is the surface area of the water body?
Please indicate the area or percentage covered by the floating solar array.
Water Quality and Data Collection



Did you or others collect water quality samples before deployment? This
includes any sampling or monitoring conducted in preparation for the
deployment of the array.
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o What water quality samples did you collect before the deployment of the
floating solar array? Please include any specific sampling or monitoring
you conducted prior to the installation of the floating solar array.
Did you or others sample water quality post-deployment of the floating solar
array?
o Please describe the post-deployment water quality sampling you
conducted.
Since the deployment of the floating solar array, has it been necessary to action
any additional water quality monitoring?
o Please describe the additional water quality monitoring you are now
conducting.
Have you observed a change in algae type (e.g. a switch to deep water algae)?
Please briefly describe any change.
Are there any visible changes to the water quality or ecosystem impacts since
deployment? Please describe them below.
Have you or others observed birds landing directly on the floating solar panels
or the infrastructure supporting the panels?
Please select any methods you use to deter the birds from landing directly on
the floating solar panels or the infrastructure supporting the panels?
Please describe any design features of the floating solar system that were
included to enhance the aquatic ecology value of the water body (e.g. holding
areas for fish, artificial refugia for aquatic invertebrates etc.).
Please describe the process for cleaning the floating solar array. Please include if
water from the host water body is used and if the water from cleaning is washed
into the host water body?
Other



Based on your experience with floating solar, would you consider deploying
another system if resources allowed?

2.9.3.3 Stakeholder survey ethics
Prior to distribution, the survey, participant information sheet and supporting resources
(Appendix A) underwent ethical approval by the Faculty of Science and Technology
Research Ethics Committee (FSTREC) at Lancaster University and a small trial to check
survey functionality was conducted. The survey was distributed via a stakeholder
database, compiled from a search of the grey literature and of people who had signed
up via the www.sunnywaters.co.uk website.
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2.9.3.4 Non-water quality effects from stakeholder survey
One in five participants of the stakeholder experience survey experienced technical or
operational issues with their FPV system. These issues included; submerged cables,
small punctures in the floats, problems with float connectors, higher operation and
maintenance costs than expected, a grid outage issue, bird fouling, and bird nesting.
However, the survey found all participants either agreed or strongly agreed that they
would consider installing further FPV (Agree: 1, Strongly Agree: 13).
Bird fouling and other soiling, such as snowfall, leaves, dust and pollen decrease PV
module performance. If individual cells are shaded, they are unable to produce any
current. In turn, shaded cells create resistance to current generated by other cells. The
shaded cells may heat up causing damage to the PV module (Maghami et al., 2016; Liu
et al., 2018). All survey respondents noticed birds landing on the PV modules or the
infrastructure supporting them. To overcome bird related issues, one in five survey
participants stated they used bird deterrents. Bird deterrent technology included the
use of laser and audible systems. Bird deterrents are widespread, with systems
frequently being used in applications other than FPV such as airports, greenhouses and
soft fruit farms.
Bird fouling and the deposition of dust and other debris on PV modules necessitate
periodic cleaning to maintain module performance. Survey participants reported a
variety of cleaning methods, including; cleaning with a brush, use of a photovoltaic
cleaning robot, and ‘manual cleaning’. Water for the cleaning operations was sourced
either from the recipient water body or external sources, with waste water returned to
the recipient water body. Discharging waste cleaning water directly into the host water
body may create a spike in nutrient concentrations if the soiling is nutrient rich. No
respondent reported the use of chemicals for cleaning the PV modules, likely in order to
preserve the warranty. Typically, PV modules are washed with non-abrasive soft brushes
and ideally de-ionised water only.
The weaknesses discussed here are not necessarily exclusive to FPV, with other energy
generation sources susceptible to similar and other issues. Weaknesses may be location
or design specific, while strategies to mitigate issues are often implementable. For
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example, survey participants were asked if designs to maximise ecological value had
been chosen. One respondent used glass-glass PV modules, enabling light to reach the
water’s surface. Another used floats that ‘allow the life of living beings under the array’.
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Highlights


Effects of floating solar photovoltaics on lake thermal structure are simulated.



Low coverages of floating solar have minimal impact and may enhance water
quality.



Impacts can be as, or more influential, than the effects induced by climate
change.



Floating solar could be used as a tool for managing water quality in reservoirs.

Abstract
Floating solar photovoltaics, or floatovoltaics (FPV), are a relatively new form of
renewable energy, currently experiencing rapid growth in deployment. FPV
decarbonises the energy supply while reducing land-use pressures, offers higher
electricity generating efficiencies compared to ground-based systems and reduces
water body evaporation. However, the effects on lake temperature and stratification of
FPV both sheltering the water’s surface from the wind and limiting the solar radiation
reaching the water column are unresolved, despite temperature and stratification being
key drivers of the ecosystem response to FPV deployment. These unresolved impacts
present a barrier to further deployment, with water body managers concerned of any
deleterious effects. To overcome this knowledge gap, here the effects of FPV-induced
changes in wind speed and solar radiation on lake thermal structure were modelled
utilising the one-dimensional process-based MyLake model. To resolve the effect of FPV
arrays of different sizes and designs, observed wind speed and solar radiation were
scaled using a factorial approach from 0% to 100% in 1% intervals. The simulations
returned a highly non-linear response, dependent on system design and coverage. The
responses could be either positive or negative, and were often highly variable, although,
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most commonly, water temperatures reduce, stratification shortens and mixed depths
shallow. Modifications to the thermal dynamics of the water body may subsequently
drastically alter biogeochemical processes, with fundamental implications for
ecosystem service provision and water treatment costs. The extreme nature of response
for particular wind speed and solar radiation combinations results in impacts that could
be comparable to, or more significant than, climate change. As such, depending on how
they are used, FPV have the potential to mitigate some of the impacts of climate change
on water bodies and could be a useful tool for water body managers in dealing with
changes to water quality, or, conversely, they could induce deleterious impacts on
standing water ecosystems. These simulations provide a starting point to inform the
design of future systems that maximise ecosystem service and environmental cobenefits from this growing water body change of use.
Keywords: Floating solar, floatovoltaics, renewables, mixed depth, ecosystem impacts,
lake management

Graphical Abstract

Introduction
Increased energy demands and the urgent need to decarbonise are prompting the rapid
deployment of renewable energy technologies. One such technology, solar
photovoltaics (PV), has experienced exponential growth over the past 25 years (IEA,
2019) and accounted for 57% of newly installed renewable energy capacity in 2019
(REN21, 2020). While solar PV has traditionally been ground- or rooftop-mounted,
water-deployed, floating solar photovoltaics (FPV), known colloquially as floatovoltaics,
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have emerged in recent years. Global cumulative FPV capacity more than trebled among
the top 70 FPV systems from 2018 to 2019 (Solar Asset Management, 2018; Solarplaza,
2019; World Bank Group et al., 2019), with a forecasted annual average growth rate of
22% (Cox, 2019). Conservative estimates suggest that FPV has a global potential of
400 GW-peak (World Bank Group et al., 2018), demonstrating the likely widespread
uptake of this renewable energy technology. Although this could be severely hampered
by a lack of understanding about the impacts of the technology on the hosting
environment (Lee et al., 2020; Stiubiener et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Gorjian et al.,
2021; Ziar et al., 2021).
FPV systems are typically comprised of five main components: a pontoon of floaters, a
mooring system, PV modules, cabling, and connectors (Sahu et al., 2016). The specific
design of a system can be adapted to suit water body function and application through
variations to floater material (Oliveira-Pinto and Stokkermans, 2020), PV module
type (Tina et al., 2021; Ziar et al., 2020), orientation (Campana et al., 2019), and surface
coverage (Cagle et al., 2020). However, each combination of components will have a
unique impact on the atmospheric drivers of lake dynamics, potentially resulting in a
large variation in lake function impacts between systems.
A growing body of evidence suggests that FPV has several advantages over
conventionally deployed PV. Firstly, FPV averts the need for large areas of land-use
change by occupying the surface of water bodies (Holm, 2017; Cagle et al., 2020). This
is of particular benefit to land-scarce countries and regions with high land prices (Abid
et al., 2019; Campana et al., 2019). Secondly, FPV has been shown to deliver enhanced
performance over ground-based PV due to the cooling effect of the hosting water body
(Choi et al., 2013; Sacramento et al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2016; Oliveira-Pinto and
Stokkermans, 2020). The cooling yield has been found to vary across climates, with heat
loss dependent on wind speed and the openness of the floating structure (Dörenkämper
et al., 2021). Thirdly, and also dependent on system design, FPV has also been shown to
reduce evaporative losses substantially (Choi, 2014; Santafe et al., 2014; Sahu et al.,
2016; Taboada et al., 2017), potentially providing vital water savings for droughtstricken areas. Furthermore, studies have shown that hydroelectric dams operating in
conjunction with FPV can optimise energy efficiency and improve system reliability
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(Stiubiener et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020). Integrated hydroelectric-FPV systems may
also lessen the environmental and social impacts of stand-alone hydroelectric operation
(Sulaeman et al., 2021) providing synergistic benefits to the water-food-energy nexus
(Zhou et al., 2020).
Nonetheless, the biological, chemical and physical impacts of FPV on water bodies
remain virtually unknown (Ziar et al., 2021), despite the global importance of water
bodies for supplying numerous ecosystem goods and services (Maltby et al., 2011;
Reynaud and Lanzanova, 2017; Grizzetti et al., 2019). Given the forecasted growth in
FPV deployment, it is critical that we increase our understanding of its impact on water
bodies. A fundamental starting point to this understanding is recognising the impacts of
FPV on the thermal structure of a water body, as this thermal structure will be directly
affected by FPV and it has a pervasive influence on most other aspects of the ecosystem
(e.g. Macintyre, 1993; Diehl et al., 2002; Huisman et al., 2004; Jäger et al., 2008).
A small number of previous studies have considered the effects of natural or artificial
floating elements on lakes (e.g. Maestre-Valero et al., 2013; Ozkundakci et al., 2016).
However, their focus has typically been on specific surface coverage ratios (e.g.
Aminzadeh et al., 2018) or particular ecological effects such as phytoplankton and
zooplankton assemblages (e.g. Pinto et al., 2007; Cazzanelli et al., 2008). Present
understanding relating specifically to the ecological impacts of FPV on lake functioning
is limited, with studies typically focussed on technological advancements and system
implementation (e.g. Liu et al., 2017). Of the limited number of studies with an
ecological focus, topics include; the viability of FPV on fish ponds (Chateau et al., 2019);
the effect of novel FPV designs on water quality indicators at an FPV pilot site (Ziar et
al., 2021) and the potential impact of sunlight reduction on biological processes, such as
algal blooms (Haas et al., 2020) and microorganism proliferation in drinking water
reservoirs (Mathijssen et al., 2020). Up to now, the impacts of FPV on water body
thermal structure remains unexamined.
FPV will both reduce the amount of solar radiation reaching the water and shelter the
water from the effects of wind mixing (Armstrong et al., 2020), modifying water body
temperature and stratification. Wind speed and solar radiation typically have opposite
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effects on water body thermal structure. Decreases in wind will tend to increase
stratification and surface warming, while reductions in solar radiation will enhance
mixing and cooling of surface water (Kalff, 2002). At present, it remains unclear whether
FPV-induced changes in wind speed or solar radiation will dominate, as well as the
extent of any resulting changes to lake thermal structure. The critical role of
temperature and stratification in determining lake biochemical and ecological processes
(Elci, 2008; Kraemer et al., 2017) means that without this knowledge, deployment of FPV
risks inadvertently altering the provisioning of ecosystem goods and services. This could
derail future investment in FPV. Modifications to the processes, function and service
delivery of water bodies with an FPV installation must be carefully managed to ensure
the

pathway

to

decarbonisation

continues

with

minimal

concomitant

environmental impacts.
Here we address this knowledge gap by applying simulations from a one-dimensional,
process-based model and data from a test lake in North West England. We simulate
water temperature, mixed depth and stratification timing to (1) determine the
sensitivity of a lake’s thermal structure to FPV deployed at varying scale. We then (2)
consider the potential ecosystem consequences and implications for lake management
in a changing climate.

Methods
Site description
The impacts of FPV on lake thermal structure were modelled for the south basin of
Windermere, a typical monomictic, mesotrophic, deep and temperate lake in the Lake
District, North West England. The south basin of Windermere is long and narrow in
shape – with a maximum depth of 42 m, a mean depth of 16.8 m and a surface area of
approximately 6.7 km2. As one of the most comprehensively studied lake systems in the
world (Rooney and Jones, 2010), the wealth of understanding and availability of highresolution meteorological and in-lake water temperature data make Windermere an
excellent test system for this study (Maberly and Elliott, 2012).
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Modelling methodology
3.5.2.1 MyLake
To resolve the effects of FPV on lake physical properties, we simulated lake variables by
adapting an existing MATLAB model. MyLake v1.2 (Saloranta and Andersen, 2007) is a
one-dimensional process-based model, used to simulate the daily vertical distributions
of water body temperature, evaporation and instances of ice cover accurately. MyLake
partitions horizontal layer volumes by exploiting interpolated lake bathymetric data,
making it similar to other one-dimensional lake models. The lake water simulation part
of the model is based on Ford and Stefan (1980), Riley and Stefan (1988) and Hondzo
and Stefan (1993), while the ice simulation component is based on Leppäranta (1993)
and Saloranta (2000). In brief, the model initially computes the temperature distribution
of the lake for the 24-hour time-step, taking into account diffusive mixing processes and
local heat fluxes. A sequential process then accounts for convective mixing, windinduced mixing, the water-ice heat flux and the effect of river inflow (Saloranta and
Andersen, 2007). The model has been successfully applied to various projects as a
standalone simulation tool assessing lake thermodynamics and ice regime (e.g.
Livingstone and Adrian, 2009; Woolway et al., 2017b). Predominantly, model
parameters were kept as per the user manual (Saloranta and Andersen, 2004), with
minor adjustments made during calibration (see Section 3.5.4).
3.5.2.2 Input data
Meteorological data, logged at 4-minute intervals using a Campbell Scientific CR10X data
logger, were obtained from an Automatic Water Quality Monitoring Station (AWQMS)
located at the deepest point of Windermere south basin for 2009 (Jones and
Feuchtmayr, 2017). Specifically, air temperature (Skye Instruments SKH2012) was
measured with a relative accuracy of ±0.35 °C; relative humidity (HOBO U23-001) with
an accuracy of ±3%; incoming short-wave radiation (Kipp & Zonen CMP6) with a relative
accuracy of 5%, and wind speed (Vector Instruments A100L2) was measured with an
accuracy of 1% for wind speeds >10.3 m s−1 and an accuracy of up to 0.1 m s−1 for wind
speeds <10.3 m s−1. Water temperature profiles were obtained from 12 stainless-steel
sheathed platinum resistance thermometers (Labfacility PT100), accurate to within
0.1 °C at the following depths; 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 30 and 35 m. Data were
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averaged to daily time steps. Estimates for cloud cover (0-1) were obtained from the R
package insol (Corripio, 2019), using incoming short-wave radiation data from the
AWQMS. As MyLake requires air temperature and relative humidity at 2 m, and wind
speed at 10 m, corrections for measurement height were applied using a modified
version of Lake Heat Flux Analyser (Woolway et al., 2015b). An iteration scheme with a
smoothing function capable of assessing bulk fluxes at individual time steps allowed the
appropriate scheme to be applied for accurate bulk flux simulation.
Daily discharge data from Windermere (River Leven) were used as a proxy for inflow
(National River Flow Archive, 2018), following the assumption that inflow was
approximately matched by outflow, with negligible change in lake level. Lake
morphometry (Ramsbottom, 1976) was interpolated to one-metre intervals. The light
attenuation coefficient (Kd, m-1) for Windermere south basin was obtained from
Woolway et al. (2015a).
3.5.2.3 Thermal structure simulations
The effect on wind speed and solar radiation (forcing variables) for a given percentage
coverage of FPV is unknown and likely to vary substantially depending on the design of
the floatovoltaic deployment. While reductions to both forcing variables are likely, the
relative proportions of these reductions remain to be determined. Here, the forcing
variables were altered using a factorial design, simulating reductions at 1% intervals
from 0% to 100%. A factorial design allowed the identification of non-linear changes and
thresholds in the output variables; this was of particular importance given the range of
FPV designs and surface coverages that exist between different systems. Considering
reductions to the forcing variables as a whole lake average, not just in the footprint of
the array, maximises transferability between systems with different FPV designs.
Data Analysis
Mixed layer depth and Schmidt stability were subsequently estimated from modelled
water temperatures using Lake Analyzer (Read et al., 2011), a freely available physical
limnological tool (e.g. Read et al., 2012; Kraemer et al., 2015). Mixed layer depth was
estimated using the metalimnion extent function, an algorithm that defines the
approximate depth of the base of the mixed layer using a density gradient threshold of
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0.1 kg m-3 m-1. Mean mixed layer depth for the stratified period of each scenario, along
with annual mean mixed layer depth were calculated.
The onset of thermal stratification was defined from the depth-resolved temperature
simulations as the time when the temperature differential between the surface (0 m)
and the bottom (42 m) of the lake exceeded 1 °C (Fee et al., 1996). Alterations to
stratification duration were assessed by calculating the longest stratified period, defined
here as the greatest number of consecutive days of stratification across the simulated
period. This was then compared to the stratified period of the water body without FPV
(unmodified system), permitting the calculation of a gain or loss in stratified days.
Stratification onset and overturn days were derived from these data, with onset being
the first day and overturn being the final day of the longest stratified period.
Three simulation scenarios were considered in further detail. The first being an equal
(1:1) reduction to each forcing variable. Given the relative proportions of reductions to
forcing variables remain unknown and are likely to vary substantially depending on FPV
design (see Section 3.5.2.3), two scenarios with scaled forcing variables were simulated.
A ‘wind dominant’ scenario where the wind speed reduction scales as 80% of the solar
radiation reduction and a ‘solar dominant’ scenario where the reduction to solar
radiation scales as 80% of the wind speed reduction.
Model Calibration
The model was calibrated for a one-year period against observed water body
temperatures. Standard calibration procedures were undertaken following Moriasi et
al. (2007). Briefly, calibration of the scaling of forcing variables was guided by Monte
Carlo sampling of uniform parameter distributions. The Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency
coefficient (NSE) (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for
metalimnion top, Schmidt stability and volume average temperature (see
supplementary information, section 3.9) were used to identify the best simulation. Slight
modifications to scale the original driving data were required to achieve the optimum
parameter values for the calibration year; these were +2% for wind speed and +13% for
solar radiation. These modifications are within the instrumentation error range and help
reflect the variation likely experienced in forcing variables across the whole of the water
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body. Thus, driving the model using 2009 measured meteorological data with a wind
speed multiplier of 1.02 and a solar radiation multiplier of 1.13 provided the optimum
fit against the observed in-lake temperature data and this then constituted the baseline
model simulation.

Results
After calibration, simulated water temperatures, volume averaged temperatures, mixed
layer depth and Schmidt stability compared favourably to the observed data
(Figure S 3-1). Model efficiency computed with NSE ranged from 0.93 to 0.97, an
encouraging indication of the ability of the model to reproduce the system response
(see supplementary information, section 3.9, for full calibration details, Table S 3-1).
Response of water body temperature to FPV
Modelled reductions to the forcing variables generally reduced annual mean surface
water temperatures (Figure 3-1a). Surface water temperature reductions were nonlinear, with small reductions to the forcing variables having a negligible effect and larger
reductions having an increasingly greater effect (Table S 3-2). Increases in surface water
temperatures occurred only in scenarios when wind speed was reduced considerably
more than solar radiation. Similarly, annual mean bottom temperatures generally
decreased, albeit less than surface temperatures (Figure 3-1b). As could be expected,
given the reductions in surface and bottom water temperatures, mean annual volume
average temperature was reduced for all scenarios (Figure S 3-2).

Figure 3-1 – Differences in mean surface and bottom water temperatures. Results are shown for mean annual (a)
surface water temperature and (b) bottom water temperature. Water temperatures for the unmodified system were
(a) 11.2 °C and (b) 7.0 °C. The solid black line represents an equal wind speed and solar radiation reduction
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approximating floating solar coverage (1:1). A wind dominant scenario (solar radiation reduced more than wind
speed) is shown with a dashed line. The dot-dash line represents a solar dominant scenario (wind speed reduced more
than solar radiation).

In 2009 there was no ice-cover on the lake and, indeed, ice cover on Windermere is very
rare. Nevertheless, simulations with more than a 90% reduction to the forcing variables
resulted in sufficiently cold surface water temperatures for ice to form (Figure S 3-3). Ice
cover duration increased as the forcing variables were further reduced above 90%. For
example, a 90% 1:1 reduction resulted in 22 days of ice cover, while a 98% reduction
resulted in 43 days of ice cover.
Each reduction to the forcing variables decreased total annual evaporation in
comparison to the baseline (Figure 3-2). At a 74% 1:1 forcing variable reduction, a
threshold was crossed where dew formed on the lake surface, providing an annual net
gain in water. Wind dominant scenarios (solar reduced by more than wind) saw greater
reductions in evaporation than in solar dominant scenarios (Table S 3-2).

Figure 3-2 – Annual evaporation and change in evaporation. Results are shown for (a) total annual evaporation. A
negative value indicates a net loss of water from the lake, while a positive value indicates a net gain in water. (b) The
percentage change in evaporation in comparison to the baseline (375.2 mm year-1). The solid black line represents an
equal wind speed and solar radiation reduction approximating floating solar coverage (1:1). A wind dominant scenario
(solar radiation reduced more than wind speed) is shown with a dashed line. The dot-dash line represents a solar
dominant scenario (wind speed reduced more than solar radiation).

Response of stratification duration and strength to FPV
3.6.2.1 Stratification duration
When reductions to the forcing variables were 1:1 and did not exceed 45%, stratification
duration was similar (± three days) to that of Windermere without FPV (Figure 3-3).
Reductions in excess of this threshold decreased stratification duration by ~39 days for
every additional 10% reduction to the forcing variables (Table S 3-3a). However, when
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the reductions to the forcing variables were not 1:1, stratification duration was modified
even with small reductions. A solar dominant scenario, for example, increased
stratification duration for all scenarios up to a 52% solar reduction, ranging from 3 to 13
days increase. The opposite was true when wind dominated, with stratification duration
decreasing for all scenarios by a minimum of 29 days, up to a maximum of 214 days.
Solar radiation reductions tended to dominate over wind speed reductions in
determining stratification duration.

Figure 3-3 – Stratification duration for each scenario. The unmodified system was stratified for 214 days. The solid
black line represents an equal wind speed and solar radiation reduction approximating floating solar coverage (1:1).
A wind dominant scenario (solar radiation reduced more than wind speed) is shown with a dashed line. The dot-dash
line represents a solar dominant scenario (wind speed reduced more than solar radiation).

3.6.2.2 Stratification Onset & Overturn
FPV deployment shifted the stratified period to later in the year, with delayed onset and
overturn (Table S 3-3a, b). Wind dominant scenarios typically delayed stratification,
where wind speeds remained proportionally higher than solar radiation (dashed-line
Figure 3-4a). However, in scenarios where the wind speed was reduced by at least 30%,
but solar radiation remained little changed, onset occurred earlier in the year. Overturn
was delayed by up to 10 days as a consequence of reduced wind speed when 1:1 forcing
variable reductions were less than 72%. Above 72%, the dominant forcing variable
switched, with reduced solar radiation advancing overturn timing (Figure 3-4b).
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Figure 3-4 – Stratification onset and overturn. Change in day of year shown for (a) onset and (b) overturn of thermal
stratification with modified wind speed and solar radiation. A negative value indicates an earlier day of the year
(advancement), while a positive value indicates a later day of the year (postponement). Stratification onset and
overturn occurred at day 102 and 315 respectively. The solid black line represents an equal wind speed and solar
radiation reduction approximating floating solar coverage (1:1). A wind dominant scenario (solar radiation reduced
more than wind speed) is shown with a dashed line. The dot-dash line represents a solar dominant scenario (wind
speed reduced more than solar radiation).

3.6.2.3 Stability
Forcing variable reductions of up to 13% modified Schmidt stability by a relatively
modest ±10 J m-2, within 3% of the unmodified system. Scenarios where FPV reduced
forcing variables by more than 13% reduced Schmidt stability substantially
(Figure S 3-4). The stability of the water body only increased in instances when wind
speed was reduced considerably, with solar radiation reduced by no more than 20%. A
10% solar radiation reduction and a 50% wind speed reduction, for example, increased
mean annual Schmidt stability by 59 J m-2. When each forcing variable was reduced by
50%, Schmidt stability was reduced by 126 J m-2. Solar radiation changes were generally
the dominant factor determining Schmidt stability, seen by the vertical bands in
Figure S 3-4; changing the wind speed had less influence, especially at higher reductions
of solar radiation.
Mixed Depth
Annual mean mixed depth shallowed with 1:1 forcing variable reductions of up to 60%
(1:1) (Table S 3-4a), indicated by the negative mixed depth difference. Reductions
greater than 60% (1:1) deepened the annual mean mixed depth, with the water body
remaining mixed all year when reductions exceeded 94% (1:1) (Figure 3-5a, b). Mixed
depth was shallowed by 0.58 m for every 10% reduction to the forcing variables up to
40% (1:1).
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These changes in annual mixed depth were, in part, caused by the changes in
stratification duration. Excluding this effect by focussing only on the stratified period,
each scenario demonstrated a shallowing of mean summertime mixed depth for all 1:1
reductions (Figure 3-5c, d). Reductions in excess of 81% were highly non-linear (1:1),
while smaller reductions were relatively proportional to the forcing variable reduction.
The effect of FPV on mixed depth was considerable, with 85% of all scenarios shallowing
for the stratified period (Table S 3-4b). Net summertime deepening occurred for the
remaining scenarios, typically when very large changes to solar radiation were coupled
with only small changes to wind speed. Mixed depth was at least halved for 29% of
all scenarios.

Figure 3-5 – Annual and stratified period mixed depths for each scenario. Results shown for (a) annual mean mixed
depth, (b) difference from the baseline for annual mean mixed depth, (c) mean mixed depth for the stratified period
and (d) the difference in mean mixed depth for the stratified period of each scenario with modified wind speed and
solar radiation. A negative value on (b) or (d) indicates mixed depth has shallowed, i.e. has moved closer to the surface
of the water body. A positive value on (b) or (d) indicates a deepening of mixed depth, i.e. mixed depth has shifted
towards the bottom of the water body. Annual and stratified period mean mixed layer depth were 24.7 m and 12.4 m,
respectively. The solid black line represents an equal wind speed and solar radiation reduction approximating floating
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solar coverage (1:1). A wind dominant scenario (solar radiation reduced more than wind speed) is shown with a dashed
line. The dot-dash line represents a solar dominant scenario (wind speed reduced more than solar radiation).

There were strong seasonal dynamics in mixed depth, with progressive deepening
throughout the summer months for scenarios where forcing variables were reduced by
up to 75% (1:1) (Table S 3-5; Figure 6). Daily mixed depths, for scenarios with forcing
variable reductions of 5, 10, 25, 50 and 75% (1:1) were initially closely aligned to the
mixed layer depth of the unmodified system (Figure 3-6). At day 175 (24/06/09) the
mixed depth of each scenario diverged from the unmodified system before converging
again at day 325 (21/11/09). During the diverged period, scenarios with forcing variable
reductions of 10% or greater differed substantially from the unmodified system, with
mean mixed depths differing by more than 2 m. Although the trend remained
consistent, the magnitude did vary. The difference in mixed depth peaked at 15.4 m for
the 75% scenario on day 305 (01/11/09). A 100% (1:1) reduction to the forcing variables
kept the water body fully mixed throughout the entire year.

Figure 3-6 – Daily mixed depth. The scenarios shown have equal wind speed and solar radiation reductions
approximating floating solar coverage (1:1).

Discussion
Lake thermal structure is dependent on a range of factors, including weather conditions,
lake morphology and geographical location (Kalff, 2002). Although FPV deployments will
alter net wind speed and solar radiation at the lake surface, the simulations here did not
assume a specific extent of coverage or system design. Instead, we considered the
effects of varying the scale of the forcing variables. For this discussion, we use only the
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assumption that surface coverage is negatively correlated with the forcing variables,
i.e. that higher surface coverages cause a greater reduction in wind speed and
solar radiation.
Thermal responses to differing reductions in wind speed and solar radiation varied
enormously, from the negligible to the very large. Proportionate increases in alteration
of driving forces resulted in highly non-linear responses. Both positive and negative
responses were possible, depending on the changes to the driving variables, reflecting
the opposite effects that wind speed and solar radiation typically have on lake thermal
structure. The responses most commonly seen, though, were for temperatures to
reduce, stratification to shorten, but mixed depths to become shallower. In the small
number of instances when water temperature increased or stratification duration
lengthened, an FPV system would need to cause substantial wind speed reductions and
minimal solar radiation reductions. Conversely, the rare instance of mixed depth
deepening (when considered during the stratified period only) occurred when
substantial

solar

radiation

reductions

were

coupled

with

minimal

wind

speed reductions.
The sensitivity of lake thermal structure to FPV
3.7.1.1 Cooling effect on water temperature
Water temperature changes were minor for small coverages of FPV, while more
extensive FPV coverages drove major decreases (Figure 3-1). As many metabolic
processes are highly temperature-dependent, the deployment of FPV at large coverages
has the potential to change the functioning of lentic ecosystems by modifying animal
behaviour, food web dynamics, life histories, species interactions and carbon cycling
(Tranvik et al., 2009; Kraemer et al., 2017). Reduced water temperatures may also
present operational challenges, particularly to networks comprised of cast iron
distribution mains. During the colder winter months, increased tensile stresses from
reduced water temperatures may lead to pipe fractures and an increased incidence of
pipe bursts (Jesson et al., 2010).
Cooler water temperatures and greatly reduced wind speeds permitted the formation
of ice at high surface coverages (Figure S 3-3), shifting the lake from a monomictic to a
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dimictic stratification regime. This considerable temporal shift in ice cover regime may
have implications for cyanobacterial community composition (Ozkundakci et al., 2016)
and fish behaviour (Jurvelius and Marjomki, 2008) while enhancing cultural ecosystem
service provisioning (Knoll et al., 2019). In water bodies where FPV deployment could
induce ice-cover, consideration would need to be given in the FPV design to mitigate the
possibilities of compression forces and the restriction of array movement due to
ice cover.
3.7.1.2 Changes to stratification length
Typically, the interception of incoming solar radiation by FPV extended the period of
water column heating required in the spring before a density gradient established,
postponing thermal stratification onset (Figure 3-4). Delayed epilimnion formation has
been shown to shift the timing of spring phytoplankton blooms to later in the year (Meis
et al., 2009), a phenological desynchronization which could lead to trophic mismatch,
affecting the wider food web hierarchy (Visser and Both, 2005; Thackeray et al., 2013).
At low to moderate FPV coverages, stratification duration increased a little, and more
so when wind reductions were substantially greater than solar radiation reductions
(Figure 3-3), increasing the likelihood of hypolimnetic anoxia and the increased
regeneration of soluble phosphorus and metals from the lake sediment (Forsberg, 1989;
Beutel et al., 2008). The regeneration of heavy metals from lakebed sediment degrades
water quality, necessitating enhanced water treatment, although the postponement of
overturn may mean extra nutrient releases occur at periods of lower light availability
when conditions are less suitable for phytoplankton growth (Butcher et al., 2015). At
higher FPV coverages and scenarios with enhanced solar reduction, stratification
duration shortened, which would tend to have the opposite effect of reducing anoxia
and internal loading of nutrients and metals. The possibility of either outcome, increase
or decrease, for such critical components of water quality emphasises the need for
astute system design.
3.7.1.3 Alteration of mixed layer depth
While it was more common in the model results that water temperature was lowered,
stability reduced and stratification shortened, mixed layers typically were shallowed, not
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deepened (Figure 3-5). Thus, reductions in solar radiation seemed to be more influential
than wind speed reductions on water temperature and stratification, but the reduction
in wind speed more influential on the depth of the epilimnion. As a fundamental driver
of the chemistry and biology of lake ecosystems, the modification of mixed layer depth
by FPV is of considerable importance for water quality (North et al., 2014; Kraemer et
al., 2015; Yankova et al., 2017). FPV deployments will reduce photosynthetically active
radiation (PAR) directly under array structures as well as mixed depth, so the ratio of
epilimnetic depth to euphotic depth will alter, impacting phytoplankton growth
(Huisman et al., 1999). Individual phytoplankton species with adaptations well suited to
the modified epilimnetic depth to euphotic depth ratio beneath an FPV array will thrive,
so changes in biomass and species composition should be expected. Non-continuous
FPV deployments that allow a mosaic of light availability will complicate alterations to
the phytoplankton community further. In particular, and of concern for water body
managers, toxic cyanobacteria are well adapted to such conditions, utilising gas vesicles
to regulate their buoyancy (Walsby et al., 1997). Simulations by Haas et al. (2020) found
FPV systems that reduced light attenuation by 40%, or more, greatly reduced algal
biomass, although they did not consider the effects of reduced wind speed, which may
improve conditions for phytoplankton growth. The use of semi-transparent PV modules
which provide specific transmittance windows to control light intensities have been
proposed as a means to regulate phytoplankton growth (Zhang et al., 2020).
FPV and lake management in the context of a changing climate
The deployment of FPV is a direct response to the need to decarbonise the global energy
supply in order to avert catastrophic climate change. Simulations here demonstrate that
the effects on lake thermal structure of certain combinations of forcing variable
reduction can be as, or more influential, than effects induced by climate change, and
could either mitigate or exacerbate the impact. Numerous studies have identified
increasing lake temperatures due to climate change, which are predicted to disturb both
ecological and biogeochemical processes (e.g. Thackeray et al., 2008; O'Neil et al., 2012;
Paerl and Paul, 2012). Woolway et al. (2019) found the average annual minimum
surface-warming rate of eight lakes to be 0.35 °C decade-1, while O'Reilly et al. (2015)
found 235 globally distributed lakes’ summer surface water temperatures were
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warming at a mean trend of 0.34 °C decade-1. Thus, FPV may provide a useful tool for
water body managers in mitigating against lake warming. For example, a decade of lake
surface temperature warming could be mitigated with the deployment of an FPV array
at a surface coverage that reduces lake-average wind speed and solar radiation by
approximately 10% (Figure 3-1).
A further example of climate change mitigation, and of particular relevance to waterscarce locations, is the reduction in evaporation achieved by increasing FPV coverage
(Figure 3-2). Cooler surface water temperatures weaken the water-to-air vapour
pressure difference (Oke, 2002) while the FPV array intercepts incoming radiative
energy, reducing the latent heat flux (Aminzadeh et al., 2018). Although research has
previously identified that FPV will reduce evaporative losses (e.g. Ferrer-Gisbert et al.,
2013; Redón-Santafé et al., 2014; Taboada et al., 2017), here it is also shown that the
cooler surface water under FPV relative to the warmer, moist air above the water body
permits dew deposition (Oke, 2002). At coverages greater than 74% (1:1 forcing variable
reduction) a tipping point is crossed, resulting in a net gain of water to the lake.
However, while FPV could be an effective tool to mitigate against lake warming, FPV
facilitated prolonged stratification duration and delayed overturn for some scenarios
simulated in this study, with the potential consequences similar to those of climate
warming (e.g. Adrian et al., 1995; Woolway and Merchant, 2019). Foley et al. (2012)
examined long-term changes in stratification dynamics for a lake close to Windermere
between 1968 and 2008; they found climate warming led to onset occurring 28 days
earlier, overturn 18 days later, and the duration of stratification increased by 38 days.
While FPV may be able to lessen the earlier onset of stratification brought about by
climate change, the simulations show FPV deployment at lower coverages may also
exacerbate the effects of climate change, potentially lengthening stratification duration
and postponing overturn further.
FPV deployment best practice
These simulations show impacts on water body process and function in response to the
deployment of FPV, with results which are relevant for other monomictic and
mesotrophic deep lakes in the temperate zone, although variations in local climate may
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constrain or exacerbate many of the effects identified in this study. Any wider
extrapolation of these impacts needs to take into consideration geographical and
morphological factors that affect lake-atmosphere interactions. For example, ice cover,
which occurred with high FPV coverage rates, would not occur in tropical regions due to
higher air temperatures. Lakes in tropical regions also undergo different mixing regimes
and tend to have less vertical temperature difference than temperate lakes (Lewis,
1987), so may respond differently to a temperate system. As latitude also influences
turbulent surface heat fluxes (Woolway et al., 2018) and atmospheric stability above
lakes (Woolway et al., 2017c), geographical location is likely to be a key contributor to
the overall effect of FPV on lake thermal structure. The response of lakes with differing
morphometric characteristics must also be considered; lake surface area, volume and
mean depth are pertinent drivers of lake thermal structure (Lerman et al., 1995; Talling,
2001; Wetzel, 2001; Kraemer et al., 2015). In smaller lakes, convection is the dominant
driver of mixed-layer turbulence, while wind shear is the primary driver for larger lakes
(Read et al., 2012). Lakes of a smaller surface area have broader diel temperature ranges
than larger lake-systems making them more prone to disturbance (Woolway et al.,
2016). The temporal variation in these drivers will further modify the response between
individual systems.
The number of water bodies hosting FPV arrays will increase with the sustained global
drive to decarbonise energy supplies; therefore, we anticipate an urgent need for
further understanding on the effects of FPV. Critically the model simulations
demonstrate a high sensitivity to extent and design of deployments with highly nonlinear thermal responses and both increases or decreases in temperature and
stratification being possible. The model simulations suggest only a few percent cover
(< 10%) of FPV typically only induces minor changes, but more significant covers
(> ~50%) result in large temperature changes and very extensive modifications to
stratification timing. The effects of FPV at larger coverages are of a similar magnitude to
that of climate change. This considerable variation in possible response provides those
deploying FPVs an opportunity to utilise deployments for actively enhancing water
quality benefits as well as decarbonising electricity production.
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Conclusion
By simulating the response of a lake to FPV deployed at varying extent, this study has
demonstrated patterns of increased impact with increased perturbation, ranging from
negligible to very large. Based on these findings, future FPV designs should consider the
following to maximise ecosystem co-benefits and limit potential harm:


Reductions in wind speed and solar radiation as an average across the lake cause
a non-linear, complex response with the direction of these effects dependent on
FPV array design, including coverage density



Low FPV surface coverages had a negligible effect on the thermal structure of
the test system, while high coverages were a major disruptor of the archetypal
thermal structure



FPV deployments may have impacts that are as, or more, influential than
catastrophic climate change, therefore providing an opportunity to manage the
effects of climate change on lake systems actively



Appropriate design and deployment of FPV will be required to mitigate the
likelihood of hypolimnetic anoxia and to optimise changes in the composition of
phytoplankton communities as FPV modifies lake thermal structure and light
climate

FPV is a substantial perturbation to water body process and function. Deployment with
minor impact is possible, but the infancy of knowledge on FPV necessitates planning and
impact assessment on a system-by-system basis.
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Supplementary information for Chapter 3
Model Calibration
Model calibration was guided by the Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (NSE)
(Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for metalimnion top,
Schmidt stability and volume average temperature (Table S 3-1). Simulated output was
compared against observed data from the Windermere South Basin instrumented buoy.
Supplementary Figures

Figure S 3-1 – Annual observed and simulated data. Calibration shown for (a) metalimnion top depth, (b) Schmidt
stability, (c) surface water temperature and (d) volume-averaged temperature.

Figure S 3-2 – Mean annual volume average temperature.
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Figure S 3-3 – Ice cover duration. The solid black line represents an equal wind speed and solar radiation reduction
(1:1). Ice cover duration for the baseline scenario is 0 days.

Figure S 3-4 – Mean annual Schmidt stability. Schmidt stability for the unmodified lake was 303.5 J m-2. The solid black
line represents an equal wind speed and solar radiation reduction approximating floating solar coverage (1:1). A wind
dominant scenario (solar radiation reduced more than wind speed) is shown with a dashed line. The dot-dash line
represents a solar dominant scenario (wind speed reduced more than solar radiation).
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Supplementary Tables
Table S 3-1 – Likelihood measures for model calibration. Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (NSE) and Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE). An NSE score of 1 (NSE = 1) indicates perfect efficiency, where there is an exact match
between simulated and observed data.

NSE
0.93
0.97
0.95

Metalimnion top
Schmidt stability
Volume average
temperature

RMSE
3.88
46.83
0.70

Table S 3-2 – (a) mean annual surface water temperatures and (b) annual evaporation rates for a selection of wind
speed and solar radiation reductions. The baseline scenario is indicated in bold. 1:1 wind speed and solar radiation
reductions are shaded. Positive values in (b) indicate a net gain in water during the simulated scenario.

(a)

Wind Speed
Reduction (%)

Solar Radiation Reduction (%)
0
5
10
25
50
75
99

0
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.7
12.2
12.8
13.2

5
10.9
11.0
11.1
11.4
12.0
12.5
12.9

10
10.7
10.8
10.9
11.2
11.7
12.2
12.5

25
10.0
10.1
10.2
10.4
10.8
11.2
11.5

50
8.6
8.7
8.7
8.8
9.0
9.3
9.4

75
6.6
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.4
6.3

99
4.2
4.1
4.0
3.8
3.4
3.0
2.8

50
-98.8
-98.9
-95.8
-90.2
-82.9
-70.0
-58.1

75
7.2
6.4
6.7
5.4
3.0
1.0
-1.1

99
72.6
70.4
67.9
60.5
46.8
31.0
18.7

(b)

Wind Speed
Reduction (%)

Solar Radiation Reduction (%)
0
5
10
25
50
75
99

0
-375.2
-373.3
-371.3
-362.6
-343.3
-312.5
-286.2

5
-342.7
-342.5
-341.2
-332.9
-313.9
-287.2
-262.6

10
-314.7
-312.3
-310.4
-303.2
-284.9
-258.4
-237.1

25
-226.4
-224.6
-224.6
-216.8
-201.7
-181.7
-161.9
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Table S 3-3 – (a) longest duration of stratification (days), (b) stratification onset (Julian day) and (c) stratification
overturn (Julian day) for a selection of wind speed and solar radiation reductions. The baseline scenario is indicated in
bold font. 1:1 wind speed and solar radiation reductions are shaded.

(a)

Wind Speed
Reduction (%)

Solar Radiation Reduction (%)
0
5
10
25
50
75
99

0
214
217
219
222
248
265
268

5
212
215
217
222
245
264
266

10
205
215
217
221
242
260
265

25
165
181
209
215
231
248
252

50
159
162
167
175
196
219
226

75
101
113
118
132
149
150
149

99
0
0
0
0
13
38
0

50
145
145
145
144
130
115
109

75
175
175
175
173
166
164
163

99
−
−
−
−
93
87
−

50
303
306
311
318
325
333
334

75
275
287
292
304
314
313
311

99
−
−
−
−
97
124
−

(b)

Wind Speed
Reduction (%)

Solar Radiation Reduction (%)
0
5
10
25
50
75
99

0
102
102
102
101
88
80
78

5
103
103
103
101
90
81
80

10
108
103
103
102
92
84
81

25
142
132
109
108
102
92
92

(c)

Wind Speed
Reduction (%)

Solar Radiation Reduction (%)
0
5
10
25
50
75
99

0
315
318
320
322
335
344
345

5
314
317
319
322
334
344
345

10
312
317
319
322
333
343
345

25
306
312
317
322
332
339
343
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Table S 3-4 – (a) annual mean mixed depth (m) and (b) mean mixed depth during the stratified period (m) for a
selection of wind speed and solar radiation reductions. The baseline scenario is indicated in bold font. 1:1 wind speed
and solar radiation reductions are shaded.

(a)
Solar Radiation Reduction (%)

Wind Speed
Reduction (%)

0
5
10
25
0
24.7
25.0
25.4
27.2
5
23.9
24.2
24.4
26.0
10
23.2
23.6
23.8
25.0
25
21.5
21.7
22.1
23.1
50
18.1
18.6
18.9
20.2
75
15.6
15.8
16.2
17.4
99
14.8
15.1
15.2
16.7
*The lake is fully mixed when the mixed depth is 42 m

50
29.6
29.1
28.5
26.9
23.3
20.5
19.3

75
35.1
34.2
33.6
31.5
28.6
27.3
27.0

99
42.0*
42.0*
42.0*
42.0*
40.2
38.2
42.0*

50
13.6
12.9
12.5
10.5
8.1
6.2
5.3

75
17.0
17.0
16.0
13.1
9.2
6.2
5.6

99
42.0*
42.0*
42.0*
42.0*
9.1
5.0
42.0*

(b)
Solar Radiation Reduction (%)

Wind Speed
Reduction (%)

0
5
10
25
0
12.4
12.8
13.0
12.6
5
11.8
11.8
12.2
12.8
10
10.9
11.1
11.4
12.3
25
8.7
8.9
9.1
9.9
50
7.1
7.1
7.2
7.5
75
5.7
5.8
5.8
5.8
99
5.0
5.1
5.1
5.3
*The lake is fully mixed when the mixed depth is 42 m

Table S 3-5 – Monthly mean mixed depth (m) for summer and autumn months with driving factor reductions (1:1) of
10%, 15% and 90% in comparison to the water body with no FPV.

Month
No FPV
10
50
June
3.9
3.5
2.7
July
5.7
5.0
3.0
August
11.2
9.7
5.4
September 16.0
13.9
8.6
October
21.4
18.8
12.6
*The lake is fully mixed when the mixed depth is 42 m

90
42.0*
32.6
2.6
16.7
40.8
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Highlights


Use of a lake model to simulate floating solar on lakes and reservoirs



Floating solar coverage influences phytoplankton response



Reduced phytoplankton biomass offsets changes to species composition



Within water body deployment location significantly impacts water body
response



Simulations provide valuable insight to inform floating solar deployment
decisions

Abstract
Floating solar photovoltaic (FPV) deployments are increasing globally as the switch to
renewable

energy

intensifies,

representing

a

considerable

water

surface

transformation. FPV installations can potentially impact ecosystem function, either
positively or negatively. However, these impacts are poorly resolved given the
challenges of collecting empirical data for field or modelling experiments. In particular,
there is limited evidence on the response of phytoplankton to changes in water body
thermal dynamics and light climate with FPV. Given the importance of understanding
phytoplankton biomass and species composition for managing ecosystem services, we
use an uncertainty estimation approach to simulate the effect of FPV coverage and array
siting location on a UK reservoir. FPV coverage was modified in 10% increments from a
baseline with 0% coverage to 100% coverage for three different FPV array siting
locations based on reservoir circulation patterns. Results showed that FPV coverage
significantly impacted thermal properties, resulting in highly variable impacts on
phytoplankton biomass and species composition. The impacts on phytoplankton were
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often dependent on array siting location as well as surface coverage. Changes to
phytoplankton species composition were offset by the decrease in phytoplankton
biomass associated with increasing FPV coverage. We identified that similar
phytoplankton biomass reductions could be achieved with less FPV coverage by
deploying the FPV array on the water body's faster-flowing area than the central or
slower flowing areas. The difference in response dependent on siting location could be
used to tailor phytoplankton management in water bodies. Simulation of water bodyFPV interactions efficiently using an uncertainty approach is an essential tool to rapidly
develop understanding and ultimately inform FPV developers and water body managers
looking to minimise negative impacts and maximise co-benefits.
Keywords: floating solar, renewable energy, water quality, phytoplankton, ecosystem
impact, MyLake

Introduction
Falling costs and the drive to decarbonise global energy supplies have led to widespread
uptake of renewable energy sources, including solar photovoltaic (PV) technology. Solar
PV has traditionally been dominated by ground- and rooftop- mounted installations.
However, since 2007, water-deployed floating solar photovoltaics (FPV) have emerged
as an alternative, especially in land-scarce areas (Cagle et al., 2020). FPV deployment has
been rapid, with over 2.6 gigawatts of installed capacity globally (Haugwitz, 2020) and
an anticipated annual growth rate of 28.9% between 2020 and 2027. Estimates show
that there is technical potential for FPV to produce almost 10% of current national
generation in the United States (Spencer et al., 2019), based on a water surface coverage
of 27% on suitable water bodies. At a continental scale, FPV covering less than 1% of the
surface of African hydropower dams could equal the generation from existing
hydropower dams, the largest source of renewable energy across the continent
(Sanchez et al., 2021).
FPV is comprised of PV modules attached to a series of floats moored on the surface of
a water body (Sahu et al., 2016). Host water bodies tend to be artificial (e.g. raw water
reservoirs) and may be used for drinking water provision, irrigation or hydroelectric
power generation (Momayez et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2020; Exley et al., 2021b). Deploying
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PV panels on water delivers enhanced performance and electricity generation over
ground-based PV due to the cooling effect of the hosting water body (Choi et al., 2013;
Sacramento et al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2016; Oliveira-Pinto and Stokkermans, 2020) and
reduces land use and land-cover change for renewable energy (Cagle et al., 2020). FPV
is deployed at a range of coverages, that is, the percentage of the water surface
transformed to host FPV relative to the water body area. Coverage depends on the size
of the host water body, the FPV design and the rated capacity of the installation (Exley
et al., 2021a).
FPV represents an unprecedented change in the use of artificial water bodies.
Understanding impacts is critical as water bodies provide numerous essential ecosystem
goods and services, including water for consumption, water quality regulation, and
supporting biodiversity (Maltby et al., 2011; Reynaud and Lanzanova, 2017; Grizzetti et
al., 2019). Impacts on the host water body could be significant, as light intensity and
wind shear will be modified by the shading and sheltering effect of an FPV installation
(Armstrong et al., 2020; Haas et al., 2020). Consequently, there is a pressing need to
understand and predict the effects of FPV on water body processes and functions (Lee
et al., 2020; Stiubiener et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Gorjian et al., 2021; Ziar et al.,
2021). In particular, understanding changes to phytoplankton is critical, given their role
as primary producers in aquatic ecosystems (Reynolds, 2006), the increased likelihood
of harmful algal blooms under climate change (Ho et al., 2019), and the subsequent
implications for recreation and potable water supply (Chapra et al., 2017). Moreover,
surface cover proxies for FPV (e.g. ice) suggest that deployments could alter
physicochemical habitat conditions in a way that would affect phytoplankton biomass
and species composition (Wright, 1964; Danilov and Ekelund, 2001; Lenard and
Wojciechowska, 2013; Yamamichi et al., 2018; Exley et al., 2021b).
Given the limited understanding of water body response to FPV deployment,
investigations that rapidly develop knowledge should be prioritised. In-situ monitoring
studies have quantified the impact of FPV installations on water temperatures (de Lima
et al., 2021) and aquatic plants (Ziar et al., 2021). However, comprehensive empirical
studies are resource-intensive and largely impractical when considering multiple
deployment scenarios (Meyer et al., 2009; Janssen et al., 2015). Several studies have
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hypothesised potential effects of FPV, but these are often conflicting given the
complexity of water body functioning. For example, it is claimed that water column
shading beneath FPV installations will reduce phytoplankton growth (Armstrong et al.,
2020; Lee et al., 2020). Yet, an evidence review of natural and human-made water
surface covers found that surface cover may cause a shift to low-light adapted nuisance
species, rather than a reduction in total biomass (Yamamichi et al., 2018; Exley et al.,
2021b). Numerical modelling ‘experiments’ provide a less time- and resourcedemanding alternative for rapidly testing multiple hypotheses on potential FPV
interactions without being limited to a single FPV design, sited on a specific part of a
single water body for a limited time. However, given the limited empirical observations
so far and limited data to parameterise models, conventional modelling approaches may
be unsuitable (Page et al., 2018). Therefore, approaches that can account for the
uncertainty associated with sparse input parameters or forcing data are necessary.
Our overarching aim was to determine if FPV coverage and siting location, based on
areas of differing circulation, influence phytoplankton biomass and species composition
in a reservoir. We used an extended version of the MyLake model with enhanced
phytoplankton representation to simulate FPV water quality impacts across discrete
zones of a water body. Moreover, we employed an uncertainty estimation approach, a
practical solution to overcome the problems associated with limited input data, model
parameterisation and validation of simulated output. We also discuss the implications
of our findings for water body management and the application of the expanded model
for future FPV deployments.

Methodology
MyLake FPV model
To determine if FPV array siting location affects water body thermal properties,
phytoplankton biomass and functional-type dynamics, we extended an existing opensource lake model, MyLake v2 (Markelov et al., 2019). Full details on the original MyLake
can be found in Saloranta and Andersen (2007) and the accompanying user manual
(Saloranta and Andersen, 2004).
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4.4.1.1 MyLake – existing model description
MyLake v2 (Markelov et al., 2019) is a one-dimensional process-based model capable of
simulating the daily vertical distributions of water body temperature, phytoplankton,
and dissolved and particulate substances, as well as interactions at the sediment-water
interface (Saloranta and Andersen, 2007). MyLake has been successfully applied to
various projects as a standalone simulation tool. For example, assessing ice regime
(Livingstone and Adrian, 2009), lake thermodynamics (Woolway et al., 2017a),
greenhouse gas emissions (Kiuru et al., 2018), light dynamics (Pilla and Couture, 2021)
and predicting cyanobacterial blooms (Moe et al., 2016).
Like many one-dimensional lake models (e.g. PROTECH; Reynolds et al. (2001)), MyLake
computes horizontal layer volumes from interpolated water body bathymetric data. In
the original version of MyLake, the model could simulate a maximum of two species or
functional groups of phytoplankton, with population dynamics controlled by
phosphorus (P) limitation, light requirements, and loss processes (see Table 4-1 for a
complete list of modifiable phytoplankton parameters). Nitrogen (N) and silica (Si)
species, as state variables, were added in v2 (Markelov et al., 2019). N-limited
phytoplankton growth was incorporated in a recent application (Salk et al., 2022).
Table 4-1 – MyLake Parameters describing phytoplankton functional traits. PAR is photosynthetically active radiation.

Parameter
PAR saturation level for growth
(mol-quanta m-2 s-1)
Optical cross section of
chlorophyll-a
(m-2 mg-1)
Loss rate at 20 °C (day-1)
Settling velocity (m day-1)
Specific growth rate at 20 °C
(day-1)
Half saturation growth P
concentration (mg m-3)
Half saturation growth N
concentration (mg m-3)
Half saturation growth Si
concentration (mg m-3)
If phytoplankton are N-Limited

Description
Controls the light-limitation of growth
Specifies self-shading contribution
Overall loss rate (includes death, grazing etc.
but not settling losses)
Phytoplankton-specific settling rates
Phytoplankton-specific maximum growth rates
– modified by temperature, light and nutrient
availability
Controls shape of growth curve based upon P
concentration
Controls shape of growth curve based upon N
concentration
Controls shape of growth curve based upon Si
concentration
Allows specification for N-fixing phytoplankton
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If phytoplankton are Si-Limited
Scaling factor for inflow
concentration of chlorophyll-a (-)

Allows specification of Si requirement (e.g.
diatoms and chrysophytes)
Distributes inflow chlorophyll-a across
functional groups simulated

4.4.1.2 MyLake – updated model description
The assumption of lateral homogeneity in MyLake, inherent to most one-dimensional
models, limits the model’s adaptability for simulating different water column ‘zones’.
Consequently, in order to model the impacts of FPV we adapted and extended MyLake
to enable simulation of the effects of varying FPV coverage on water bodies. Moreover,
given the importance of phytoplankton on water supply reservoirs where FPV are often
located, we enhanced the phytoplankton functionality.
Multiple tanks and exchanges between tanks
To enable the explicit simulation of FPV installations on different types of water bodies
and differently functioning ‘zones’ of water bodies, the MyLake model was extended to
represent water bodies in a quasi-two-dimensional way, an approach successfully
applied with other freshwater models (e.g. de la Fuente and Niño, 2008; Zhang and Rao,
2012; Dimitriou et al., 2017). Specifically, the original one-dimensional (one ‘tank’)
model structure was replicated into ‘n tanks’ (see supplementary information,
section 4.8.1).
The quasi-two-dimensional functionality permits each tank to be independent, allowing
for variation in water body characteristics, such as depth and flow, and spatial
characteristics, such as littoral and pelagic zones. Alternatively, the functionality permits
the simulation of covered and uncovered zones of a water body with FPV. Flows and
exchanges are specified using an eddy diffusion matrix, which governs the amount of
lateral mixing between contiguous tanks and an advection matrix that specifies flows
between tanks (e.g. to represent internal water body circulation patterns). While the
updated MyLake model can simulate an unrestricted number of tanks, the
computational burden and availability of data for parameterising appropriate advection
and diffusion matrices could be limiting. Consequently, the number of tanks should be
as parsimonious as possible given the simulation requirements (see supplementary
information, section 4.8.2).
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Phytoplankton growth module
To investigate phytoplankton species composition in response to FPV and the risk to
water quality, we updated the MyLake phytoplankton growth module to simulate an
unrestricted number of phytoplankton species (or groups) with different functional
behavioural traits. Here, we simulated phytoplankton in functional groups, as widely
used in modelling applications, to overcome the difficulty of specifying individual species
parameters (Shimoda and Arhonditsis, 2016). Specifically, we modelled diatoms, green
algae and cyanobacteria, enabled by generic representations of their non-taxonomical
traits known to dictate behaviour (Salmaso et al., 2015), such as growth, loss and
nutrient uptake (Reynolds et al., 2002).
As nutrient limitation is a primary determinant of the abundance and species
composition of phytoplankton in water bodies (O'Neil et al., 2012) we increased the
model growth equations from two to three (Equation 4-1, Equation 4-2, Equation 4-3).
Specifically, Si species were linked to the phytoplankton dynamics equations to allow
the simulations of diatoms (Harrison et al., 2012), in addition to the original phosphorus
uptake module and the recently incorporated N-limited growth module (Salk et al.,
2022) (see Table S 4-3 for a complete list of phytoplankton parameters). Consequently,
there are now three phytoplankton growth equations:
Equation 4-1

P limited

μ = μmax . ((S

S1
1 +KS1 )

) . 𝑇𝑓 . 𝐿𝑓

Equation 4-2

P and N limited

μ = μmax . ((S

S1

.

S2

1 +KS1 ) (S2 +KS2 )

) . 𝑇𝑓 . 𝐿𝑓

Equation 4-3

P, N and Si limited

μ = μmax . ((S

S1

.

S2

.

S3

1 +KS1 ) (S2 +KS2 ) (S3 +KS3 )

) . 𝑇𝑓 . 𝐿𝑓

where μ = phytoplankton species growth rate on a given day (1/day), μmax is the
maximum phytoplankton growth rate at 20 oC; . 𝑇𝑓 (-) is a water temperature modifier;
. 𝐿𝑓 (-) is a light modifier; S1 is phosphorus concentration (mg m-3), S2 is nitrogen
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concentration (mg m-3), S3 is silica concentration (mg m-3), and KS𝑥 (mg m-3) is the half
molar saturation level for each nutrient (see Table S 4-3 for full definitions).
Initial model testing (functionality)
Testing examined the functionality of multiple tank configurations and additional
phytoplankton functional group representation using data from Lake 227 (Ontario,
Canada), Lake Vansjø (Norway) and subsequently Thames Water’s Queen Elizabeth II
reservoir (outlined below; Section 4.4.2.1). We tested for internal consistencies (e.g.
mass-balance conservation), appropriate phytoplankton functional group behaviour
and dynamics (e.g. response to nutrient concentrations (Klausmeier and Litchman,
2001) and functional group succession) and the sensitivity of model output to the
number and configuration of tanks (see supplementary information, section 4.8.2,
for details).
Modelling methodology
We used the expanded model to simulate the effect of FPV on water quality in the
Queen Elizabeth II (QEII) reservoir. FPV are typically deployed on raw (untreated) water
reservoirs, irrigation ponds and other artificial water bodies (Exley et al., 2021b), which
typically have less extensive data than natural water bodies instrumented for research.
Consequently, we took an uncertainty approach, specifically the Generalised Likelihood
Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) procedure (Beven and Binley, 1992) to account for the
limited data.
4.4.2.1 Study location
The QEII reservoir is in south-west London (51° 23′ 27″ N, 0° 23′ 32″ W, surface area: 128
hectares). The raw water reservoir has a maximum depth of 17.8 m and a maximum
capacity of 19.6 million cubic meters. The reservoir is supplied with nutrient-rich water
from the River Thames (Reynolds et al., 2005), pumped via three inlets on the reservoir
bed, one to the west and one in each of the two southern corners. The reservoir outlet
is situated in the north-eastern corner (Figure 4-1). During the study year, 2018, the QEII
reservoir had a mean hydraulic residence time of 44 days (Ta, 2019). Reservoir volume
ranged from > 95% full between January to early May, before being drawn down over
the summer and autumn to 73% volume in early November. Reservoir volume then
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returned to > 95% at the end of 2018. In 2016, a 6.3 MW capacity FPV installation was
deployed on the QEII reservoir, covering ~4.5% of the reservoir’s surface when full.
4.4.2.2 Data inputs
Forcing inputs
The QEII reservoir was modelled on a daily time step for one-year to demonstrate model
application, using data from 2018. As monitoring of the QEII reservoir is conducted at
the reservoir outlet, inflow nutrient concentrations were obtained from two monitoring
stations on the River Thames situated upstream (Wey tributary; ~5.5 km) and
downstream (Teddington Weir; ~11.5 km) of the QEII reservoir inlet (Environment
Agency, 2018). Samples were taken approximately monthly and were linearly
interpolated to obtain mean daily values throughout 2018. Inflow water temperatures
were approximated from observed in-reservoir water temperatures. Daily outflow data
provided by the reservoir operator were used as a proxy for inflow volume. In the
absence of on-site meteorological measurements, global radiation, cloud cover, wind
speed, air temperature, relative humidity, air pressure and rainfall observations from
Heathrow Airport (10.5 km to the north) for 2018 were used (Met Office, 2019).
Bathymetry of the QEII reservoir was digitised to 1 m intervals from a survey provided
by the reservoir operator.
Data for evaluation of model performance
Observed water temperature and total chlorophyll-a data provided by the reservoir
operator was used for model calibration and uncertainty estimation. Typically, these
samples were collected weekly at the reservoir outlet at depths of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13
and 15 m. Weekly phytoplankton speciation, analysed by the reservoir operator, was
derived from an integrated sample of the upper 1 m of the reservoir and recorded based
on the cell count by ascribing a rating on an ACFOR (Abundant, Common, Frequent,
Occasional, Rare) scale (see supplementary information, section 4.8.3, for further
details). Six functional groups were simulated to broadly reflect the phytoplankton
species composition observed in the QEII reservoir during 2018, separated by grazed
and ungrazed groupings. The groups represent the broad functional trait differences,
including grazing pressures (represented by loss rate), size, growth rate, their light
requirement for growth and settling velocity. The six functional groups were reported
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only as diatoms, green algae and cyanobacteria in the following analyses (Table 4-2), as
the grazed and ungrazed groupings were combined for each group.
Table 4-2 – Nominal phytoplankton functional groups used and descriptive functional traits. See supplementary
information, section 4.8.3, for the ranges of each sampled parameter.

Phytoplankton Nutrient
Light
Growth
Settling
limited
functional
Size
requirement
Rate
velocity
group
for growth
P N Si
Diatoms
   Large
Slow
Low
High
– ungrazed
Diatoms
   Large
Slow
Low
High
– grazed
Green/other
algae
 
Small
Fast
Medium
Low
– ungrazed
Green/other
algae
 
Small
Fast
Medium
Low
– grazed
Cyanobacteria
Small/
Very

Medium Medium
– ungrazed
medium
low
Cyanobacteria
Small/
Very

Medium Medium
– grazed
medium
low
+: Increased to reflect grazing losses; −: Reduced to reflect no grazing losses

Loss
rate
−
+
−

+
−
+

4.4.2.3 Model geometry and simulations
Tank configuration
In this study, the new multi-tank functionality of the model was used to represent
discrete zones of internal circulation. Tank configuration was based on a detailed study
of internal circulation in the QEII reservoir for 2018 (Ta, 2019) and testing of tank
configurations (see supplementary information, section 4.8.2). The baseline model was
assigned two tanks, one relatively short residence time, faster-flowing tank (70% of QEII
surface area) and one comparatively longer residence time, slower-flowing tank (30% of
QEII surface area). The tanks mimic the hydrologic behaviour of the QEII reservoir,
namely the short-circuiting of flow between the reservoir inlets and outlet. The existing
FPV array is positioned on the slower-flowing tank (Section 4.4.2.1; Figure 4-1). The
inflow and outflow of the reservoir were located in the faster-flowing tank. The
distribution matrices described exchanges between the faster‑flowing tank and the
slower‑flowing tank; lateral eddy diffusion (set at 2.5% of tank volume) and advection
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(set at 2.5% of tank volume) (see supplementary information, section 4.8.2, for
further details).

Figure 4-1 – Conceptual Baseline ‘tank’ structure for QEII during 2018. Satellite image from Google Earth.

Identification of baseline model simulations
Acceptable baseline simulation results and parameter sets were identified by comparing
model output from multiple model runs with observed data (total chlorophyll-a, surface
temperature, stratification pattern and phytoplankton functional group proportions).
Parameter ranges, comprised of all physically reasonable values for each parameter (see
supplementary information, section 4.8.3), were sampled 8,000 times using a Monte
Carlo strategy to limit bias within the parameter sets. Each Monte Carlo sample provided
a unique set of parameters to run 8,000 simulations. Each of the simulations underwent
the GLUE procedure (Beven and Binley, 1992), where formalised Limits of Acceptability
(LoA) were developed and used as acceptance criteria to account for the significant
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uncertainties associated with modelling environmental systems (see supplementary
information, section 4.8.4, for further details).
LoA were applied in the strictest sense for chlorophyll-a and mixed depth: any
simulations that fell outside the specified limits were rejected and not used in the
analyses. The remaining variables were used solely to provide additional confidence
weightings. Confidence weightings (L) for accepted simulations were calculated using
fuzzy weighting functions and were combined to give an overall weighting for each
simulation. Chlorophyll-a (LChl), mixed depth (Lmxd) and water temperature (Lwt) were
equally weighted in the combined overall goodness of fit weighting (Wt). Phytoplankton
functional groups, where LD, LG and LC are the weighting for diatoms, green algae, and
cyanobacteria, respectively, had a weighting of one-third to prevent over-constraint on
functional groups (Equation 4-4).
Equation 4-4

𝑊𝑡 = [(𝐿𝐶ℎ𝑙 + 𝐿𝑚𝑥𝑑 + 𝐿𝑤𝑡 + (𝐿𝐷 . 0.33) + (𝐿𝐺 . 0.33) + (𝐿𝐶 . 0.33) )]
As all acceptable simulations are deemed to represent the system behaviour (given the
available data), they are all used to represent the baseline. However, as each acceptable
simulation is associated with a goodness of fit weighting, which is propagated to the
final results, each acceptable simulation contributes differently. Using all the acceptable
simulations in this way explicitly propagates all known modelling uncertainties to final
modelling results. The implementation of FPV deployment in the model took the form
of a modification to each of the acceptable parameter sets to represent the solar array
associated with the scenario of interest.
FPV deployment scenarios
Three ‘deployment scenarios’ were run to investigate the impact of array siting location
on water body response (Table 4-3). Each scenario was run multiple times to simulate
varying degrees of FPV coverage – the ‘coverage increments’. The coverage increment
represents the percentage of the reservoir’s total surface area covered by FPV,
accounting for the existing 4.5% coverage of the presently deployed array (see Section
4.4.2.1). In the following scenarios, we use coverage increments of 10% from a baseline
of 0% coverage to complete reservoir coverage (100%).
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Table 4-3 – Scenarios and a summary of the deployment configuration.

Scenario

Description

Baseline

The reservoir simulated with no additional FPV coverage
(includes the existing 4.5% coverage of the presently deployed
array) – shown as 0% coverage.

Scenario-Fast

FPV installation initially deployed on the faster-flowing tank,
an area of the reservoir with a shorter-residence time. Once
the FPV installation exceeds the area of the faster-flowing
tank the FPV array is deployed upon the slower-flowing tank
(Figure 4-1).

Scenario-Slow

FPV installation initially deployed on the slower-flowing tank,
an area of the reservoir with a longer-residence time. Once
the FPV installation exceeds the area of the slower-flowing
tank the FPV array is deployed upon the faster-flowing tank
(Figure 4-1).

Central siting of FPV installation. Initially the array is deployed
on the faster-flowing tank, as the larger of the two tanks
(Figure 4-1). Once the remaining uncovered area of the
Scenario-Central
faster-flowing tank is equal in area to the slower-flowing tank,
the deployment of the array is split equally between each
tank.
- Each deployment scenario was simulated with a range of FPV ‘coverage
increments’ from 0% coverage (baseline) to 100% in 10% increments.
Modelling assumptions and sources of uncertainty
Each model run, in terms of the deployment scenario and coverage increment, was
based on a set of assumptions to represent the water body and approximate the effects
of FPV coverage. At present, there are no published values for the effect of FPV on air
temperature, wind speed and incoming solar radiation at the air-water interface. The
effect on each driver is likely modified depending on system design, such as
transparency of the PV module, airflow beneath the floating array and orientation of the
array (Armstrong et al., 2020; Exley et al., 2021a; Ziar et al., 2021). For this study, the
effects of an array were estimated from unpublished observations made at an FPV
installation (see supplementary information, section 4.8.5, for methods) and published
observations made at a ground-based installation (Armstrong et al., 2016). Based on the
results of these preliminary observations, we assumed that between the water’s surface
and the underside of the PV module; air temperature is warmed by 8%, incoming solar
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radiation is reduced by 94%, and wind speed is reduced by 95%. All scenarios are also
based on the likely assumptions that the functional phytoplankton groups adequately
represent the phytoplankton community observed in the QEII reservoir and that the
initial phytoplankton community composition (i.e., relative proportions of taxa) were
set to be equal on the first day of each simulation to permit an equal chance
of proliferation.
4.4.2.4 Model output analysis
To summarise the impact of varying FPV coverage and siting location on phytoplankton
biomass and species composition, we compared model outputs from each scenario
against the baseline (Table 4-3). We analysed the output from the faster-flowing tank,
as this is the tank that feeds the water treatment works. Given the plethora of data
outputted, we focussed on variables influencing phytoplankton biomass and species
composition, including surface water temperature at 1 m and stratification metrics. To
represent phytoplankton biomass and species composition, we used total chlorophyll-a
concentration and the proportions of each phytoplankton functional group as a
proportion of total chlorophyll-a, both at 1 m depth. The proportions of phytoplankton
functional groups are presented as relative, not absolute values for visual clarity.
Given the use of the GLUE methodology, each scenario has the outputs from several
model simulations. To capture the variability in outcomes, thus representing the
uncertainty, we use the median, 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles, thus providing the average
outcome and the 95% confidence interval. To explore the impacts on the annual
minimum (Tmin) and maximum (Tmax) water temperature and maximum total
chlorophyll-a concentration, we use the mean of each based on a ten-day window
defined by the baseline model runs. Stratification was determined using a threshold
density gradient of 0.1 kg m-3 m-1 between adjacent layers (Gray et al., 2020). Two
metrics were used to summarise stratification duration. These were continuous
stratification, the longest period of stratification in each simulation, and cumulative
stratification duration, the total number of stratified days during the one-year
simulation period. Stratification onset and overturn were defined as the first and last
day of the longest period of continuous stratification, respectively.
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Results
Simulations within the limits of acceptability
Seventy-five parameter sets were within the LoA for all simulations; the remaining 7925
parameter sets were rejected and not used in the subsequent analyses. Given the
limited input data and strict inclusion criteria applied, most excluded parameter sets
were rejected based on their representation of total chlorophyll-a (Figure 4-2),
functional groups and mixed depth. The model simulated water temperature within the
LoA for most parameter sets (< 95%). The goodness of fit weighting for the accepted
parameter sets ranged from 80.62 to 84.01, of a maximum possible weighting of 204
(determined by the number of observations available for the QEII reservoir).

Figure 4-2 – Simulated chlorophyll-a (coloured lines) samples within the limits of acceptability (grey shaded area).

Response of thermal properties
FPV coverage cooled median surface water temperatures throughout the year (Figure S
4-10, Figure S 4-11, Figure S 4-12). However, on a small number of days between
mid-spring and early summer, the 10% coverage increment resulted in slightly warmer
(< 0.6 °C) surface water temperatures than the baseline (i.e. no additional FPV coverage)
in Scenario-Fast and Scenario-Central for nine days. Similarly, at 10 to 30% coverage in
Scenario-Slow, there were ten days when FPV coverage warmed median surface water
temperatures (< 0.5 °C) compared to the baseline.
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For all scenarios, median Tmax and Tmin were reduced with increasing FPV coverage,
based on the mean of a window (± five days), defined by the baseline model runs. FPV
deployment on the fast-flowing tank (Scenario-Fast) saw a comparatively quick decline
in Tmax and Tmin with increasing FPV coverage. Median Tmax decreased on average 0.55 ±
0.09 °C (mean difference ± SD; hereafter unless stated) per 10% coverage increment for
FPV coverages up to 70% (i.e. when the FPV encroached on the slower flowing tank).
Median Tmin decreased by 0.20 ± 0.11 °C per 10% coverage increment up to 70%
coverage. The rate was reduced once the array encroached on the slower-flowing tank
(FPV coverages greater than 70%). Tmax decreased by 0.16 ± 0.03 °C per 10% coverage
increment and Tmin decreased by 0.02 ± 0.004 °C per 10% coverage increment (Figure
4-3a and b).
Deployment on the slower-flowing tank (Scenario-Slow) initially caused a slower decline
in median Tmax and Tmin, 0.15 ± 0.04 °C and 0.02 ± 0.01 °C, respectively, per 10% coverage
increment up to 30%, than in Scenario-Fast. After the FPV encroached on the fasterflowing area (above 30% coverage), Tmax decreased by 0.56 ± 0.15 °C, and Tmin decreased
by 0.20 ± 0.11 °C, per 10% coverage increment. In contrast, median Tmax declined linearly
by 0.44 ± 0.08 °C for each 10% coverage increment when the array was located centrally
on the reservoir (Scenario-Central; Figure 4-3a). Tmin for Scenario-Central reduced by
0.14 ± 0.06 °C for each 10% increase in FPV coverage. There was increasing divergence
between the lower (2.5th) and upper (97.5th) percentile at higher FPV coverages (Figure
4-3b). For example, at 10% coverage the range between the lower and upper percentile
was 0.65 °C, this increased to 0.70 °C at 50% and 0.94 °C at 90% FPV coverage.
In response to increasing array coverage, continuous and cumulative stratification
duration decreased rapidly when the array was deployed on the faster-flowing tank or
centrally (Scenario-Fast and Scenario-Central; Figure 4-3c and d). Maximum
stratification duration was up to 22 days longer in Scenario-Slow than under ScenarioFast at 30% FPV coverage (Figure 4-3c). Cumulative stratification duration was up to 75
days longer in Scenario-Slow than under Scenario-Fast at 30% FPV coverage (Figure
4-3d). Significant stratification events did not occur in Scenario-Fast and -Central when
array coverage exceeded 50% and in Scenario-Slow when coverage exceeded 70%
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(Figure 4-3c and d). See supplementary information, section 4.8.9, for the number of
stratified simulations at each FPV coverage.
The relationships between FPV coverage and stratification onset and overturn were
weaker than for stratification duration (Figure 4-3e and f). Stratification onset generally
shifted to later in the year with FPV coverages of up to 40% for Scenario-Fast and Central (Figure 4-3e). However, some simulations had an earlier onset of stratification
at the 10% FPV coverage increment. In Scenario-Slow, stratification onset showed a
weak shift to later in the year with FPV coverages of up to 70% (Figure 4-3e). However,
a few Scenario-Slow simulations showed an earlier onset at 10 to 40% FPV coverage
than the baseline (Figure 4-3e).
The overturn of stratification did not have a clear trend with increasing FPV coverage.
However, overall, there was a tendency for overturn to be slightly later for all three
scenarios than the baseline (Figure 4-3f). However, a small number of simulations
showed earlier overturn than the baseline (Figure 4-3f). For example, at 10 and 20% FPV
coverage, the lower extent of the estimated range was earlier than the lower extent of
the baseline range for Scenario-Fast and Scenario-Central (Figure 4-3f). Overturn of
stratification in Scenario-Slow did not have a clear trend with increasing coverage,
although typically it occurred slightly earlier than in Scenario-Fast and Scenario-Central
at FPV coverages 20% or greater (Figure 4-3f). Overturn occurred earlier than the
baseline in a small number of simulations, for example, at 10 to 40% FPV coverage, when
only the slower-flowing tank was covered.
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Figure 4-3 – a) Annual maximum and b) minimum water temperature, c) stratification duration, d) cumulative
stratification duration, and stratification e) onset and f) overturn day, versus floating solar (FPV) array coverage for
each deployment scenario. An asterisk indicates no prolonged stratification event occurred for the simulation.
Whiskers represent the minimum and maximum of the simulation results presented. The box represents the 2.5th &
97.5th percentiles, which gives a 95% confidence interval that simulation estimates fall within this range. 0% FPV
coverage represents QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline with no additional FPV coverage.

Response of phytoplankton
4.5.3.1 Total chlorophyll-a
In Scenario-Fast and Scenario-Central maximum total chlorophyll-a concentration,
based on the mean of a window (± five days), defined by the baseline model runs,
declined exponentially with increasing FPV coverage (Figure 4-4). For example, in
Scenario-Fast, median total chlorophyll-a was reduced by 10.21 µg L-1 at 10% FPV
coverage, 20.40 µg L-1 at 50% and 22.09 µg L-1 at 90% compared to the baseline scenario.
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Each additional 10% coverage increment, up to 60%, reduced median total chlorophylla by 3.59 ± 1.84 µg L-1 on average (Figure 4-4). Coverages exceeding 60% in ScenarioFast had negligible total chlorophyll-a (< 1 µg L-1).
Comparatively, Scenario-Central showed a slightly smaller reduction in median total
chlorophyll-a concentration than Scenario-Fast. For example, median total chlorophyll-a
was reduced by 4.01 µg L-1 at 10% FPV coverage, 19.69 µg L-1 at 50% and 22.01 µg L-1 at
90% compared to the baseline scenario. In Scenario-Central, each additional 10% FPV
coverage increment, up to 70%, reduced median total chlorophyll-a by 3.05 ± 2.11 µg L-1
(Figure 4-4). Coverages exceeding 70% in Scenario-Central had negligible total
chlorophyll-a (< 1 µg L-1).
In Scenario-Slow, total chlorophyll-a concentration generally reduced with increasing
FPV coverage. However, at lower FPV coverages (10 to 30% coverage) where only the
slower-flowing tank was covered, total chlorophyll-a simulations showed both increases
and decreases from the baseline (Figure 4-4). At 10% FPV coverage, total chlorophyll-a
was either reduced by up to 5% (0.89 µg L-1; 2.5th percentile) or increased by up to 28%
(7.95 µg L-1; 97.5th percentile). At 20% FPV coverage, total chlorophyll-a either reduced
by up to 15% (2.52 µg L-1; 2.5th percentile) or increased by up to 15% (4.28 µg L-1; 97.5th
percentile). At 30% FPV coverage, total chlorophyll-a either reduced by up to 19%
(3.23 µg L-1; 2.5th percentile) or increased by up to 4% (1.02 µg L-1; 97.5th percentile).
Above 30% FPV coverage, when the faster-flowing tank started to be covered, median
total chlorophyll-a declined on average by 2.87 ± 2.35 µg L-1 per 10% additional cover.
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Figure 4-4 – Total chlorophyll-a (based on the mean of a window, ± five days, around the day of maximum total
chlorophyll-a) versus floating solar array coverage. Whiskers represent the minimum and maximum of the simulation
results presented. The box represents the 2.5th & 97.5th percentiles, which gives a 95% confidence interval that
simulation estimates fall within this range. 0% floating solar coverage represents QEII reservoir simulated as
a baseline.

4.5.3.2 Annual total chlorophyll-a
Median total chlorophyll-a generally reduced with increasing FPV coverage throughout
the year for all scenarios (Figure 4-5 and supplementary information, section 4.8.7, for
95% confidence interval). However, on a small number of days between late May and
the end of July, median total chlorophyll-a was greater than the baseline in ScenarioSlow at 10 to 30% FPV coverage. FPV coverage had the greatest relative impact on
median total chlorophyll-a at the start of August (Figure S 4-13). For example, at 10%
FPV coverage median total chlorophyll-a had a relative reduction of 48% (24.38 µg L-1)
in Scenario-Fast and Scenario-Central. Whilst in Scenario-Slow, the greatest relative
difference for 10% FPV coverage occurred in early June; a 17% (2.09 µg L-1) reduction
compared to the baseline scenario. The absolute differences as coverage exceeded 70%
in Scenario-Fast and Scenario-Central were relatively small compared to lower
coverages when the array was deployed exclusively on the faster-flowing tank (Figure
4-5). The opposite occurred for Scenario-Slow, with coverages up to 30%, the area of
the slower-flowing tank, having a small absolute difference with the baseline. The
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absolute difference increased once the array started to cover the faster-flowing
tank (Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5 – Annual median total chlorophyll-a absolute difference by scenario. 0% floating solar coverage represents
QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline with no additional floating solar coverage. The relative difference in
chlorophyll-a is shown in Figure S 4-13.

4.5.3.3 Phytoplankton functional group dynamics
While simulated chlorophyll-a concentrations declined exponentially with increasing
coverage, the relative proportion of phytoplankton functional groups varied. In
Scenario-Fast, at FPV coverages of up to 60%, diatoms dominated for most of the year,
with their dominance increasing as FPV coverage increased up to 40% (Figure 4-6 and
Figure S 4-17). As the coverage increased above 60%, proportions of green algae
increased, approaching a similar proportion as diatoms. In some cases, green algae were
very similar to, or slightly exceeded, the proportions of diatoms towards the end of
summer, as for the baseline scenario (Figure 4-6).
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Figure 4-6 – Scenario-Fast: Proportion of phytoplankton functional groups as a percentage of total chlorophyll-a for
the simulated period. The initial phytoplankton functional group proportions were set evenly, therefore, the first 30
days of simulations are model run-in time and should be ignored. 0% floating solar coverage represents QEII reservoir
simulated as a baseline.

Similarly, diatoms increasingly dominated with FPV coverages of up to 70% in ScenarioCentral. Diatom dominance slowly reduced from 70% to 100% coverage, associated with
a higher proportion of green algae (Figure S 4-18). In Scenario-Slow, FPV coverages of
up to 90% were associated with diatoms dominating for most of the year (Figure S 419). Diatom dominance strengthened as FPV coverage increased over 40% but declined
again over 70%. In some cases, typically at FPV coverages up to 30%, green algae were
very similar to, or slightly exceeded, the proportions of diatoms towards the end of
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summer, as they did in the baseline scenario (Figure S 4-19). Cyanobacteria did not have
a high relative or absolute abundance regardless of FPV coverage.

Discussion
We found reduced phytoplankton biomass and changes in species composition can be
directly attributed to the direct shading effects from reduced solar radiation and indirect
mixing effects from wind sheltering of FPV. We also found that the different thermal
dynamics associated with each siting location meant phytoplankton in the faster flowing
tank appear more sensitive to low FPV coverage than the phytoplankton in the slower
flowing tank, as they have to contend with both shading and rapid flushing, resulting in
a large cumulative effect. Inflow volume, water temperature and nutrient inputs
remained unchanged. In general, increased FPV coverage reduced total chlorophyll-a,
although the absolute and relative reduction varied between each FPV deployment
siting location scenario. There were a small number of simulations where phytoplankton
biomass increased when the array was deployed on the slower flowing area of the
reservoir. However, these increases were time-limited and only at array coverages of up
to 30% in a small number of simulations.
Drivers behind the reduced phytoplankton biomass
We found that minimum, maximum and median surface water temperatures cooled due
to the shading effects of FPV, slowing phytoplankton growth by reducing metabolic rates
(Kraemer et al., 2017) as FPV coverage increased. As growth rates are species-specific,
varying with cell size, each functional group responded uniquely to cooler water
temperatures owing to increasing FPV cover (Reynolds, 2006). While deployment
location had several complex and interacting effects, the effects of higher flow speed
combined with FPV coverage led to an enhanced cooling effect. Given this flushing
effect, the faster circulation tank exhibited a greater reduction in total chlorophyll-a and
a more pronounced change in phytoplankton community structure than for similar
coverages of FPV deployed on the slower circulation tank.
The cooler water temperatures associated with increasing FPV coverage reduced
continuous and cumulative stratification duration. This indirect effect of FPV on
reservoir mixing contributed to lower total chlorophyll-a in the reservoir (Exley et al.,
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2021a). In the absence of stratification or a shorter stratified period, the mixed layer, a
fundamental driver of phytoplankton growth (Ross and Sharples, 2008; Longhi and
Beisner, 2009), is deeper or fully mixed. The deepening of the mixed layer worsens the
effective light climate for phytoplankton, moving them further from the higher light
intensity surface waters (Reynolds, 1997). However, non-stratified conditions may allow
phytoplankton to access pools of nutrients in the lower water column, favouring those
species tolerant of the lower light availability at depth. On the small number of days
when total chlorophyll-a increased with FPV coverage, the sheltering effect at the airwater interface likely reduced mixing, improving the conditions for phytoplankton
growth (Exley et al., 2021a).
The consequences for phytoplankton functional-type dynamics
Modifications to reservoir thermal properties and shading from FPV coverage resulted
in changes to phytoplankton functional-type dynamics, with the different siting
locations modifying the response. Generally, the relative dominance of diatoms
increased in the autumn with moderate FPV coverages as green algae populations
reduced. However, these changes were offset by the overall rapid decline in
phytoplankton biomass associated with increasing FPV coverage. In the faster
circulation scenario, as FPV coverage increased and the reservoir became more mixed,
dominance switched from green algae to diatoms, consistent with their affinity to wellmixed water bodies (Jäger et al., 2008). In the slower circulation scenario, which
experienced less of a reduction in stratification duration than the faster circulation
scenario, species composition remained similar to the baseline conditions.
Importantly, given the implications for water treatment and reservoir recreational use,
cyanobacteria dominance did not increase with increasing FPV coverage for any of the
deployment scenarios. This is attributable to the shaded conditions and additionally, the
more mixed water column reduced the ability of cyanobacteria to regulate their
buoyancy and vertical position to obtain favourable light and nutrient conditions
(Reynolds et al., 1987; Burkholder, 2009). However, whilst our simulations show a
reduction in total cyanobacteria biomass with increasing FPV coverage relative to the
baseline, our use of functional-type aggregates may overlook the specific traits,
tolerances and sensitivities among cyanobacteria taxa which could allow individual
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shade-tolerant or lower-optimum temperature species to dominate (Carey et al., 2012;
Mantzouki et al., 2016; Armstrong et al., 2020). Studies considering the effects of surface
covers have shown a switch to cyanobacteria dominance in some instances (Yamamichi
et al., 2018; Exley et al., 2021b). However, the expanded model can simulate an
unrestricted number of phytoplankton species, so assuming sufficient input data and
observations to constrain the model, this uncertainty could be reduced in
future applications.
FPV as a tool for water body management
Our results suggest that water body managers could tailor FPV system design and siting
location to achieve the management goals of the host water body. The impact of
percentage cover is clear, with opportunities for tailoring reductions to water
temperature, mixing dynamics and phytoplankton biomass and species composition.
Further, the interaction between the different residence times associated with each
scenario and increasing FPV coverage shows that siting location is an important
consideration when planning the deployment of an FPV array. Modifying FPV siting
location between areas of different circulation can contribute greater water quality cobenefits while using identical FPV coverage. For example, deploying an FPV array
covering 40% of the reservoir on the faster-flowing tank reduced total chlorophyll-a by
up to 2.9 times more than deploying the same size array on the slower-flowing tank.
Whilst the primary objective of an FPV installation is to generate renewable electricity,
the potential for non-energy water quality co-benefits could offer an additional
incentive to water body managers (de Lima et al., 2021; Exley et al., 2021a). However,
this should be tested empirically given the simplification of the water body into faster
and slower flowing tanks.
Regardless of deployment location, the large, sustained reductions in phytoplankton
with FPV deployment may provide an alternative to hydrological manipulation in
reservoirs. Typically, reservoirs used for drinking water are managed to limit thermal
stability, impeding the development of stratification and subsequent phytoplankton
growth, which can be detrimental to water quality and disrupt the water treatment
process (Paerl, 2014; Visser et al., 2015; Huisman et al., 2018). Currently, management
techniques that attract capital and operational expenditure, including flushing and
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artificial mixers, are used to change the system’s hydrology or light regime for
phytoplankton (Visser et al., 2015). Alternatively, FPV provides an opportunity to
overcome the growing challenge of managing phytoplankton blooms (Burkholder, 2009;
Paerl et al., 2019; Plaas and Paerl, 2021), negating the need for such reservoir
management and also generating zero-carbon electricity.
However, there may be undesirable consequences of FPV deployment, especially for
reservoirs used for recreation or those supporting aquatic life. Phytoplankton are the
primary source of energy in lake food webs (Kalff, 2002) and an important component
of global biogeochemical cycles (Falkowski, 1994). Consequently, FPV induced changes
could have profound impacts. For example, lake production is a significant driver of
zooplankton species richness (Hessen et al., 2006) and the disruption to trophic cascades
may cause a significant reduction in planktivorous fish (Jeppesen et al., 2002; Gerdeaux
et al., 2006). Therefore, practitioners should undertake careful planning to ensure
deployments and their corresponding impact on phytoplankton aligns with the
management goals of the host water body, with consideration for all trophic levels.
Expanded model adequacy, application and critical research needs
This study has provided novel model insights into FPV impacts unobtainable through
field manipulation. The expanded model allows the explicit simulation of FPV
installations on different types of water bodies and differently functioning tanks of
water bodies. The expanded model remains computationally efficient, thus allowing
multiple runs to capture uncertainty, given the nature of the data commonly available
for the water bodies FPV tend to be deployed on. The functionality to simulate discrete
zones of water bodies will allow further research questions pertinent to the deployment
of FPV to be answered. For example, determining the influence of water body
morphometric characteristics (e.g. depth and surface area) and FPV deployment layout
(i.e. one continuous array or multiple smaller arrays) on FPV water quality impacts.
Moreover, it will allow the implications of geographical location and future climate to
be simulated.
Enhanced phytoplankton representation to simulate species composition enables the
model to assess phytoplankton response in more detail. Better resolution of
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phytoplankton impacts is critical given the impacts of climate change and the
implications for water supply reservoirs. In particular, the linking of Si species to the
phytoplankton dynamics equations allows the representation of diatoms that can
adversely affect water treatment as filamentous species block filters.
Application of the GLUE methodology provides insightful model outcomes despite the
more sparse data inputs than desirable for water body modelling. High frequency and
spatially explicit monitoring of water quality impacts at existing FPV installations are
required to constrain the model better and reduce uncertainties in estimated responses.
Ideally, studies should consider a BACI (Before, After, Control, Impact) design (StewartOaten et al., 1986), to monitor water body response before and after FPV deployment,
using a control to ensure any observed impacts are specific to the intervention. Such
observations will provide an empirical assessment of model outcomes and more robust
modelling representations of change. Further, given the importance of phytoplankton
communities to water body function and the implications for water treatment, detailed
quantitative phytoplankton speciation data would be invaluable to constrain the model
better and improve phytoplankton functional group representations.

Conclusion
FPV deployment continues rapidly worldwide, outpacing understanding of any
concomitant environmental impacts. Our findings demonstrate that modelling, using an
uncertainty framework, can provide useful insight into possible water body response.
Specifically, we found that FPV generally promotes cooler water temperatures that,
coupled with deteriorated light conditions, slow phytoplankton growth. A less
favourable mixing regime with FPV coverage can also lead to substantial phytoplankton
biomass reductions, even with only a small percentage of a reservoir covered by FPV.
FPV deployment also changes phytoplankton community composition, but any negative
consequences were negated by the considerable reductions in total biomass, allaying
hypothesised water quality concerns of a switch to undesirable species.
Moreover, our results show that the location of an FPV on the water surface can
significantly affect water body thermal dynamics, modifying phytoplankton response
beyond the impacts of percentage coverage. This outcome demonstrates the need to
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consider spatial location within the water body in addition to the total magnitude of FPV
coverage for deployment decisions. Modelling approaches present a valuable and
resource-efficient tool to explore water body-FPV interactions, enabling the assessment
of FPV design and location options without the need for extensive in-situ testing. Predeployment modelling thus could help FPV developers and water body managers
minimise negative impacts and maximise co-benefits of FPV across a range of targeted
water bodies worldwide.

Supplementary Information
Advection and diffusion matrix examples

Table S 4-1 – Example diffusion matrix where 2.5% of Tanks 1 and 2 are mixed.

Tank 1

Tank 2

Tank 1

0

0.025

Tank 2

0.025

0

Table S 4-2 – Example advection matrix where 2.5% of Tanks 1 and 2 flow between each tank.

Tank 1

Tank 2

Tank 1

0

0.025

Tank 2

0.025

0

Tank configuration experiments
4.8.2.1 Rationale
Tank configuration experiments are important in determining the sensitivity of model
results to any defined tank configuration. The experiments determine how much
simulation results change when only the model tank setup is changed and runs are made
with the same inputs. This is important as if the results from comparative simulations
are significantly different, it is not possible to compare results from different
configurations without separate calibration of each. Multiple tank configurations were
modelled and compared, but only one illustrative example is provided here.
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4.8.2.2 Tank configuration example
Description of example configurations
The Queen Elizabeth II (QEII) reservoir is supplied with nutrient-rich water from the River
Thames (Reynolds et al., 2005), pumped via three inlets on the reservoir bed, one in the
north-western corner and one in each of the two southern corners. The reservoir outlet
is situated in the north-eastern corner. The example undertaken compared a 2-tank (2parallel) and a 4-tank (3-series, 1-parallel) representation of QEII (Figure S 4-1). Both
configurations are qualitatively consistent with a detailed study of circulation within the
QEII reservoir during 2018 (Ta, 2019), emulating the flow characteristics of the reservoir,
the only difference being the complexity of the representation.
In the case of the 2-tank configuration, Tank 1 is 70% of the QEII reservoir surface area
and Tank 2 is 30%. Tank 2 has the solar array which is present on QEII in the baseline
situation (4.5% of the total QEII reservoir area). It is assumed that lateral diffusion
between tanks mixes 2.5% of the volume each tank every day and that there is 2.5% of
the volume of each tank circulating as advection that is separate from the inflow-outflow
advection that are both assumed to be to and from Tank 1 (outflow is from Tank 3 in the
4-tank example).
The 4-tank configuration has a similar circular advection imposed by lateral flows from
tank 1 to 2, tank 2 to 3, tank 3 to 4 and tank 4 to 1 (all set to be 2.5% of volume); diffusion
between all contiguous tanks is assumed to be 2.5% of each pair of tanks. In this
configuration, Tanks 1 to 3 each had 33.3% of the volume of Tank 1 in the previous 2tank configuration and Tank 4 had the same volume and location as Tank 2 in the
2-tank configuration.
Structure of comparison
For both tank configurations a baseline was simulated using the 75 acceptable
simulations identified as specified in Section 3.1 of the manuscript. These baseline
simulations are consistent with those of Section 3.1 in that in both cases a solar array
was situated on a longer residence time tank having a solar array coverage equal to 4.5%
of the entire reservoir surface area. The comparison with the baseline cases was made
to the situation where Tank 2 (of the 2-tank Configuration) and Tank 4 of the 4-tank
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configuration) were 100% covered. Comparison is made between the two
configurations for both the baseline and 100% cover over the long-residence time tank
cases. Simulation results are shown for all tanks for completeness.

Figure S 4-1 – Top: example of the simulated Computational Fluid Dynamics from a detailed study on QEII circulation.
QEII has three inlets, one in the north-western corner and one in each of the southern corners (identifiable by the red
colour in the time 3600 graphic). The red colouring depicts the flow of a tracer over a given period. Graphic from (Ta,
2019) as prepared for Thames Water. Bottom: Tank configuration example comparison: 2-parallel- tanks (left) and 3series-1-parallel tanks (right). The stars indicate approximate inflow locations on the reservoir bed. In the 4-tank
example all inflow is directed into Tank 1.
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Tank configuration results
Under baseline conditions (i.e. in the absence of floating solar coverage), stratification
patterns are altered between the 2-tank (Figure S 4-2) and the 4-tank cases (Figure S 43). Stratification for Tank 3 is slightly increased in persistence (Figure S 4-3).
Subsequently, the chlorophyll-a time series showed slightly reduced concentrations in
Tank 3 compared to Tank 1, but this is mainly due to a few short-lived spikes in
concentration in the former. The distribution of chlorophyll-a in a 10-day window
around the maximum chlorophyll-a value however showed that this was a decline of
approximately 6% (Figure S 4-4). Diatoms had a similar pattern to chlorophyll-a but
green algae and cyanobacteria had a slight shift upwards (Figure S 4-3).
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Figure S 4-2 - Baseline model (i.e. no FPV coverage) where the QEII reservoir is simulated with two tanks. In the mixed
depth plots, the reservoir can be considered fully mixed when the mixed depth is 18 m. Phytoplankton species are
represented as follows: diatoms = orange, green algae = green, cyanobacteria = purple.
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Figure S 4-3 - Baseline model (i.e. no FPV coverage) where the QEII reservoir is simulated with four tanks. In the mixed
depth plots, the reservoir can be considered fully mixed when the mixed depth is 18 m. Phytoplankton species are
represented as follows: diatoms = orange, green algae = green, cyanobacteria = purple.
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Figure S 4-4 – Total chlorophyll-a (based on the mean of a window, ± five days, around the day of maximum total
chlorophyll-a) for the QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline (i.e. no FPV coverage) at the reservoir outflow for a two
tank and a four tank model. In the two tank model, outflow is from Tank 1. In the four tank model, outflow is from
Tank 3. Whiskers represent the minimum and maximum of the simulation results presented. The box represents the
2.5th & 97.5th percentiles, which gives a 95% confidence interval that simulation estimates fall within this range.

The results for the simulations where Tanks 2 and 4 are completely covered show a more
pronounced decline in concentrations for chlorophyll-a (Figure S 4-5, Figure S 4-6,
Figure S 4-7) and diatoms, little change for green algae and a slight tendency for an
increase for cyanobacteria.
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Figure S 4-5 – The QEII reservoir simulated with two tanks. Tank 1 is open (i.e. no FPV coverage) while Tank 2 is
simulated with 100% FPV coverage. In the mixed depth plots, the reservoir can be considered fully mixed when the
mixed depth is 18 m. Phytoplankton species are represented as follows: diatoms = orange, green algae green,
cyanobacteria = purple.
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Figure S 4-6 – The QEII reservoir simulated with four tanks. Tanks 1, 2 and 3 are open (i.e. no FPV coverage) while Tank
4 is simulated with 100% FPV coverage. In the mixed depth plots, the reservoir can be considered fully mixed when the
mixed depth is 18 m. Phytoplankton species are represented as follows: diatoms = orange, green algae green,
cyanobacteria = purple.
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Figure S 4-7 – Total chlorophyll-a (based on the mean of a window, ± five days, around the day of maximum total
chlorophyll-a) for the QEII reservoir simulated with partial FPV coverage (Tank 2 is 100% covered with FPV) at the
reservoir outflow for a two tank and a four tank model. In the two tank model, outflow is from Tank 1. In the four tank
model, outflow is from Tank 3. Whiskers represent the minimum and maximum of the simulation results presented.
The box represents the 2.5th & 97.5th percentiles, which gives a 95% confidence interval that simulation estimates
fall within this range.
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Parameters and ranges sampled
Phytoplankton speciation was derived from an integrated sample of the upper 1 m of
the reservoir and recorded based on the cell count by ascribing a rating on an ACFOR
(Abundant, Common, Frequent, Occasional, Rare) scale (samples collected and analysed
by Thames Water staff). Species with an ‘Occasional’ or ‘Rare’ abundance were
disregarded. Each species with an ‘Abundant’, ‘Common’ or ‘Frequent’ abundance were
assigned a chlorophyll-a per cell (picograms per cell) value from Reynolds (1984). If there
was no published chlorophyll-a per cell value, the cell volume regression was used
(Reynolds, 1984). A chlorophyll-a estimate for each species was derived from the
number of cells per slide reported with each ACFOR category.
Given that the cells per slide count are reported as a range, the total biomass of each
species was unknown. As the data available for the QEII reservoir were not sufficiently
accurate to constrain phytoplankton behaviour in any more detail, six functional groups
were chosen to broadly reflect the phytoplankton species composition observed in the
QEII reservoir during 2018 and represent the broad functional trait differences. The
relative proportions of functional types were used to partition the observed chlorophylla concentrations among broad functional groups, reported only as diatoms, green algae
and cyanobacteria in the following analyses (Table S 4-3 and Table S 4-4).
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Table S 4-3 – Phytoplankton parameters sampled and their ranges (min., max. of uniform distribution or fixed).

Parameter

Range sampled (min., max. or fixed)

PAR saturation level Min
for growth
Max
(mol-quanta m-2 s-1)
Optical cross section
of chlorophyll-a
Fixed

Diatoms

Greens

Cyanobacteria

0.000025

0.0005

0.00075

0.000045

0.00075

0.0009

0.03

0.005

0.01

(m-2 mg-1)
Grazed Un-grazed Grazed Un-grazed Grazed Un-grazed

Loss rate at 20 °C
(day-1)

Fixed

0.18

Settling
velocity (m day-1)

Fixed

0.3

0.05

0.005

0.7

1

1.1

1.1

2

1.8

5

5

5

Min
Specific growth
rate at 20 °C (day-1) Max
Half saturation
growth P
level (mg m-3)
Half saturation
growth N
level (mg m-3)
Half saturation
growth Si
level (mg m-3)
If algae are NLimited

Fixed

0.13

0.05

0.025

0.025

0.0125

Grazed Un-grazed Grazed Un-grazed Grazed Un-grazed
Fixed

80

Fixed

550

80

80

80

---

80

0.1

---

Grazed Un-grazed Grazed Un-grazed Grazed Un-grazed
Fixed

1

1

1

1

1

If algae are SiLimited

Fixed

1

0

0

Scaling factor for
inflow
concentration of
chlorophyll-a
(dimensionless)

Fixed

0.5

0.4

0.1

1
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Table S 4-4 – Physical parameters sampled and their ranges (min., max. of uniform distribution or fixed). (-) =
dimensionless.

Sampled Ranges
Minimum
Maximum
0.6
0.8

Wind shelter
factor (−)
Fraction of
PAR in
incoming
solar
radiation (−)
Inflow factor
(−)
Inflow
-1.0
temperature
(absolute)
(°C)
Inflow total
phosphorus
factor (−)
Inflow NH3
factor (−)
Inflow NH4
factor (−)
Inflow Si
factor (−)
Non-PAR light
attenuation
coefficient
(Kd)
PAR light
0.4
attenuation
coefficient
(Kd)

Fixed

Accepted range
Minimum
Maximum
0.6016
0.7057

0.45

1.0
1.0

-0.9986

0.4050

0.4097

0.6995

1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.7

Model evaluation: Limits of Acceptability
4.8.4.1 Rationale
We used the extended Generalised Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation Framework
(GLUE; Beven and Binley (1992)), where the criteria for acceptance are formalised Limits
of Acceptability (LoA), for model simulations (see Page et al. (2017)). Simulations are
evaluated under this approach where interactions between the uncertainties arising
from model structural components, parameters, model inputs and observations used
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for model constraint are taken into account. Using LoA has the advantages that explicit
representation can be made for the variability of errors (e.g. non-stationary/statedependent errors and correlation of errors) at individual observation times and/or
locations and is a natural way to combine different types of observation. This approach
is critically important for focussing on how different sources of uncertainty determine
model acceptability, affect the assessment of modelling hypotheses and inform
strategies used when implementing the model to make predictions.
4.8.4.2 Variables used and their Limits of Acceptability
Limits of Acceptability were estimated from observed data using the same rationale as
Page et al. (2017). There was an iterative process of relaxing stringent LoAs because of
data and model limitations. For chlorophyll-a, the LoA for the observed early spring
phytoplankton growth had to be modified to allow some acceptable simulations. This
resulted from the fact that the model could not simulate the early observed growth
which is thought to be associated with sub-daily stratification events which cannot be
simulated by the model and may not be observed (on a given day) where only one
temperature profile is taken. This is a problem that has been highlighted before using
PROTECH (Page et al., 2017).
4.8.4.3 Fuzzy weightings and functions
For variables where LoA have been defined, simulation estimates at each observation
time step are compared to the pre-defined limit of uncertainty. In this case each LoA for
each variable is defined by a fuzzy weighting function that returns a relative weighting
for each simulation depending on its position within the LoA. For example, for the 3
fuzzy weighting functions in Figure S 4-8, a simulation with a value of the example
variable of 3 would give a relative weighting value of 1, 0.5 and 0.33 for the square,
trapezoidal and triangular membership functions respectively (see intersections of red
line in Figure S 4-8). These individual weightings were combined to provide an overall
weighting for each scenario.
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Table S 4-5 - Variable and fuzzy function used for each

Variable
Water temperature at 1m
Total Chlorophyll-a 1m
Mixed Depth
Diatoms (functional group)
Green algae (functional group)
Cyanobacteria (functional group)

Fuzzy weighting function
Triangular
Trapezoidal
Trapezoidal
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular

Figure S 4-8 – Fuzzy weighting functions: (a) square, (b) trapezoidal and (c) triangular relative weightings.

4.8.4.4 Combination of fuzzy weightings and model rejection
Model simulations were accepted if they fell within the minimum and maximum of the
LoA at observation time steps for total chlorophyll-a and mixed depth (i.e. these were
used as the primary LoA); all simulations where any estimated value fell outside of the
relevant LoA was rejected. Although only these primary variables were used to reject
simulations.
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The fuzzy weighting functions were used to provide a confidence weighting (Table S 45). The variables chlorophyll-a, mixed depth and temperature had a weighting of one
for the combined overall weighting (𝑊𝑡) and the phytoplankton functional groups had
a weighting of one-third (Equation S 4-1) to prevent over-constraint on functional
groups.
Equation S 4-1

𝑊𝑡 = [(𝐿𝐶ℎ𝑙 + 𝐿𝑚𝑥𝑑 + 𝐿𝑤𝑡 + (𝐿𝐷 . 0.33) + (𝐿𝐺 . 0.33) + (𝐿𝐶 . 0.33) )]
Observations made at an FPV installation – modelling assumptions
The effects of an FPV array on air temperature and incoming solar radiation were
estimated from unpublished observations made at a separate FPV installation.
Monitoring was undertaken at Langthwaite Impounding Reservoir (IR), UK
(54° 1'26''N 02°46'1''W), an 865 megalitre raw water reservoir supplying drinking water
to Lancaster and the surrounding area. The majority of water stored in Langthwaite IR
is obtained by pumping from the River Lune, while there are also smaller feeds from two
reservoirs and upland fell intakes. A 968 kWp FPV array was installed in the south of the
reservoir in 2018 using a bespoke design of floating ‘tables’ to support 3520 PV panels.
The electricity generated by the FPV array is used on-site at the water treatment works.
The array is a minimum of 30 m from the banked sides of the reservoir, with a footprint
covering ~6% of the reservoir’s 127000 m2 surface (Figure S 4-9). Langthwaite IR has a
maximum depth of ~11 m, with the water depth under the FPV array ranging from 4.9
to 9 m when the reservoir is at top water level.
Air temperature (50 cm above the surface) was recorded at the centre of the FPV array,
in the void between the underside of the PV module and the water’s surface. The HOBO
UA-001-08 logger was securely fastened to the centre of the underside of the PV panel,
ensuring it was positioned at a fixed height from the water’s surface and shielded from
any direct sunlight. Similarly, a pyranometer suspended in the void between the
underside of the PV module and the water’s surface recorded incoming solar radiation.
A shore based weather station continuously monitored at minute intervals, air
temperature and solar radiation, providing a comparison between under array and open
condition micrometeorology. The mean difference between the on-array and open
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condition measurements were used as assumptions for informing the effect of an FPV
array.

On Array micrometeorological station
Open conditions micrometeorological station

Inflow

Outflow
FPV

Figure S 4-9 – Sample locations showing the open water and co-located under and on array treatments. The shore
based meteorological station is indicated with the star symbol, situated at the southeast corner on Langthwaite IR.
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Annual median surface water temperature time series

Figure S 4-10 – Annual median surface water temperatures with varying floating solar coverage. 0% floating solar
coverage represents QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline. In Scenario-Fast, the FPV array is initially deployed on a
short-residence time area of the reservoir, in Scenario-Slow the array is deployed on a longer-residence time area of
the reservoir and in Scenario-Central the FPV array is positioned centrally on the reservoir.
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Figure S 4-11 – Annual median absolute surface water temperatures differences. 0% floating solar coverage represents
QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline. In Scenario-Fast, the FPV array is initially deployed on a short-residence time
area of the reservoir, in Scenario-Slow the array is deployed on a longer-residence time area of the reservoir and in
Scenario-Central the FPV array is positioned centrally on the reservoir.
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Figure S 4-12 – Annual median relative surface water temperatures percentage difference. 0% floating solar coverage
represents QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline. In Scenario-Fast, the FPV array is initially deployed on a shortresidence time area of the reservoir, in Scenario-Slow the array is deployed on a longer-residence time area of the
reservoir and in Scenario-Central the FPV array is positioned centrally on the reservoir.
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Annual chlorophyll-a time series

a)

b)
Figure S 4-13 – a) Annual median total chlorophyll-a percentage difference. b) Absolute median total chlorophyll-a.
0% floating solar coverage represents QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline.
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Total chlorophyll-a (µg L-1)

4.8.7.1 Scenario-Fast

Date
Figure S 4-14 – Scenario-Fast: Total chlorophyll-a for 2018 for increasing floating solar coverage – the coloured
envelope represents the 95% confidence interval for each simulation day.
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Total chlorophyll-a (µg L-1)

4.8.7.2 Scenario-Slow

Date
Figure S 4-15 – Scenario-Slow: Total chlorophyll-a for 2018 for increasing floating solar coverage – the coloured
envelope represents the 95% confidence interval for each simulation day.
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Total chlorophyll-a (µg L-1)

4.8.7.3 Scenario-Central

Date
Figure S 4-16 – Scenario-Central: Total chlorophyll-a for 2018 for increasing floating solar coverage – the coloured
envelope represents the 95% confidence interval for each simulation day.
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Annual chlorophyll-a community composition time series
4.8.8.1 Scenario-Fast Phytoplankton functional groups
Whilst an exponential decline in total chlorophyll-a as coverage increased was
simulated, the relative proportion of phytoplankton functional groups varied (Figure
4-6). At array coverages of up to 60%, diatoms dominated for most of the year, with
their dominance increasing as floating solar coverage increased up to 40%. As the
coverage increased above 60%, proportions of green algae increased towards diatom
proportions. In some cases green algae were very similar to, or slightly exceeded, the
proportions of diatoms towards the end of summer, as for the baseline scenario. The
proportion of cyanobacteria remained low for all array coverages. It is important that
these phytoplankton functional group proportions are taken in context with the

Proportion of functional group (%)

absolute values of chlorophyll-a associated with each floating solar coverage increment.
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Figure S 4-17 – Scenario-Fast: Proportion of phytoplankton functional groups as a percentage of total Chlorophyll-a
for the simulated period. Species inocula (the initial phytoplankton functional group proportions) were set evenly,
therefore, the first 30 days of simulations are model run-in time and should be ignored. 0% floating solar coverage
represents QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline.

4.8.8.2 Scenario-Central Phytoplankton functional groups
The relative proportion of phytoplankton functional groups for Scenario-Central
(Figure S 4-18) varied over the year in a very similar way to the Scenario-Fast results
(Figure S 4-18). At array coverages of up to 60%, diatoms increased their dominance for
most of the year, with their dominance increasing proportionally as floating solar
coverage increased up to 70%. This dominance slowly reduced from 70% to 100%
coverage and allowed green algae to achieve a higher proportion. The proportion of
cyanobacteria remained low for all array coverages. It is important that these
phytoplankton functional group proportions are taken in context with the absolute

Proportion of functional group (%)

values of chlorophyll-a associated with each floating solar coverage increment.
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Figure S 4-18 – Scenario-Central: Proportion of phytoplankton functional groups as a percentage of total Chlorophylla for the simulated period. Species inocula (the initial phytoplankton functional group proportions) were set evenly,
therefore, the first 30 days of simulations are model run-in time and should be ignored. 0% floating solar coverage
represents QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline.

4.8.8.3 Scenario-Slow Phytoplankton functional groups
Whilst total chlorophyll-a generally reduced as coverage increased, the relative
proportion of phytoplankton functional groups varied (Figure S 4-19). At array coverages
of up to 90%, diatoms dominated for most of the year: dominance that strengthened as
floating solar coverage increased over 40% but declined again over 70%. In some cases
(typically at floating solar coverages up to 30%) green algae were very similar to, or
slightly exceeded, the proportions of diatoms towards the end of summer, as they did
in the baseline scenario. The proportion of cyanobacteria remained low for all array
coverages. It is important that these phytoplankton functional group proportions are
taken in context with the absolute values of chlorophyll-a associated with each floating
solar coverage increment.
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Figure S 4-19 – Scenario-Slow: Proportion of phytoplankton functional groups as a percentage of total Chlorophyll-a
for the simulated period. Species inocula (the initial phytoplankton functional group proportions) were set evenly,
therefore, the first 30 days of simulations are model run-in time and should be ignored. 0% floating solar coverage
represents QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline.
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Scenarios with stratification

Figure S 4-20 – Total number of deployment scenarios (out of a possible 75) exhibiting significant stratification for
each FPV coverage.
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Abstract
The deployment of floating solar photovoltaics (FPV) on reservoirs is increasing, and this
growth is expected to intensify as the energy transition continues. Based on the
understanding of present-day FPV-environment interactions, FPV installations have the
potential to reduce the effects of climate change on their host water body. However,
the magnitude of the effect under future climates is unclear, and different FPV coverage
extents may be required to attain the same offset potential as under present-day
climates. FPV deployment represents a long-term change to a water body, so it is critical
to understand the potential consequences for both current and future climates to avoid
unintended energy-environment interactions. We simulated the effects of varying FPV
coverage under four future climate cases and compared them to a present-day baseline
case. The simulations suggest reservoir managers may be able to use FPV coverage to
compensate partially or fully for changes in reservoir water temperature, stratification
duration, phytoplankton biomass, and species composition under future climates.
However, the effectiveness, and therefore FPV coverage required, depends on the
season, future emissions levels, and desired management goals. Greater FPV coverages
were needed to offset water temperature fluctuations in cases with greater emissions.
However, lower FPV coverage was sufficient to counteract increases in phytoplankton
biomass under future climates. FPV could be a valuable tool for addressing the effects
of climate change on reservoirs. Still, stakeholders and practitioners must consider the
specifics of each deployment to ensure the compatibility with and protection of water
body ecosystem services.

Introduction
The Earth’s aquatic environments are being increasingly affected by direct and indirect
anthropogenic stresses, of which the most potentially impactful is climate warming
(Adrian et al., 2009; Woolway et al., 2020). Climate warming represents a severe threat
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to water bodies, including lakes and reservoirs that are essential for providing drinking
water and other ecosystem services (Maltby et al., 2011). Climate warming increases
both the overall mean water temperature (O'Reilly et al., 2015) and the duration of
thermal stratification in lentic waterbodies (Woolway et al., 2017a; Woolway and
Merchant, 2019). Both of these have profound impacts on waterbody characteristics,
including increased phytoplankton biomass (Winder and Sommer, 2012) and a switch to
nuisance species (Paerl and Huisman, 2009). Changes to phytoplankton biomass and
species composition are of major concern, given their role in food webs as primary
producers and the problems they can cause potable water treatment (Watson et al.,
2016). Water bodies are also impacted by other anthropogenic stressors including
abstraction (Arnell et al., 2015), eutrophication and pollution (Moss et al., 2011), and
more recently, floating photovoltaic solar panels (FPV) for electricity generation (World
Bank Group et al., 2018; Cazzaniga and Rosa-Clot, 2021). The way in which these
stressors impact water bodies depends on water body usage (e.g., for water supply,
fisheries, electricity generation) and will interact, often negatively, with the pressures
applied by those usages (Greaver et al., 2016; Collingsworth et al., 2017). As a result,
there are widespread concerns about the combined impacts of climate warming and
other anthropogenic stressors on water quality and quantity in lakes and reservoirs (Birk
et al., 2020; Spears et al., 2021).
The work reported herein sets out to explore the combined effects of the stressors
climate warming and FPV installations. FPV are becoming increasingly prevalent on a
wide range of water body types (Exley et al., 2021b), especially raw water reservoirs,
which have the primary function of storing water prior to treatment but are under
increasing stress from climate warming. FPVs are commonly deployed to reduce land
use conflicts, sparing land for agriculture, industry and conservation (Cagle et al., 2020).
They also offer enhanced generation efficiencies over roof-top and ground-mounted
solar panels, because of the cooling effect of the host water body (Choi et al., 2013;
Sacramento et al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2016; Oliveira-Pinto and Stokkermans, 2020). In
some cases, they have been deployed alongside hydroelectric generation installations,
to optimise the use of existing transmission infrastructure and improve the power
output profile (Silverio et al., 2018; Haas et al., 2020). FPVs have an expected 20-30 year
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lifespan, representing a long-term perturbation to the hosting water body (Rodrigues et
al., 2020; Charles Rajesh Kumar and Majid, 2021; Costa and Silva, 2021). Therefore,
understanding of their impacts must be developed to optimise their deployment, whilst
minimising their potential detrimental effects and maximising their potential beneficial
effects under both present and future climates.
Since their first commercial deployment in 2007 (Sanchez et al., 2021), knowledge of
FPV-environment interactions has been gradually expanding. However, existing
predictions of FPV impacts are based on present climate conditions (e.g. Haas et al.,
2020; Exley et al., 2021b; Gorjian et al., 2021) and remain to be quantified for future
climates. As climates are expected to change during the lifespan of FPV installations, it
is important that those responsible for FPV operation consider the effects of the
installation on the host water body for a range of plausible future climates. Based on
present climates, the effects of FPV on key water body variables generally counteract
those of climate change (Chapter 4), offering the potential for FPV to be used as a
management tool to mitigate the climatic effects. For example, studies have identified
that FPV installations typically cool water temperatures (Ziar et al., 2021), and shorten
stratification duration (Exley et al., 2021a), with the magnitude of the effect modulated
by the extent of FPV coverage and their deployment location (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4).
These changes have consequences for the biological functioning of the host water body,
reducing phytoplankton growth and modifying species composition, potential cobenefits that can improve water quality (Chapter 4).
Although FPV installations could improve the conditions of their host water bodies, by
dampening the effects of climate warming, the scale of the effect is unknown under
future climates and may require different FPV coverage extents to achieve the same
offset potential as under present climates. If FPV can offset future climate impacts on
reservoirs, it would delay or negate the need for alternative interventions, for example,
new infrastructure capable of treating water with large volumes of nuisance
phytoplankton species (Whitehead et al., 2009). Moreover, FPV deployment must be
compatible with the goals of water body managers in the present, throughout the
lifetime of the installation and beyond.
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Developing understanding of the impacts of FPVs on their host water bodies under
future climates will facilitate their use as a tool to manage the effects of climate change
and maintain or enhance vital ecosystem services, at the same time as performing their
primary function of providing a low carbon energy source. This study aimed to
determine the effectiveness of FPV as a tool to limit three of the likely effects of climate
warming on reservoirs: warmer water temperatures; prolonged stratification duration;
and increased overall phytoplankton biomass and the proliferation of nuisance
phytoplankton species. To achieve this, we used a numerical model to simulate the
effects of FPV deployments on a raw water reservoir under plausible future climate
scenarios. We explored the effects of varying the percentage coverage of FPV on the
water body surface, and tested the hypotheses that increased FPV coverage under
future warming climate scenarios would:
1. offset reservoir water temperature warming;
2. reduce the duration of thermal stratification; and
3. limit the growth of phytoplankton and prevent dominance of nuisance
phytoplankton species.
We use insights gained from testing these hypotheses within our model to discuss the
potential implications for reservoir management of increased use of FPV deployment in
the context of warming climates through the 21st century.

Methods
The methods used in this study extend those of Chapter 4. A summary of the original
methods and full details of the additional methods used to simulate future climate
impacts are described below.
Site description
The Queen Elizabeth II reservoir (QEII) is a raw water reservoir located in south-west
London, UK (51° 23′ 27″ N, 0° 23′ 32″ W; surface area: 128 hectares). The reservoir
stores up to 19.6 million m3 of water and is fed by the adjacent River Thames. Nutrientrich river water is pumped into the reservoir through three inlets in its bed. Water is
abstracted from a single outlet point at its north-eastern corner. Given the internal
circulation patterns observed in the reservoir (Ta, 2019), it can be apportioned into two
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discrete zones based on the reservoir’s hydrologic behaviour: one relatively short
residence time, faster-flowing tank (70% of QEII surface area) and one comparatively
longer residence time, slower-flowing tank (30% of QEII surface area; Figure 5-1). Flow
in the former zone can be viewed as a ‘short-circuiting’ between the reservoir's inlets
and outlet. An FPV installation with a maximum power generation capacity of 6.3 MW,
was installed on the slower-flowing tank of the reservoir in 2016, covering
approximately 4.5% of the total reservoir surface.

Figure 5-1 – Conceptual zones for the QEII reservoir during 2018 based on hydrologic behaviour. Satellite image from
Google Earth.

MyLake model description
To determine the effectiveness of FPV installations as tools for managing the effects of
climate change on reservoir water temperatures, stratification duration, and
phytoplankton biomass and species composition we used a recently expanded version
of the open source, one-dimensional (vertical) numerical lake model MyLake v2
(Markelov et al., 2019). Full details on the original MyLake model can be found in
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Saloranta and Andersen (2007) and the accompanying user manual (Saloranta and
Andersen, 2004). MyLake v2 (Markelov et al., 2019) operates on a daily time step to
simulate 1 m vertical distributions of water temperature, phytoplankton, and dissolved
and particulate substances, as well as interactions at the sediment-water interface
(Saloranta and Andersen, 2007). MyLake is a well-established model and has been
successfully used in multiple applications (e.g. Livingstone and Adrian, 2009; Moe et al.,
2016; Woolway et al., 2017a; Kiuru et al., 2018; Pilla and Couture, 2021).
Details of recent updates to MyLake to enable simulation of differently functioning
‘zones’ of water bodies and enhanced phytoplankton representation functionality can
be found in Chapter 4. To represent the hydrodynamics of QEII, the model was set up to
comprise a shorter residence time, faster-flowing tank and a longer residence time,
slower-flowing tank (Figure 5-1). Whilst in the reservoir, these have a specific spatial
configuration defined by bathymetry and the location of the inlets and outlet, in the
model they are represented by conveniently and simply shaped domains. An eddy
diffusion matrix, which governed the amount of lateral mixing between the two tanks,
and an advection matrix, which specified the flows between them, were both set to
exchange 2.5% of volume between each tank during each time step.
Future climate scenarios
The climate scenarios used in this analysis are a subset of those generated for the United
Kingdom Climate Projections 2018 (UKCP18) daily global (60 km resolution) projections
(Met Office Hadley Centre, 2018) for the Thames basin. Two Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs) were used: RCP2.6 and RCP8.5. RCP2.6 represents a
future with significant reductions to greenhouse gas emissions where radiative forcing
will increase by 2.6 Wm-2 by 2100. RCP8.5 represents a scenario with unabated, very
high greenhouse gas emissions, leading to an increase in radiative forcing of 8.5 Wm-2
by 2100. Thus, the scenarios envelop a range of plausible future climates.
We simulated four cases, defined by mid-century and late-century conditions for each
of the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios: RCP2.62040-2069, RCP8.52040-2069, RCP2.62070-2099 and
RCP8.52070-2099. Each case represents one year, derived from the mean of a 30-year
window of UKCP18 projections to reduce inter-annual variability. To capture real-world
variability specific to QEII, data from 2018 was used to provide a daily variability
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signature that was superimposed on the smoothed, 30-year mean conditions for each
case. To allow comparison between future and present conditions we defined a baseline
case using the mean of the RCP2.6 projections for the 30-year window 2003-2033, on
which the 2018 daily variability signature was also superimposed.
5.3.3.1 Model forcing inputs
The model requires inputs of data for the meteorological forcing variables global
radiation, cloud cover, wind speed, air temperature and relative humidity. The closest
site to the reservoir from which measurements of these variables were available was
London Heathrow Airport (10.5 km to the north). To define the daily variability
signature, raw observations for each of these variables for the whole of 2018 were
smoothed using a five-day moving average and the daily difference between the moving
average and the raw observation calculated. Daily air pressure and rainfall recorded at
Heathrow Airport (Met Office, 2019) were kept the same for all five modelled cases (the
baseline case, two mid-century cases and two late century cases).
5.3.3.2 Inflow temperature and volume
A statistically-derived data-based transfer function (TF) model was used for estimating
water inflow temperature (Arismendi et al., 2014) from air temperature and global
radiation under present and future climate cases. The model is a discrete-time TF
derived directly from the available data (Environment Agency, 2018; Met Office, 2019;
Findlay, 2022) using the Refined Instrumental Variable (RIV) algorithm (Young, 2015)
implemented within the CAPTAIN Toolbox for MatlabTM (Taylor et al., 2007). The
resulting model structure has a multi-input single-output model (Equation 5-1).
Equation 5-1

𝑇𝑅𝑡 = 1.794. 𝑇𝑅𝑡−1 + 0.794. 𝑇𝑅𝑡−2 + 0.1609. 𝑇𝑎𝑡−1 + 0.0278. 𝑅𝑔𝑡−1 − 0.1604. 𝑇𝑎𝑡−2
− 0.0278. 𝑅𝑔𝑡−2
where: 𝑇𝑅𝑡 is river temperature, 𝑇𝑎𝑡 is air temperature, 𝑅𝑔𝑡 is global radiation and t is time.
Future inflow volumes were predicted from projected future river flows at Kingstonupon-Thames (~8 km downstream of QEII) (Haxton et al., 2012; Prudhomme et al.,
2013). The use of river flows as a proxy accounts for changes in water available for
abstraction from the river, assuming no change to management or water demand (HR
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Wallingford, 2020). Mean daily river flow for each day of the year was computed for a
30-year window centred on 2018 (2003-2033), and the difference compared to river
flow in 2040-2069 and 2070-2099. A moving average was applied to calculate the
percentage change in daily river flow versus current flow. For the mid-century and latecentury cases, percentage changes in reservoir inflow volume were assumed to equal
the percentage change in river flow, thus inflows that varied daily were synthesized. In
the baseline case, we assumed no change to reservoir inflow volumes. Reservoir volume
was maintained for all cases.
5.3.3.3 Phytoplankton data
Six functional groups of phytoplankton were simulated to reflect broadly the species
composition observed in QEII at the reservoir outlet during 2018 (Figure 5-1): these
comprised grazed and ungrazed groups of each of diatoms, green algae and
cyanobacteria. Grazing pressures (represented by loss rate), size, growth rate, light
requirement for growth, and settling velocity varied between these groups. In the
analyses reported herein, the functional groups were only reported as diatoms, green
algae, and cyanobacteria, because the grazed and ungrazed groupings were combined
for each. Full details on parametrisation of each functional group can be found
in Chapter 4.
5.3.3.4 Other model driving data
Two monitoring stations on the River Thames, located upstream (Wey tributary; 5.5 km)
and downstream (Teddington Weir; 11.55 km) of the QEII inlet, were used as a proxy for
inflow nutrient concentrations (Environment Agency, 2018). Samples (approximately
monthly) were linearly interpolated to obtain mean daily values for 2018. The 2018
inflow nutrient concentrations were used for all cases. Bathymetry for QEII was digitised
from a survey (2004) provided by the reservoir operator to 1 m intervals.
FPV deployments under future climate simulations
We focused on the impact of FPV surface coverage, which was varied in 10% increments
from 0-100%, on wind forcing, solar radiation receipts and air temperature at the
reservoir water surface. The simulated FPV installation was deployed centrally on QEII.
As the two tanks are unequal in surface area, initially, the array is placed on the faster
flow tank (the larger of the two tanks). When the faster flowing tank's remaining
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exposed area equals that of the slower flowing tank, the array is deployed equally
between the two tanks to achieve a central deployment location.
5.3.4.1 Assumptions
We assumed that between the water's surface and the underside of the PV module, air
temperature was warmed by 8%, global radiation was decreased by 94%, and wind
speed was lowered by 95%. These assumptions are based on the findings of
observations made at an FPV installation (Appendix B) and at a ground-based installation
(Armstrong et al., 2016). Further details are available in Chapter 4.
Model calibration
MyLake was previously calibrated for use with QEII; see Chapter 4. In brief, we employed
the Generalised Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) procedure (Beven and Binley,
1992). We used formalised limits of acceptability to account for the uncertainty
associated with modelling environmental systems. We compared model output from
multiple model runs with observed data (total chlorophyll-a, surface water temperature,
stratification pattern and phytoplankton functional group proportions) to identify
acceptable baseline simulation results and parameter sets. Acceptable simulations are
defined by a fuzzy weighting function that returns a relative confidence weighting for
each simulation depending on its position within the formalised limits of acceptability.
To limit bias within the parameter sets, the parameter ranges comprised of all physically
reasonable values for each parameter and were sampled 8,000 times using a Monte
Carlo strategy. Seventy-five parameter sets were within the limits of acceptability for all
simulations; the remaining 7,925 parameter sets were rejected and not used in the
subsequent analyses.
Model output analysis
To summarise the impact of varying FPV coverage under different predicted future
climates, we compared model output from each of the four future cases with the model
output from the baseline case. Our analysis focused exclusively on the faster-flowing
tank, as this zone contains the reservoir outflow and therefore determines the quality
of water entering the treatment works and the potential operational implications. Given
their importance in determining many biological and chemical processes in reservoirs,
we focused on simulated surface water temperature at 1 m and the duration of the
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period in which the reservoir was thermally stratified. We used two metrics to define
stratification duration. These were maximum stratification, the longest period of
stratification in each simulation, and cumulative stratification duration, the total
number of stratified days during the one-year simulation period. Stratification was
defined using a threshold density gradient of 0.1 kg m-3 m-1 between adjacent 1 m layers
(Gray et al., 2020). We also present phytoplankton biomass and species composition,
with each group represented as a proportion of total chlorophyll-a, both at 1 m depth.
The abundances and biomass (as chlorophyll-a) of phytoplankton functional groups are
presented as proportions of the total for all groups rather than absolute values for
visual clarity.
Given our use of the GLUE methodology, each case produced outputs from 75 model
simulations. To capture the variability in outcomes, thus representing the uncertainty,
we use the median, 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the range of values obtained in these
multiple outputs for each variable. This provides the average outcome and the 95%
confidence interval. For clarity, we present these data for the day of maximum (T max)
and minimum (Tmin) water temperature and maximum total chlorophyll-a concentration
(Chl-amax) for each season, defined as: winter – December to February; spring – March
to May; summer – June to August; autumn – September to November. Maximum and
cumulative stratification duration were also presented in this way. Phytoplankton
species composition is presented as a time series for the simulated year. Not all FPV
coverage extents are shown in the main text but are presented in the supplementary
information (section 5.7). The full time series for median water temperature and
chlorophyll-a simulations, and their differences to the baseline, are presented in the
supplementary information (section 5.7).

Results
The effect of FPV coverage on water temperature
The combined effects of climate warming and FPV coverage on Tmax for each season are
shown in Figure 5-2, highlighting a subset of FPV coverages. Additional FPV coverages
and the effect on Tmax are presented in the supplementary information (section 5.7). In
all the future cases, Tmax was raised relative to the baseline case in every season, with
warming increasing between the mid-century and late-century cases for each RCP.
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Increasing FPV percentage coverage progressively cooled Tmax, demonstrating that FPV
deployment acts to counter climate-induced warming.

Figure 5-2 – Seasonal maximum water temperatures at 1 m for each case. Whiskers represent the minimum and
maximum of the simulation results presented. The box represents the 2.5th & 97.5th percentiles, which gives a 95%
confidence interval that simulation estimates fall within this range. 0% FPV coverage represents QEII reservoir
simulated as a baseline case with no additional FPV coverage.

FPV coverage was able to fully offset changes to Tmax in spring and summer for all four
future cases, although the amount of coverage required to do this increased from
RCP2.6 to RCP8.5 and from mid-century to late-century. In spring, the warming of Tmax
in the RCP2.6 cases was offset by FPV coverages of 10% (for the mid-century case) and
20% (for the late century case). For the RCP8.5 cases, these “offset coverages” were 30%
and 60%, respectively. In summer, greater offset coverages were required. For the two
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RCP2.6 cases, they were 20% (mid-century) and 30% (late century), and for the RCP8.5
cases, they were 40% and 90%, respectively. In autumn, changes to Tmax were offset for
both RCP2.6 cases and the RCP8.5 mid-century case. Autumn warming was offset by an
FPV coverage of 30% (mid-century) and 40% (late-century) for the RCP2.6 cases and 70%
for the RCP8.5 mid-century case, while in the RCP8.5 late-century case, even 100% FPV
coverage was unable to fully offset the climate warming of Tmax. During winter, no extent
of FPV was able to offset fully the changes to Tmax in any of the future cases. In all cases,
FPV coverages in excess of these values cooled Tmax, overcompensating for
climate warming.
The results for Tmin are shown in Figure 5-3 and supplementary information (section 5.7).
As for Tmax, and in line with our hypotheses, Tmin increased in the future cases compared
to the present day, with warming increasing between the mid-century and late-century
cases. Increasing FPV coverage cooled Tmin in all cases. FPV coverage was less effective
at offsetting climate warming effects on Tmin than Tmax. Even 100% FPV coverage was
unable to offset Tmin increases in winter, spring, or autumn in both RCP8.5 cases, or in
autumn for both RCP2.6 cases. FPV coverages of 70% and 90% were required to offset
winter Tmin warming in the RCP2.6 mid-century and late-century cases, respectively. In
spring, FPV coverages of 50% and 70% offset climate warming of Tmin for the RCP2.6 midcentury and late-century cases, respectively. Summer Tmin increases were offset by 20%
FPV coverage in both RCP2.6 cases and by 40% and 70% FPV coverage for the RCP8.5
mid-century and late-century cases, respectively.
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Figure 5-3 – Seasonal minimum water temperatures at 1 m for each case. Whiskers represent the minimum and
maximum of the simulation results presented. The box represents the 2.5th & 97.5th percentiles, which gives a 95%
confidence interval that simulation estimates fall within this range. 0% FPV coverage represents QEII reservoir
simulated as a baseline case with no additional FPV coverage.

The effect of FPV coverage on stratification duration
Figure 5-4 shows the modelling results for stratification duration. With no FPV coverage,
maximum stratification duration remained the same as in the baseline case for the two
mid-century cases, reduced by 4 days for the RCP2.6 late-century case, and increased by
2 days for the RCP8.5 late-century case. FPV coverage of 10% reduced maximum
stratification duration by 11 days for the baseline case, and caused smaller reductions
in the future cases: 6 and 5 days by mid-century for the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 cases,
respectively, and 5 and 4 days for the corresponding late-century cases.
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Cumulative stratification duration increased by 3 days for the RCP2.6 mid-century case,
8 days for the RCP8.5 mid-century case and 21 days for the RCP8.5 late-century case but
reduced by 1 day for RCP2.6 late-century case compared to the baseline case. The
increase in cumulative stratification from climate change was offset by 10% FPV
coverage for the mid-century cases and 20% coverage for the RCP8.5 late century case.
The reservoir experienced no stratification when FPV coverage exceeded 40% for both
RCP2.6 cases and the RCP8.5 mid-century case. For the RCP8.5 late-century case, a 60%
or greater FPV coverage prevented any thermal stratification.

Figure 5-4 – Maximum and cumulative stratification duration for each case at varying FPV coverage. An asterisk
indicates no prolonged stratification event occurred for the simulation. Whiskers represent the minimum and
maximum of the simulation results presented. The box represents the 2.5th & 97.5th percentiles, which gives a 95%
confidence interval that simulation estimates fall within this range. 0% FPV coverage represents QEII reservoir
simulated as a baseline case with no additional FPV coverage.

The effect of FPV coverage on phytoplankton biomass and species composition
The modelling results for maximum chlorophyll-a concentration (taken as a proxy for
phytoplankton biomass) are shown in Figure 5-5. Further FPV coverages and the effect
on Chl-amax throughout the full time series are presented in the supplementary
information (section 5.7). With no FPV cover, Chl-amax increased in all the future cases
in comparison to the baseline case. The largest increases occurred in the summer under
the late-century RCP8.5 case (> 24.94 µg L-1). Increases to spring, summer and autumn
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Chl-amax compared to the baseline case were offset at 10% FPV coverage for both RCP2.6
cases and the RCP8.5 mid-century case. A greater FPV coverage of 20% was required to
offset increases in spring, summer and autumn Chl-amax for the RCP8.5 late-century case.
FPV coverage in excess of these thresholds led to substantial reductions in Chl-amax for
all future climate cases compared to the baseline case with 0% FPV coverage.

Figure 5-5 – Seasonal maximum chlorophyll-a at 1 m for each case with varying FPV coverage. Whiskers represent the
minimum and maximum of the simulation results presented. The box represents the 2.5th & 97.5th percentiles, which
gives a 95% confidence interval that simulation estimates fall within this range. 0% FPV coverage represents QEII
reservoir simulated as a baseline case with no additional FPV coverage.

Whilst simulated Chl-amax concentrations declined rapidly with increasing coverage
(Figure 5-5), the relative proportion of phytoplankton functional groups varied, as
shown in Figure 5-6. In the baseline case without FPV coverage, diatoms were the most
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dominant functional group (> 50% of total chlorophyll-a) until the end of July. The
proportion of diatoms then reduced throughout August and early September to 37% of
total chlorophyll-a on 23rd September. Green algae and cyanobacteria peaked at this
point, accounting for 36% and 27% of total chlorophyll-a, respectively. After this peak,
diatoms returned to exceeding 50% of total chlorophyll-a from mid-November. In
general, FPV coverage typically removed the late-summer/early-autumn peaks in green
algae and cyanobacteria. Diatoms remained the dominant functional group throughout
the year and accounted for more than 50% of total chlorophyll-a.
Under the future climate cases, phytoplankton community composition changed in both
proportion and timing. As in the baseline case, the phytoplankton community
composition in the future climate cases was comprised primarily of diatoms until July.
In the RCP2.6 mid-century case, green algae surpassed diatoms to become the dominant
functional group from mid-August until mid-October, peaking at 38% of total
chlorophyll-a on 20th September. In the RCP8.5 mid-century case, the switch to green
algae dominance was earlier, commencing at the start of August. Green algae then
peaked at 44% dominance in mid-September before diatoms returned to dominance at
the end of October. Phytoplankton species composition followed a similar pattern in
both RCP2.6 cases.
In the RCP8.5 late-century case diatoms lose their dominance between the start of July
and mid-November, when they are surpassed by green algae, which peak at the end of
September, when they account for 51% of total chlorophyll-a. Unlike the other future
cases with 0% FPV coverage, in the RCP8.5 late-century case, cyanobacteria increase in
abundance sufficiently to account for a greater proportion of total chlorophyll-a than
diatoms between the start of August and mid-November. Cyanobacteria dominance
peaks in mid-October, when they account for 33% of total chlorophyll-a, compared to
20% for diatoms. Under future climates, the introduction of FPV coverage helped offset
the changes to phytoplankton functional groups. Green algae continued to account for
a greater proportion of total chlorophyll-a than cyanobacteria, as in the baseline case.
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Figure 5-6 – Proportion of total chlorophyll-a represented by each phytoplankton functional groups for the simulated
period. Each future climate case and a subset of the simulated FPV coverage is shown. The initial phytoplankton
functional group proportions were set evenly, therefore, the first 30 days of simulations are model run-in time and
should be ignored. 0% floating solar coverage represents QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline case.

Discussion
Our results show that FPV coverage can offset future climate change impacts in our
modelled simulations, although the extent to which that can be achieved varies between
seasons, the extent of future climate warming (RCP case), and the in-lake parameter.
Below, we discuss the ability of FPV coverage to offset changes to water temperature,
stratification duration, and phytoplankton biomass and species composition. We then
discuss the effectiveness of FPV as a tool for mitigating climate change impacts on
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reservoirs

and

additional

considerations

required

when

assessing

individual deployments.
The ability of FPV coverage to offset water temperature warming
Our first hypothesis, that FPV coverage can offset reservoir water temperature warming
under future climates was partly supported. FPV coverage was able to offset increases
to maximum seasonal temperatures in the spring and summer, although it was only
partially effective in autumn (for the lower emissions RCPs) and was not effective in
winter. FPV was less effective at offsetting increases to minimum seasonal
temperatures, especially during winter, spring and autumn. However, FPV still provided
a dampening effect, limiting water temperature warming under climate change. This
highlights the value of FPV in buffering the most severe changes to extreme
reservoir warming.
In seasons where FPV coverage was unable to offset changes to QEII’s simulated future
water temperature, the likely cause is the reservoir inflow temperature and volume. In
the cooler months of the year, the difference in temperature between reservoir inflow
and outflow (the through-flow) leads to net advective heating of the reservoir
(Livingstone and Imboden, 1989). Advection of comparatively warmer inflow water from
the inlets on the reservoir bed causes in-reservoir warming that cannot be counteracted
by the shading and sheltering of an FPV array on the reservoir. Given the short residence
time of the reservoir, this advective heat flux is likely to provide an important source of
heat, especially during winter when surface heat fluxes are diminished (Livingstone and
Imboden, 1989; Fenocchi et al., 2017). However, potential changes in reservoir
management and future water demand cause uncertainties in predicting future inflow
volumes and water temperature (HR Wallingford, 2020).
Whilst their primary purpose is to store water, reservoirs can become important
habitats for aquatic life. Many of the ecosystem services provided by reservoirs, beyond
water storage, are highly dependent on the functioning of the ecosystems that have
formed within them (Saulnier-Talbot and Lavoie, 2018), including fisheries, tourism, and
recreation. However, warmer water temperatures will likely induce heatwaves,
increased algal growth, fish die-offs and increased metabolic processes, which have
consequences for ecosystem service provision. Consequently, FPV may offer an effective
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means to reduce the undesirable impacts of climate change on reservoir
water temperatures.
Reservoirs under future climates are increasingly threatened by periods of extreme
heat, which can disrupt reservoir functioning (Woolway et al., 2021a). Extreme heat
events can lead to fish die-off events when species reach their thermal maxima (Till et
al., 2019; Miranda et al., 2020). Large-scale fish die-off events can degrade water quality,
affecting reservoir operations and lead to concerns from the public about
decomposition odours (Thronson and Quigg, 2008; Godinho et al., 2019). FPV coverage
limits the magnitude of water temperature warming under future climates, reducing the
likelihood of reservoir heatwaves. FPV deployed at a sufficient coverage might help
protect fish from reaching their thermal maxima. For example, an FPV coverage of 40%
reduced maximum summer temperature by 1.95 °C in the RCP8.5 late-century case
compared to no FPV coverage. Further, the increased frequency of reservoir heatwaves
are expected to lead to phenological change (Thackeray et al., 2016) and food-web desynchronisation (Thackeray et al., 2013). Given the fragmented nature of many
reservoirs, aquatic organisms will have limited options to disperse (Merritt and Wohl,
2006), resulting in reduced competition in reservoirs and the proliferation of non-native
species (Rahel and Olden, 2008; Muhlfeld et al., 2014).
Climate warming is accelerating metabolism in water bodies due to the exponential
response of metabolic processes to water temperature (Kraemer et al., 2017). Changes
in reservoir metabolism can have substantial impacts on reservoir biota, modifying
species interactions, food webs, disrupting life histories and changing animal behaviour
(Ficke et al., 2007; Jeppesen et al., 2010; Staehr et al., 2012b). Some of these effects, in
some locations, could be advantageous; for example, in raw water reservoirs, reduced
planktivorous fish stocks could improve water quality by lowering nutrient
concentrations and increasing water clarity (Bernes et al., 2015). However, other
consequences of changed reservoir metabolism are detrimental, for example, the effect
on greenhouse gas emissions. Accelerated reservoir metabolism can increase methane
and carbon dioxide emissions, contributing to further climate warming (Tranvik et al.,
2009; Kraemer et al., 2017). Consequently, given the cooling effect of FPV coverage, FPV
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deployment locations could be selected in order to minimise undesirable and maximise
desirable changes to reservoir metabolism under future climates.
Whilst concerns of temperature change impacts on ecological processes primarily focus
on increases; conversely, smaller reductions in future minimum water temperatures
with FPV coverage in winter may be considered beneficial to reservoir operations.
Reduced water temperatures (< 5 °C), as seen with increasing FPV coverage in the
baseline case, could lead to increased tensile stresses in the water distribution network,
increasing the incidence of iron pipe bursts and fractures (Habibian, 1994; Jesson et al.,
2010). Water leaks can cause damage to surrounding infrastructure and reduce water
quality with the intrusion of pathogens into the distribution network (Westrell et al.,
2003; Mora-Rodríguez et al., 2015). In the winter months, avoiding extreme cold water
temperatures could be considered beneficial by reservoir operators.
The ability of FPV coverage to offset stratification duration increases
Our simulations supported our second hypothesis that FPV coverage can reduce
stratification duration. Thermal stratification is one of a reservoir’s most important
physical characteristics, and prolonged stratified periods can degrade water quality by
changing biological and chemical processes (Woolway et al., 2021b). Under future
climates there was an increase in maximum stratification duration (for the RCP8.5 midcentury case) and increased cumulative stratification duration (for the RCP2.6 midcentury and both RCP8.5 cases), suggesting a potential threat to water quality. However,
only modest FPV coverage was required to achieve substantial reductions in
stratification duration. For example, in the RCP8.5 late-century case, an FPV coverage of
30% reduced the median cumulative stratification duration by 88%. Such changes could
have significant benefits for water body processes, properties, and ultimately ecosystem
service delivery.
Periods of thermal stratification can facilitate oxygen depletion from bottom waters
(where oxygen is used for biological and chemical processes) by preventing oxygen
replenishment from the surface (Jankowski et al., 2006; Boehrer and Schultze, 2008;
Foley et al., 2012). Oxygen depletion can have wide-ranging impacts on reservoir
function, often acting as a catalyst for water quality problems. For example, hypoxia
could lead to fish die-off events in productive reservoirs, degrading water quality and
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disrupting food webs (Till et al., 2019). Further, deoxygenation of bottom waters due to
prolonged stratification duration may facilitate the internal loading of phosphorus from
bed sediments, propagating phytoplankton blooms that reduce water quality and
reservoir amenity (Hupfer and Lewandowski, 2008; North et al., 2014). Stratificationinduced anoxia may also increase methane production from reservoirs (Bastviken et al.,
2011; Vachon et al., 2019). However, FPV coverage may limit surface exchanges of
dissolved oxygen, given reduced wind shear at the air-water interface (Armstrong et al.,
2020; Andini et al., 2021). Therefore, reservoir oxygen levels could still be lower than in
the baseline case, particularly at greater FPV coverage, even with reduced stratification
duration (Chateau et al., 2019).
Whilst FPV coverage successfully reduced stratification duration, offsetting the effects
of future climates, stratification events in QEII were often short regardless. The increases
to cumulative stratification duration in QEII under future climate conditions
demonstrate a discontinuous polymictic mixing regime, characterised by short irregular
stratified periods that are disrupted by frequent mixing events (Kalff, 2002). Even under
the higher climate warming scenario (RCP8.5 late-century case), the maximum stratified
period lasted for a median of 16 days, a period brief enough for complete anoxia to be
unlikely, although partial deoxygenation may occur in sufficiently productive reservoirs
(Jane et al., 2021). However, in years with low wind speeds, low inflow or higher air
temperatures, the mixing regime could shift to monomictic, characterised by a single
period of prolonged stratification (Woolway et al., 2017a), increasing the likelihood of
detrimental deoxygenation events. In other water bodies that exhibit prolonged
stratification, the ability of FPV coverage to limit increases to stratification duration
under future climates may improve reservoir water quality.
The ability of FPV coverage to limit the growth of phytoplankton and proliferation
of nuisance phytoplankton groups
Our simulations supported our third hypothesis that FPV coverage limits the growth of
phytoplankton and prevents the dominance of nuisance phytoplankton groups under
future climates. Increases in Chl-amax concentrations under predicted future climates
were offset with low FPV coverage (<20%) in all seasons. For example, in the late-century
RCP8.5 case, summer Chl-amax concentrations were simulated to increase by 128% in the
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QEII reservoir. However, 10% FPV coverage could limit this increase to just 22%, while a
30% FPV coverage reduced summer Chl-amax concentrations by 42% compared to the
baseline case with no FPV coverage. However, future phytoplankton biomass and
species composition will also be determined by inflow nutrient concentrations under
future climates, which were not modified in this study.
In agreement with our 0% FPV coverage simulations, studies have shown that climate
change will lead to an increased prevalence of cyanobacteria (e.g. Aphanizomenon),
which are considered a nuisance phytoplankton group. Cyanobacterial blooms can cause
oxygen depletion (Paerl and Huisman, 2009), increase turbidity (Jeppesen et al., 2015)
and release toxins (Gallina et al., 2017). Different water treatment processes may be
required to mitigate these impacts, increasing water treatment costs (Dunlap et al.,
2015; Watson et al., 2016). Cyanobacterial blooms can also affect tourism and
recreation, as they pose a health risk to humans, livestock, and pets (Steffensen, 2008).
However, FPV coverage > 20% reduced total phytoplankton biomass sufficiently to
offset any net increase in cyanobacteria concentrations, thus presenting FPV as a
potential water management tool for eutrophic water bodies.
Whilst FPV are likely to decrease cyanobacteria, they may increase diatoms. Filamentous
diatoms (e.g. Melosira, Asterionella) and some colonial green algae (e.g. Scenedesmus)
are also considered nuisance phytoplankton groups as they can disrupt water treatment
processes by blocking filters (Henderson et al., 2008). FPV coverage reduced
cyanobacteria and green algae peaks between late summer and early autumn, allowing
diatoms to proliferate. However, whilst FPV coverage of > 10% increased the dominance
of diatoms, the change was compensated by reductions in total chlorophyll-a
concentration caused by FPV coverage.
The effectiveness of FPV as a tool for offsetting climate change impacts on
reservoirs
FPV has the dual benefits of providing low-carbon electricity generation and potentially
acting as a management tool for offsetting changes to water temperature, stratification
duration, and phytoplankton biomass and species composition under future climates.
Although the FPV coverage required to offset future warming varies by season, focusing
on the maximum summer temperature, we can elucidate the FPV coverages required to
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offset predicted changes. Mid-century summer maximum temperature changes could
be offset with coverage of 20% (RCP2.6) or 40% (RCP8.5). The late-century cases have
considerable variation in the FPV coverage required to offset changes in summer
maximum temperature, given the large difference in emissions, with 30% (RCP2.6) and
90% (RCP8.5) required. The FPV coverage required to offset changes in summer Chl-amax
and cumulative stratification duration were considerably lower than for maximum
summer temperature. Changes in summer Chl-amax and cumulative stratification
duration were offset for both mid-century cases and for the late-century RCP2.6 case
with 10% FPV coverage, with 20% FPV coverage sufficient to offset changes caused by
the late-century RCP8.5 case.
However, FPV coverage should not be the only consideration when designing an FPV
array. Firstly, siting location on the host water body can control water body response
(Chapter 4). Our simulations considered an FPV array deployed centrally on QEII.
However, variations in siting location, i.e., deployment on areas with different
characteristics (e.g., flow rates), will modulate response (Chapter 4). Second, our
simulations focused exclusively on QEII. Whilst the simulations offer insight into the
potential ability of FPV coverage to offset climate change, the impacts will vary between
individual water bodies. In particular, our simulations showed the importance of inflow
temperature in determining seasonal water temperature response. Reservoirs in other
climate zones will be subjected to different inflow conditions that could have a net
cooling effect (e.g. Richards et al., 2012). Third, our simulations show that a very high
FPV coverage would be required to mitigate projected water temperature warming
under the late-century high emissions (RCP8.5) case. However, such high FPV coverages
may be incompatible with other water body uses, like recreation and fisheries (Exley et
al., 2021b). Further, high FPV coverage may have other impacts on the hosting water
body not simulated in this study. For example, reduced sunlight under an FPV array
limits the UV degradation of dissolved organic carbon (Armstrong et al., 2020) and
pathogens (Mathijssen et al., 2020), an important form of natural water treatment.
Our simulations show that FPV could offer a viable means to manage future climate
impacts on reservoirs, limiting or offsetting changes to water temperature, stratification
duration and phytoplankton biomass and species composition. Future research should
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investigate the integration of FPV as a management tool in combination with existing
management interventions (e.g. hydrodynamic manipulations, catchment interventions
or artificial mixing), where low FPV coverages may generate the same co-benefits as a
larger coverage alone.

Conclusion
The deployment of FPV on reservoirs is accelerating, with growth forecast to continue
globally as the energy transition continues. FPV deployment is a long-term perturbation
on a water body, so understanding its potential impacts both under present and future
climates is vital to minimising concomitant issues. This study shows that reservoir
managers can use FPV coverage to partially or wholly offset or even over-compensate
for changes in reservoir water temperature, stratification duration, phytoplankton
biomass and species composition under future climates. We identified considerable
differences in the FPV coverage required, depending on the season, future emissions
levels and desired management goals. Higher FPV coverages are needed to offset water
temperature changes in cases with higher emissions. However, lower FPV coverages
were sufficient at offsetting changes to phytoplankton biomass at all emissions
concentrations. FPV could be used as an effective tool for managing climate change
impacts on reservoirs, but the specifics of each deployment must be taken into account
to ensure suitability and preservation of water body ecosystem service provision.
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Supplementary information

Water temperature (°C)

Transfer function model

Day
Figure S 5-1 – Performance of transfer function model for estimating water inflow temperature from air temperature
and global radiation under present and future climate. Blue = observed, orange = simulated.

Model fit
R2 = 0.98 RT2
RMSE = 0.63
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Water temperature for all FPV coverages
5.7.2.1 Maximum water temperature

Figure S 5-2 – Seasonal maximum water temperatures at 1 m for each case. Whiskers represent the minimum and
maximum of the simulation results presented. The box represents the 2.5th & 97.5th percentiles, which gives a 95%
confidence interval that simulation estimates fall within this range. 0% FPV coverage represents QEII reservoir
simulated as a baseline with no additional FPV coverage.
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5.7.2.2 Minimum water temperature

Figure S 5-3 – Seasonal minimum water temperatures at 1 m for each case. Whiskers represent the minimum and
maximum of the simulation results presented. The box represents the 2.5th & 97.5th percentiles, which gives a 95%
confidence interval that simulation estimates fall within this range. 0% FPV coverage represents QEII reservoir
simulated as a baseline with no additional FPV coverage.
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5.7.2.3 Annual water temperature (median)

Figure S 5-4 – Median water temperature for 2018 by FPV coverage.
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5.7.2.4 Annual water temperature difference (median)

Figure S 5-5 – Median water temperature difference (between simulated and baseline) for 2018 by FPV coverage.
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Stratification duration
5.7.3.1 Maximum stratification duration

Figure S 5-6 – Maximum stratification duration for each case at varying FPV coverage extent. An asterisk indicates no
prolonged stratification event occurred for the simulation. Whiskers represent the minimum and maximum of the
simulation results presented. The box represents the 2.5th & 97.5th percentiles, which gives a 95% confidence interval
that simulation estimates fall within this range. 0% FPV coverage represents QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline
with no additional FPV coverage.

5.7.3.2 Cumulative stratification duration

Figure S 5-7 – Cumulative stratification duration for each scenario at varying FPV coverage. An asterisk indicates no
prolonged stratification event occurred for the simulation.
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Chlorophyll-a concentration for all FPV coverages
5.7.4.1 Maximum chlorophyll-a concentration

Figure S 5-8 – Seasonal maximum chlorophyll-a at 1 m for each case with varying FPV coverage. Whiskers represent
the minimum and maximum of the simulation results presented. The box represents the 2.5th & 97.5th percentiles,
which gives a 95% confidence interval that simulation estimates fall within this range. 0% FPV coverage represents
QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline with no additional FPV coverage.
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5.7.4.2 Annual absolute total chlorophyll-a (median)

Figure S 5-9 – Median total chlorophyll-a concentration for 2018 by FPV coverage.
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5.7.4.3 Annual absolute chlorophyll-a difference (median)

Figure S 5-10 – Median total chlorophyll-a concentration difference (between simulated and baseline) for 2018 by FPV
coverage.
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Phytoplankton species composition
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Figure 5-7 – Proportion of phytoplankton functional groups as a percentage of total chlorophyll-a for the simulated period. Each climate case is shown for each simulated FPV coverage
(0% - 100%). The initial phytoplankton functional group proportions were set evenly, therefore, the first 30 days of simulations are model run-in time and should be ignored. 0% floating solar
coverage represents QEII reservoir simulated as a baseline.
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– Discussion and summary
As the drive to decarbonise intensifies and countries seek to ensure energy security,
novel generation technologies like FPV are expanding (Cagle et al., 2020; Haugwitz,
2020). FPV uses the surface of a wide range of water bodies (Chapter 2) to generate
electricity for a local demand requirement or for export to a distribution grid. However,
FPV can potentially impact its host environment, threatening the ecosystem services
provided by water bodies on which humans rely.
This thesis has set out to understand the interaction between FPV and its host
environment – the water bodies on which it is sited, which are often reservoirs
impounding water for human usage. As one of the first explorations of FPV-environment
interactions, this thesis used a range of methods. To increase understanding and
evaluate the state of knowledge, Chapter 2 collated stakeholder perceptions of the
strengths and weaknesses of FPV-environment interactions. An international survey of
FPV operators and a stakeholder workshop (Chapter 2) captured responses, allowing the
compatibility of FPV with ecosystem services and the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (UN SDGs) to be elucidated. Stakeholders identified a need to
understand the physical impact of FPV shading and sheltering the host water body.
Responding to these needs, Chapter 3 simulated varying FPV coverage on Windermere,
English Lake District, as a test case, focussing on the physical effects, including water
temperature and stratification dynamics. Given the impact of FPV on lake physics and
the likelihood of these extensive perturbations affecting water body biology, Chapter 4
considered the effects of FPV on phytoplankton biomass and species composition. In
addition, the chapter evaluated the response of the water body to modifying FPV siting
location. The outcomes of Chapter 4 highlighted the ability of FPV to be used as a
customisable water body management tool, given the varying response of the water
body depending on siting location and FPV coverage. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 identified
the ability of FPV to cool water temperatures, reduce stratification duration and limit
phytoplankton growth, the opposite of predicted climate warming impacts, which are
one of the most significant threats to global water bodies (Adrian et al., 2009; Woolway
et al., 2020). Finally, Chapter 5 simulated FPV under present-day and future climates,
evaluating its effectiveness at compensating for climate change impacts on reservoirs
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and the potential for FPV to be used as a reservoir management tool through the
21st century.
This chapter examines the connections between the findings of each study chapter and
the benefits and drawbacks of the methodological approaches employed in this thesis.
The results are reviewed in relation to important areas of water body management and
their contribution to FPV design and deployment decisions. Finally, this chapter
proposes recommendations for future research based on the remaining knowledge gaps
identified by this thesis.

FPV impacts on water body thermal dynamics
The systematic evidence review (Chapter 2) identified the potential for FPV coverage to
cool surface water temperatures by shading the water from incoming solar radiation
(Austin and Colman, 2007; Austin and Allen, 2011; Chateau et al., 2019). Numerical
modelling simulations of FPV deployments on Windermere’s south basin and the QEII
reservoir provided evidence to support this theory (Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter
5). In general, the results indicated that the higher the FPV coverage, the greater the
cooling effect on the water body. The response of the QEII reservoir to FPV coverage
varied with siting location (Chapter 4); water temperatures cooled more when the FPV
array was deployed on areas of faster internal circulation than when deployed on areas
with slower circulation. This suggests that understanding water circulation dynamics in
water bodies is important for optimal FPV deployment.
Cooler water temperatures were found to reduce stratification duration (Chapter 3,
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), particularly at FPV coverages in excess of 40%. Reductions in
stratification duration varied with deployment location (between Windermere south
basin and the QEII reservoir) and with siting location (on the QEII reservoir). In the
Windermere south basin study, FPV deployment shifted the stratified period to later in
the year, with delayed onset and overturn (Chapter 3). However, in the QEII reservoir,
stratification onset generally shifted to later in the year, whilst there was no clear trend
for stratification overturn with increasing FPV coverage (Chapter 4).
Cooler water temperatures and reduced stratification duration could be considered
advantageous to water body managers, given they are opposite to the effects of climate
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warming impacts (O'Reilly et al., 2015; Woolway et al., 2017a; Woolway and Merchant,
2019). Chapter 5 identified that FPV coverage on the QEII reservoir has the ability to
compensate for projected increases in water temperatures and stratification duration
due to climate change. The ability to offset projected changes varied by season and
according to which future emissions prediction was used (Chapter 5). Modest FPV
coverages were able to offset increased stratification duration in the QEII reservoir, a
potential advantage to water body managers. However, given the relatively short
residence time in the QEII reservoir, future climate reservoir inflow volume and
temperature dampened the ability of FPV coverage to reach the same offset potential
as seen in the present climate simulations in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

FPV impacts on water body biology
The cooler water temperatures, considerable shading effect and worsened stratification
conditions associated with FPV coverage typically led to substantial reductions in
phytoplankton biomass in the QEII reservoir (Chapters 4 and Chapter 5). In addition to
FPV coverage, reductions to phytoplankton biomass were regulated by FPV siting
location (Chapter 4). The area of the QEII reservoir with faster circulation exhibited a
greater reduction in total chlorophyll-a and a more pronounced change in
phytoplankton community structure than for similar coverages of FPV deployed on the
slower circulation area (Chapter 4). In a small number of instances, low FPV coverages
on the slower circulation area led to an increase in phytoplankton biomass; the opposite
outcome of the hypothesised reduction in phytoplankton biomass suggested by early
FPV studies (Ferrer-Gisbert et al., 2013; Trapani and Redon Santafe, 2015; Galdino and
Olivieri, 2017; Pringle et al., 2017). However, the outcome is uncertain, and whilst an
increase in phytoplankton biomass indicates FPV improved conditions for their growth,
the increase was short-lived.
Changes in phytoplankton functional-type dynamics were caused by changes in
reservoir thermal properties and shading from FPV coverage, with different siting
locations modifying the response (Chapter 4). As green algae populations decreased, the
relative dominance of diatoms increased in the autumn with moderate FPV coverages.
However, the overall decline in phytoplankton biomass associated with increasing FPV
coverage offset these changes. Notably, the Chapter 4 simulations allayed concerns
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identified by the systematic evidence review (Chapter 2) that cyanobacteria dominance
may increase with surface coverage (Pinto et al., 2007; Stiers and Triest, 2017). The
results suggested that shaded conditions and a more mixed water column would reduce
the cyanobacteria's ability to control their buoyancy and vertical position, preventing
them from obtaining favourable light and nutrient conditions (Reynolds et al., 1987;
Burkholder, 2009).
Based on present climate conditions, FPV appears highly effective at limiting
phytoplankton growth (Chapter 4), but future climate conditions are likely to improve
conditions for growth. Climate change will lead to large increases in cyanobacterial
blooms (Paerl and Huisman, 2009; Winder and Sommer, 2012), a nuisance
phytoplankton group, which could have implications for water treatment and reservoir
recreational use. Additionally, filamentous diatoms (e.g. Melosira, Asterionella) and
some colonial green algae (e.g. Scenedesmus) are also considered nuisance
phytoplankton groups as they can disrupt water treatment processes by blocking filters
(Henderson et al., 2008). Chapter 5 assessed the effectiveness of FPV at offsetting the
increases in phytoplankton biomass and changes to species composition that are
forecast under future climates. FPV remained effective at limiting phytoplankton growth
under future climates (~ 10% FPV coverage required), although a slightly greater FPV
coverage was required to offset changes in the higher emissions case (~ 20%).

FPV design and water body considerations
This thesis identified that FPV coverage and siting location are important determinants
of host environment response to FPV deployments. Typically, FPV cooled water
temperatures, reduced stratification duration (Chapter 3) and reduced phytoplankton
growth (Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). A greater FPV coverage led to a greater
reduction in each variable. However, there were instances of a non-linear response
when FPV coverage could have the opposite effect, warming water temperatures and
increasing stratification duration, depending on the proportions of the reduction to
wind speed and solar radiation (Chapter 3). Siting location on the host water body also
controls water body response. For example, in Chapter 4, the level of uncertainty in the
results implies that the response of the QEII reservoir to increasing FPV coverage could
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result in either increasing or decreasing total chlorophyll-a when the array is deployed
on the slower flowing area of the reservoir.
The simulations in Chapter 3 assumed a linear relationship between FPV coverage and
wind speed and solar radiation impacts (e.g. a 10% FPV coverage is a 10% reduction in
wind speed and solar radiation). Instead, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 were based on
assumptions from monitoring the FPV array at Langthwaite reservoir, Lancaster, UK
(Appendix B) and measurements at a ground-mounted solar farm (Armstrong et al.,
2016). However, the effect of the FPV array on air temperature, global radiation and
wind speed will vary by FPV design (Liu et al., 2018). PV module specification, PV tilt
angle, float size, float material and openness of the water’s surface will modulate water
body response in addition to FPV coverage and siting location. For example, an increased
tilt angle or more open design might allow greater wind shear at the air-water interface,
increasing mixing (Armstrong et al., 2020). Future users of the revised MyLake model
(Chapter 4 and section 6.5.2) may use alternative assumptions when parametrising the
model to represent individual FPV installations better.
Further, the results of this thesis are likely to be highly water body specific, given the
unique meteorology, hydrology and nutrient inputs for each water body. For example,
Chapter 3 identified the onset of lake ice in a normally ice-free Windermere, yet ice
cover was not simulated in the QEII reservoir (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). A broad range
of water body types in different climates were captured in the international stakeholder
survey (Chapter 2) and FPV operators identified no visible impacts of FPV deployment
on the host environment.
Indeed, the existing usage of the host water body and the ecosystem services provided
determine the importance of individual FPV-environment impacts. For example, FPV
arrays have been deployed on mine tailing ponds (Ciel et Terre, 2019) that may be
polluted with metals (e.g. arsenic) or radioactive materials (Franks et al., 2011). Given
these harsh and toxic conditions, the effect of an FPV installation on biota in a tailings
pond may be of little concern considering the existing conditions (Trapani and Millar,
2016). Conversely, potential FPV impacts on raw water reservoir biology would concern
water body managers (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).
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FPV as a tool for managing water bodies
As identified in the international stakeholder survey and at the stakeholder workshop
(Chapter 2), FPV has the potential to be deployed on a wide range of water bodies (e.g.
lakes, bankside storage reservoirs), each with different functioning and providing
different ecosystem services (Maltby et al., 2011). The results of this thesis indicate the
potential for FPV to be used as a water body management tool, confirming the
hypothesised benefits in the early literature (Sacramento et al., 2015; Sahu et al., 2016).
The co-benefits of FPV-environment interactions may alleviate present day concerns but
also extend to projected future climates. However, it would be naïve to assume a
uniform response on all water bodies, so future installations should be evaluated on a
case-by-case basis. Further, stakeholders perceive threats of FPV deployment that were
not thoroughly examined in this thesis (Chapter 2), for example, impacts on water
chemistry (e.g. dissolved oxygen, nutrients and greenhouse gas emissions). Although
potential water chemistry impacts were inferred based on the effect of FPV on physical
and biological processes. Suggestions for areas of future research are made
in section 6.6.

Methodological approaches to disentangling FPV impacts
This thesis has developed some of the first understanding on the effects of FPV on the
host environment. To achieve this, different methodological approaches were used to
bring forward knowledge on this nascent topic. This section of the discussion evaluates
the different approaches used for benefits and limitations, informing future
methodological approaches.
Evidence review and stakeholder insight
Contributing some of the seminal understanding on FPV-environment interactions,
Chapter 2 used scientific evidence from a systematic review and stakeholder expertise
to assess the compatibility of FPV with ecosystem services and the UN SDGs.
To rapidly accelerate understanding on FPV-environment interactions and evaluate the
existing knowledge base, the Defra Quick Scoping Review method, designed to assess
the volume and characteristics of an evidence base prior to evidence synthesis (Collins
et al., 2015), was used. With the topic of FPV-environment interactions still in early
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development, using proxies for water body surface covers offered a means to use
existing peer-reviewed knowledge to elucidate the potential impacts of FPV. These
potential impacts were used as a foundation for forming research questions and guiding
the direction of subsequent chapters.
Given the small number of studies at the time considering FPV-environment
interactions, Chapter 2 also used stakeholder expertise, captured through an
international survey and a workshop to expand the evidence gathered in the systematic
review. The international survey and workshop included the broadest possible range of
stakeholder groups and organisations (e.g. water body managers, recreational users,
developers, environmentalists and local and national authorities) to develop a
comprehensive FPV ‘knowledge system’. Knowledge systems collate the expertise of
actors (e.g. stakeholders who mobilise knowledge), organisations (e.g. intermediaries
between actors), and objects (e.g. data or models) that perform knowledge-related
functions (Cash et al., 2003; McCullough and Matson, 2016). Several studies have shown
that the coordination and identification of priorities across knowledge systems have
contributed towards the transition to low carbon energy (Tawney and Weischer, 2011;
Cornell, 2013; Clar and Sautter, 2014). Tapping into the FPV knowledge system helps
bridge the knowledge gaps in this upcoming area of research.
Utilising the FPV knowledge system remains a beneficial approach that can complement
scientific research on FPV-environment interactions. For example, commercial
operators may have access to data that are collected for operational purposes but could
also be used to determine potential FPV-environment interactions. Equally, the
knowledge system can be reversed. Engaging with stakeholders ensures the knowledge
on FPV-environment interactions is communicated to practitioners developing future
installations, helping to put research outcomes into practice and maximising impact.
Modelling
Process-based modelling is frequently used to simulate water body functioning. Models
are versatile tools and can be used in a wide range of applications, including simulating
the impacts of different scenarios (Chapter 3, Chapter 4) and projecting changes under
future climates (Chapter 5). There are a considerable number of lake ecosystem models
available (e.g. PROTECH (Reynolds et al., 2001), PCLake+ (Janssen et al., 2019)), although
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certain models may be better suited to addressing specific hypotheses or research
questions than others, depending on specification.
To gain an initial understanding, this thesis took an existing lake model, MyLake, and
used it to simulate how FPV installations modify water temperatures and thermal
stratification duration (Chapter 3). MyLake was identified as the most suitable model for
addressing the research questions defined in Chapter 3, as it is open-source, efficient
and has accessible architecture (for modifying the source code). The simulated water
temperatures were then used to estimate mixed layer depth and Schmidt stability using
Lake Analyzer (Read et al., 2011). The simulations showed FPV installations cause a
highly non-linear response, dependent on system design and coverage. The responses
could be either positive or negative, and were often highly variable, although, most
commonly, water temperatures reduced, stratification shortened and mixed depths
shallowed (Chapter 3). Chapter 3 quantified modifications to lake thermal dynamics
would be of sufficient magnitude to alter biological processes, such as phytoplankton
biomass and species composition. Therefore, to resolve the potential impact of FPV on
phytoplankton biomass and species composition, Chapter 4 details the expansion of
MyLake to enable the simulation of multiple phytoplankton species. The revised model
is better suited to simulating FPV, as it allows the representation of the host water body
in multiple vertical cross-sections rather than the original 1-D (horizontal) MyLake. The
expanded MyLake can be used a priori to understand the potential impacts of planned
FPV installations on the host environment. This provides an opportunity for the planned
FPV installation to be modified to limit impacts on the host environment and maximise
co-benefits prior to deployment.
However, whilst models are useful tools for determining the potential impacts of FPV on
the host environment, there are limitations. Firstly, FPV systems are typically deployed
on human-made water bodies (Chapter 2; e.g. mining ponds) which may have limited
data available for modelling in comparison to natural lakes that are instrumented for
research (e.g. the routine sampling of the English Lake District conducted by the UK
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology). In this thesis, Chapter 3 uses high resolution data
from Windermere south basin, one of the most comprehensively studied lake systems
in the world (Rooney and Jones, 2010). The wealth of understanding and availability of
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high-resolution meteorological and in-lake water temperature data (Maberly and Elliott,
2012) made Windermere an excellent test system for the first study modelling FPVenvironment impacts. In reality, given its world-renowned tourist-appeal, Windermere
is unlikely to host FPV.
Secondly, complex biological, chemical and physical processes are often simplified to
make a model computationally efficient and relevant to a broad range of applications.
For example, assumptions were made to represent the effect of FPV coverage on solar
radiation, wind speed and air temperature at the air-water interface (Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5). Additionally, modelling studies may have limited input data, as in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5, which simulate an FPV system on a raw water reservoir, a common
deployment location for FPV (Chapter 2), but typically with limited high-resolution data
available for modelling.
To reduce the uncertainty associated with limited input data and model assumptions,
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 ran the same model multiple times with different parameter
sets (i.e. the GLUE method; Beven and Binley (1992)) – a form of ensemble modelling.
Ensemble modelling allows the uncertainty in model predictions to be estimated and
the likelihood of model predictions to be assessed, improving robustness (Trolle et al.,
2014; Kobler and Schmid, 2019). The ensemble runs of MyLake take into account the
non-uniqueness (equifinality, see Beven (2006)) in parameter sets. Alternatively, multimodel ensembles (i.e. using more than one model on the same study site) can be used
to identify technical and methodological differences, in addition to weaknesses in the
different models (Moore et al., 2021), guiding the development of future models
(Janssen et al., 2015; Frassl et al., 2019).
Field monitoring and experiments
There are a small number of studies with in-situ monitoring of FPV installations,
focussing, for example, on FPV water temperature impacts (de Lima et al., 2021) and
aquatic plant interactions (Ziar et al., 2021). Comprehensive empirical studies of this
kind are often resource-intensive or impractical, so available insights are limited (Meyer
et al., 2009; Janssen et al., 2015). However, empirical studies are required to improve
knowledge of FPV-environment interactions and parameterise models that simulate
FPV impacts.
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The international stakeholder survey in Chapter 2 identified that only 13% of FPV
operators have collected at least some empirical data specifically on FPV-environment
interactions post-deployment. However, the sampling interval was often infrequent, or
only a small number of parameters were monitored, limiting the utility of the collected
data. Alternatively, operators could incorporate sampling on FPV-environment
interactions into routine monitoring that already takes place on some human-made
water bodies. The type and the scale of this sampling are dependent on water body use;
for example, operators of raw water reservoirs are required to conduct regular statutory
sampling.

This

existing

sampling

could

be

adapted

to

monitor

FPV-

environment interactions.
In the absence of satisfactory existing data sources, bespoke field monitoring or
experiments could be used to resolve research questions on FPV-environment
interactions. A sampling protocol to monitor an FPV array installed at Langthwaite
reservoir, Lancaster, UK was developed, although the COVID-19 pandemic curtailed data
collection (see Appendix B). FPV-environment interaction monitoring could employ a
BACI (Before, After, Control, Impact) design (Stewart-Oaten et al., 1986), to monitor
water body response before and after FPV deployment, using a control to ensure any
observed impacts are specific to the intervention.
Water body sampling can comprise traditional methods or more modern high frequency
automated monitoring using in situ sensors. Traditional lake sampling involves the
manual collection of physical, chemical and biological data and may operate on a
weekly, fortnightly or monthly interval (George and Hurley, 2004). Traditional lake
sampling is still crucial for capturing detailed samples, such as phytoplankton species
and nutrient concentrations (Mantzouki et al., 2018) (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).
However, recent improvements to sensor technology has led to an increase in high
frequency lake monitoring (Porter, 2021). High-frequency monitoring has been used for
multiple applications given its versatility, for example; DOC load reduction to optimise
reservoir operation (Zhan et al., 2021), studying ecosystem metabolism in lakes (Staehr
et al., 2012a; Giling et al., 2017), variation of thermal stratification throughout the
under-ice season (Bruesewitz et al., 2015) and the response of reservoirs to climate
warming and the characterisation of stratification dynamics (Liu et al., 2019). High
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frequency data from the automated water quality monitoring station on Windermere
south basin were used in Chapter 3 for model calibration and validation (Jones and
Feuchtmayr, 2017).
Accessing FPV installations can be challenging, particularly if deployed on raw water
reservoirs where strict site access protocols apply to protect the asset. Health and safety
procedures must be followed by developing safe systems of work that, for example,
reduce the risk of drowning and electrocution when using a boat or walking on the FPV
array (Charles Rajesh Kumar and Majid, 2021). In the absence of accessible field sites,
studies may also use mesocosm experiments to empirically test specific research
questions (Andini et al., 2021).
A combined methodological approach
Untangling FPV-environment interactions is a complex undertaking, given the emerging
nature of the topic area. Therefore, combining methodological approaches may offer
the most effective means to enhance understanding at pace, given the available
resources. Complimentary techniques help to overcome the limitations of individual
methods, improving robustness. For example, high frequency and traditional lake
sampling approaches could be used in conjunction with modelling to infer responses to
FPV-environment interactions that might be challenging to test empirically (Chapter 3,
Chapter 4, and Chapter 5).
Moreover, advances in sensor technology and modelling approaches are increasingly
allowing forecasting of real-time ecological conditions and water quality (Page et al.,
2018; Thomas et al., 2020; Shan et al., 2022), a multi-method approach that researchers
could adopt with FPV-environment research. Lower cost sensors will allow increased
spatial resolution, such as recording regions of different water body characteristics (e.g.
littoral and limnetic zones) or with contrasting FPV coverage (e.g. covered or uncovered
areas). In the future, in situ sensors may be capable of monitoring key water body
properties that are currently manually sampled, including light attention, algal
speciation and nutrient concentrations. Accessing high-resolution samples of these
variables would greatly assist in model parametrisation and, if affordable, would allow
the monitoring of multiple FPV installations across a range of host water bodies.
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Areas of potential future research
This thesis has presented some of the first research on FPV-environment interactions.
The outcomes highlight the potential for FPV to have industrial, ecosystem and societal
opportunities; although there are potential risks with FPV installations on certain water
body types. Other potential risks of FPV-environment interactions remain to be
quantified and clarified to facilitate the swift transition to net-zero using this technology.
1. The effect of FPV on dissolved oxygen is poorly resolved. A mesocosm
experiment found a lower dissolved oxygen concentration with 100% FPV
coverage than no coverage (Andini et al., 2021). The systematic evidence review
(Chapter 2) also identified that surface covers can cause anoxia (Ellis and Stefan,
1989; Lepparanta et al., 2012; Bai et al., 2016). However, the outcomes from the
simulations in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 suggest water body conditions
will make anoxia less likely given the typically cooler water temperatures and
shortened stratification duration with FPV installations. In order to increase
confidence on the impact of FPV on host water body dissolved oxygen
concentrations further research should be conducted at a range of FPV
coverages on different water body types.
2. Given the large scale reductions to phytoplankton biomass with FPV
deployments (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), the consequences for food webs need
to be established to assess the potential impacts on higher trophic levels. The
evidence review and international stakeholder survey (Chapter 2) identified the
potential for surface covers to impact on zooplankton (Gyllstrom et al., 2005;
Haldna and Haberman, 2017), fish populations (Horppila and Nurminen, 2008)
and birds. For example, fish reduce their predator vigilance under surface covers
(Watz et al., 2015), suggesting there might be a reduced catch for water birds.
Changes in species composition across trophic levels can have an impact on
overall ecosystem resilience (Downing and Leibold, 2010), as well as the
availability of food for human consumption.
3. Future research may focus on the potential for water body pollution from FPV
arrays. Microplastics and leaching from plastic FPV float degradation could lead
to host water body pollution. Although FPV float materials undergo rigorous
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testing procedures, there is scope for float degradation across the lifetime of the
FPV installation, given the harsh conditions (water and constant movement) and
ultraviolet radiation (Sahu and Sudhalzar, 2019) or due to fires on the array (DNV,
2021). Impacts of this kind would be of particular concern if the host water body
supplied drinking water or was used for fisheries.
4. Given the potential for FPV to improve water quality, particularly in managing
raw water reservoirs and its use as a tool to reduce water treatment
requirements, there is potential for applied or commercial research on this topic
area. Studies may have a commercial context or focus on the research and
development of improved FPV technologies better suited for managing specific
water body management goals, e.g. evaporation suppression. This thesis
demonstrates the importance of siting location on the host water body and the
choice of the host water body itself. Developers should consider deployments on
a case-by-case basis, as the transferability of detailed understanding between
different water bodies is uncertain. However, resolving the uniformness of the
impact that FPV has on the host environment would improve confidence in
making more generic deployment decisions in the knowledge that effects will be
similar between different host water bodies. Therefore, enabling operators and
policymakers to deploy and approve FPV more widely with likely
outcomes understood.

Final remarks
This thesis has presented some of the first work on FPV-environment interactions,
determining the opportunities and risks for water bodies that deliver essential
ecosystem services. Critical knowledge gaps on stakeholder perceptions of the strengths
and weaknesses of FPV-environment interactions, the compatibility of FPV with
ecosystem services and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs),
the physical and biological response of water bodies to FPV deployments under presentday and future climates and the effectiveness of FPV as a tool for managing water bodies
have been addressed. The thesis findings demonstrate the ability of FPV to be used as a
complementary tool for water body management. However, the benefits are water
body specific and undesirable impacts are possible. This thesis sets the stage for
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furthering knowledge on this viable and expanding renewable energy technology. As
FPV deployments grow globally, increasing the number of water bodies experiencing
FPV-environment interactions, knowledge will continue to emerge, further propagating
the understanding of this novel topic.
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– Ethics for international stakeholder survey
A.1 Application for Ethical Approval for Research
Faculty of Science and Technology Research Ethics Committee (FSTREC)
Lancaster University
Application for Ethical Approval for Research
This form should be used for all projects by staff and research students, whether funded
or not, which have not been reviewed by any external research ethics committee. If your
project is or has been reviewed by another committee (e.g. from another University),
please contact the FST research ethics officer for further guidance.
In addition to the completed form, you need to submit research materials such as:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Participant information sheets
Consent forms
Debriefing sheets
Advertising materials (posters, e-mails)
Letters/emails of invitation to participate
Questionnaires, surveys, demographic sheets that are non-standard
Interview schedules, interview question guides, focus group scripts

Please note that you DO NOT need to submit pre-existing questionnaires or
standardized tests that support your work, but which cannot be amended following
ethical review. These should simply be referred to in your application form.
Please submit this form and any relevant materials by email as a SINGLE attachment to
fst-ethics@lancaster.ac.uk
Section One
Applicant and Project Information
Name of Researcher: Giles Exley
Project Title: SPIRs (Solar Photovoltaic Impacts on Reservoirs) Network Questionnaire
Does your research project involve any of the following?
☐ Human participants (including all types of interviews, questionnaires, focus groups,
records relating to humans, use of internet or other secondary data, observation etc.)
☐ Animals - the term animals shall be taken to include any non-human vertebrates or
cephalopods.
☐ Risk to members of the research team e.g. lone working, travel to areas where
researchers may be at risk, risk of emotional distress
☐ Human cells or tissues other than those established in laboratory cultures
☐ Risk to the environment
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☐ Conflict of interest
☐ Research or a funding source that could be considered controversial
☐ Social media and/or data from internet sources that could be considered private
☐ any other ethical considerations
Yes – complete the rest of this form
No – your project does not require ethical review or submission of this form
Section Two
Type of study
 Includes direct involvement by human subjects. Complete all sections apart from
Section 3.
☐ Involves existing documents/data only, or the evaluation of an existing project with
no direct contact with human participants. Complete all sections apart from Section 4.
If your research involves data from chat rooms and similar online spaces where privacy
and anonymity are contentious, please complete all sections
Project details
1. Anticipated project dates (month and year)
Start date: October 2019

End date: March 2020

2. Please briefly describe the background to the research (no more than 150 words, in
lay-person’s language):
At present there is very little understanding on the effects of floating solar photovoltaics
on water quality. Floating solar photovoltaics are a relatively new means of renewable
energy generation, with the technology first deployed a little over a decade ago. Solar
photovoltaics are typically ground or roof mounted, while floating solar photovoltaics
are mounted to plastic floats which are deployed on the surface of water bodies. A group
of four UK water companies are working with Lancaster University to further
understanding on this technology, enhancing their understanding before potentially
deploying their own floating solar photovoltaics. An objective of the research package is
to gather the experiences of existing floating solar photovoltaic operators.
3. Please state the aims and objectives of the project (no more than 150 words, in layperson’s language):
The aim of the questionnaire is to gather the experiences of existing floating solar
photovoltaic operators from across the world. The experiences shall form part of a
SWOT report, accessible for project partners and the questionnaire participants.
4. Methodology and Analysis:
The experiences of existing floating solar photovoltaic operators shall be gathered with
an accessible online questionnaire. Responses to each question shall be optional.
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Anonymised responses shall be presented in a report to the project partner water
companies and shared with questionnaire participants as an incentive to participate.
Section Three – N/A
Section removed for brevity.
Section Four

Participant information
Complete this section if your project includes direct involvement by human subjects.
1. Please describe briefly the intended human participants (including number, age,
gender, and any other relevant characteristics):
The questionnaire is aimed at floating solar photovoltaic operators, this includes
individuals in the industry and companies that manufacture or operate systems. There
is no targeted respondent based on age, gender or any other characteristic, beyond their
involvement in floating solar photovoltaics.
2. How will participants be recruited and from where?
Participants will be recruited from a database of floating solar photovoltaic operators
that we have collated from publicly available contact details, obtained from internet
searches of publicly available press releases with corporate contact details. It is
anticipated that there may be some organic sharing of the questionnaire, with recruited
participants choosing to share the questionnaire with their relevant colleagues, we do
not perceive this to cause an issue, and will allow all responses.
3. Briefly describe your data collection methods, drawing particular attention to any
potential ethical issues.
A questionnaire using the Lancaster University Qualtrics software shall be emailed to
participants. Responses will be stored in the Qualtrics interface for subsequent
download to LU Box. The questionnaire will be written in lay person’s language where
possible. The questions shall be neutral and non-leading.
4. Consent
4a. Will you take all necessary steps to obtain the voluntary and informed consent of
the prospective participant(s) or, in the case of individual(s) not capable of giving
informed consent, the permission of a legally authorised representative in accordance
with applicable law? YES
If yes, please go to question 4b. If no, please go to question 4c.
4b. Please explain the procedure you will use for obtaining consent?. If applicable,
please explain the procedures you intend to use to gain permission on behalf of
participants who are unable to give informed consent.
Consent shall be obtained twice, both by the voluntary actions of the participant. The
first indication of consent shall be obtained from the participant choosing to follow the
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link to the questionnaire in their invitation email. The invitation email will clearly state
the voluntary nature of participation.
Secondly participants will encounter an information page at the start of the Qualtrics
questionnaire, detailing the voluntary nature of the questionnaire. If participants wish
to continue and indicate their consent to the survey they shall be directed to continue
with the survey by clicking the proceed button.
Participants are free to withdraw their consent at any time during the questionnaire,
they can exit the online survey at any point, with incomplete responses deleted. As the
survey is anonymous, participants will be told they will NOT be able to withdraw their
data/contribution once they have submitted it because it will not be possible to identify
it as theirs.
4c. If it will be necessary for participants to take part in the study without their
knowledge and consent at the time, please explain why (for example covert
observations may be necessary in some settings; some experiments require use of
deception or partial deception – not telling participants everything about the
experiment).
N/A
5. Could participation cause discomfort (physical and psychological eg distressing,
sensitive or embarrassing topics), inconvenience or danger beyond the risks
encountered in normal life? Please indicate plans to address these potential risks. State
the timescales within which participants may withdraw from the study, noting your
reasons.
We fully anticipate the questionnaire to be within the expectations of an industry
professionals normal work remit, therefore we do not anticipate any discomfort at the
rest of questionnaire participation.
6. How will you protect participants’ confidentiality and/or anonymity in data collection
(e.g. interviews), data storage, data analysis, presentation of findings and publications?
All questionnaire responses are collected anonymously. Responses shall be held on
Lancaster University servers, with the data collected being classed as ‘Ordinary’. The
anonymous responses will ensure the data analysis and report remain confidential. If a
participant revealed their identity steps would be taken to conceal this, including the
redaction of any distinguishing information. Any instance of this would be handled by
the research team to ensure confidentiality.
Questionnaire participants will have the option to record their email address (most likely
a corporate account) if they wish to receive a free copy of the final report. This personal
data shall be held in accordance with Lancaster University policy, including the use of
encryption on LU Box.
7. Do you anticipate any ethical constraints relating to power imbalances or dependent
relationships, either with participants or with or within the research team? If yes, please
explain how you intend to address these?
N/A
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8. What potential risks may exist for the researcher and/or research team? Please
indicate plans to address such risks (for example, noting the support available to you/the
researcher; counselling considerations arising from the sensitive or distressing nature of
the research/topic; details of the lone worker plan you or any researchers will follow, in
particular when working abroad.
The nature of this work mean risks are no different to those encountered with normal
life.
9. Whilst there may not be any significant direct benefits to participants as a result of
this research, please state here any that may result from participation in the study.
Participants will be given the option to receive a copy of the final report. Participants
will also be able to contribute their knowledge and experience to a growing body of
research of floating solar photovoltaics.
10. Please explain the rationale for any incentives/payments (including out-of-pocket
expenses) made to participants:
A copy of the final report is an incentive for participation as it shares experiences that
are not currently collated into one report. There shall be no payments to questionnaire
participants.
11. What are your plans for the storage of data (electronic, digital, paper, etc.)? Please
ensure that your plans comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and
the (UK) Data Protection Act 2018.
Questionnaire response data will be downloaded from the Qualtrics interface and
stored on LU Box for the duration of data analysis and report write up, accessible only
by the project team. Once the report write up is completed, the data will be held by the
project PI (Alona Armstrong) in accordance with the Lancaster University Data Policy for
a minimum of 10 years.
Data used in the final report will be aggregated, preventing individuals from being
identified. The raw data will not be made publicly available. The aggregated results shall
be shared with the project partner water companies (Thames Water, South East Water,
Affinity Water & Southern Water) and a summary of the aggregated results shall be
shared with participants who want to receive the results of the survey.
12. Please answer the following question only if you have not completed a Data
Management Plan for an external funder.
12.a How will you make your data available under open access requirements?
N/A
12b. Are there any restrictions on sharing your data for open access purposes?
N/A
13. Will audio or video recording take place?  no

☐ audio

☐ video
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13a. Please confirm that portable devices (laptop, USB drive etc) will be encrypted
where they are used for identifiable data. If it is not possible to encrypt your portable
devices, please comment on the steps you will take to protect the data.
Portable devices not used in this project.
13b. What arrangements have been made for audio/video data storage? At what point
in the research will tapes/digital recordings/files be destroyed?
N/A
13c. If your study includes video recordings, what are the implications for participants’
anonymity? Can anonymity be guaranteed and if so, how? If participants are identifiable
on the recordings, how will you explain to them what you will do with the recordings?
How will you seek consent from them?
N/A
14. What are the plans for dissemination of findings from the research? If you are a
student, mention here your thesis. Please also include any impact activities and
potential ethical issues these may raise.
Findings from the research will be shared with project partners and questionnaire
participants via the final report. Results of the research may be submitted for publication
in an academic/professional journal separate to the SPIRs project.
15. What particular ethical considerations, not previously noted on this application, do
you think there are in the proposed study? Are there any matters about which you wish
to seek guidance from the FSTREC?
Questionnaire responses in the final report could reflect badly on floating solar
floatovoltaic technology, with a potential to damage industry. We anticipate that the
scale of the report will be small, so even with an overall negative conclusion, harm to
the industry is unlikely. The questionnaire is part of a wider research project that is
objectively assessing the effects of floating solar photovoltaics on water quality.
Section Five
Additional information required by the university insurers
If the research involves either the nuclear industry or an aircraft or the aircraft industry
(other than for transport), please provide details below:
Section Six
Declaration and Signatures
I understand that as Principal Investigator/researcher/PhD candidate I have overall
responsibility for the ethical management of the project and confirm the following:



I have read the Code of Practice, Research Ethics at Lancaster: a code of practice and I
am willing to abide by it in relation to the current proposal.
I will manage the project in an ethically appropriate manner according to: (a) the subject
matter involved and (b) the Code of Practice and Procedures of the University.
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On behalf of the University I accept responsibility for the project in relation to promoting
good research practice and the prevention of misconduct (including plagiarism and
fabrication or misrepresentation of results).
On behalf of the University I accept responsibility for the project in relation to the
observance of the rules for the exploitation of intellectual property.
If applicable, I will give all staff and students involved in the project guidance on the
good practice and ethical standards expected in the project in accordance with the
University Code of Practice. (Online Research Integrity training is available for staff and
students here.)
If applicable, I will take steps to ensure that no students or staff involved in the project
will be exposed to inappropriate situations.
I confirm that I have completed all risk assessments and other Health and Safety
requirements as advised by my departmental Safety Officer.
 Confirmed
Please note: If you are not able to confirm the statement above please contact the FST
Research Ethics Committee and provide an explanation.

All Staff and Research Students must complete this declaration:
I confirm that I have sent a copy of this application to my Head of Department (or their
delegated
representative).
Tick
here
to
confirm:
☒
Name of Head of Department (or their delegated representative) Phil Barker
Applicant electronic signature: Giles Exley Date 16/08/19
A.1.1 Email invitation to participants
Dear [Participant Name]
I am a researcher at the Lancaster Environment Centre at Lancaster University and I
would like to invite you to take part in a research questionnaire about floating solar
photovoltaics and your experiences of them.
Participation in the questionnaire is voluntary. As a thank you for your time, there is an
option at the end of the questionnaire to provide your email address so you can receive
a summary of the survey results. We anticipate the questionnaire will take between 5
to 10 minutes to complete, you are welcome to skip questions if you can’t provide an
answer.
You
can
access
the
questionnaire
https://lancasteruni.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0d0TlvY2gTHIflj

here:

The deadline for questionnaire responses is 20th November 2019.
I have attached a participant information sheet for your reference, but please do feel
free to get in touch if you have any questions. You can find my contact details at the end
of this email.
Kind regards,
Giles Exley
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A.1.2 Participant information sheet

SPIRs Project – Solar Photovoltaic Impacts on Reservoirs
For further information about how Lancaster University processes personal data for
research purposes and your data rights please visit our webpage:
www.lancaster.ac.uk/research/data-protection
What is this study about?
This questionnaire aims to gather the experiences of existing floating solar photovoltaic
operators. We want to find out people experiences of deployment, generation and
environmental impacts, such as changes to water quality in the host water body. This
questionnaire forms part of a wider body of research on floating solar photovoltaics.
Why have I been invited?
I have approached you because of your involvement and knowledge of floating solar
photovoltaic systems. I would be very grateful if you would take part in this study.
What will I be asked to do if I take part?
If you decided to take part, you would be asked to complete an online questionnaire.
We want to gather the experiences of people who are involved with floating solar
photovoltaics, to understand the experiences of existing operators and if they have
noticed any water body impacts. The questionnaire will take between 5 to 10 minutes
to complete. All your responses will remain anonymous.
What are the possible benefits of taking part?
Taking part in this study will allow you to share your experiences of floating solar
photovoltaics. You will also be given the opportunity to receive a copy of the final report,
detailing the experiences of existing stakeholder’s experiences of floating solar
photovoltaics.
Do I have to take part?
No. It is completely up to you to decide whether you take part. Your participation is
voluntary and you are free to withdraw at any time, without giving any reason.
What if I change my mind?
Participants are free to withdraw their consent at any time during the questionnaire;
they can exit the online survey at any point, with incomplete responses deleted. As the
survey is anonymous, you will NOT be able to withdraw your contribution once you have
submitted it because it will not be possible to identify it as yours.
Will my data be identifiable?
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After you complete and submit the questionnaire, only I, the researcher conducting this
study and the overall project lead (Alona Armstrong) will have access to the data you
share.
I will keep all personal information about you (e.g. your name and other information
about you that can identify you) confidential, that is I will not share it with others.
How will my questionnaire responses be stored?
Your questionnaire responses will be stored securely on the Lancaster University
Qualtrics interface, our online questionnaire provider. Once we close the questionnaire
to further respondents we shall download your responses and store them with the other
responses in an encrypted file, on password-protected computers.
In accordance with University guidelines, the project lead (Alona Armstrong) will keep
the responses securely for a minimum of 10 years.
For further information about how Lancaster University processes personal data for
research purposes and your data rights please visit our webpage:
www.lancaster.ac.uk/research/data-protection
How will we use the information you have shared with us and what will happen to the
results of the research study?
I will use the data you have shared with only in the following ways:



Academic purposes (e.g. publications, such a journal articles)
A report sharing the experiences of floating solar photovoltaic operators. The
report will be available to questionnaire participants free of charge (if you choose
to leave your email address at the end of the survey), and to the research project
partners.

When writing up the findings from this study, I would like to reproduce some of the
views and ideas you provided in response to the questionnaire. When doing so, I will
only use anonymised responses, so that although I will use your exact words, you cannot
be identified in our publications.
Who has reviewed the project?
This study has been reviewed and approved by the Faculty of Science and Technology
Research Ethics Committee.
What if I have a question or concern?
If you have any queries or if you are unhappy with anything that happens concerning
your participation in the study, please contact myself.
Giles Exley

g.exley@lancaster.ac.uk

If you have any concerns or complaints that you wish to discuss with a person who is not
directly involved in the research, you can also contact:
Professor Philip Barker (Director of Lancaster Environment Centre)

Thank you for considering your participation in this project.
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– Langthwaite IR field monitoring
A chapter consisting of the first in-depth monitoring of an FPV array for environmental
impacts was abandoned when access to the field site was prohibited due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Full methods for this monitoring are detailed below. A number of
months work went into gaining authorisations, planning the experimental design and
instrumenting the field site. Data collection took place for approximately eight months
(September 2019 to February 2020) before lockdown restrictions commenced. The
collected data, albeit a small proportion of the planned monitoring work, were used in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 as modelling assumptions.

B.1.1 Planned materials and methods
This research was undertaken at Langthwaite Impounding Reservoir (IR), UK
(54° 1'26''N 02°46'1''W), an 865 megalitre reservoir supplying drinking water to
Lancaster and the surrounding area. The majority of water stored in Langthwaite IR is
obtained by pumping from the River Lune (~50%), while there are also smaller feeds
from two reservoirs (Damas Ghyll and Blea Tarn), upland fell intakes and the Thirlmere
aqueduct. A 968 kWp FPV array was installed in the south of the reservoir in 2018 using
a bespoke design of floating ‘tables’ to support 3520 PV panels. The electricity generated
by the FPV array is used on-site at the water treatment works. The array is a minimum
of 30 m from the banked sides of the reservoir, with a footprint covering ~5.8% of the
reservoir’s 130000 m2 surface (Figure B-1). Langthwaite IR has a maximum depth of
~10.5 m.
To determine the effects of the FPV array on water quality, measurements were made
at eight reservoir sampling points, one on-array location and one shore-side location.
Four of the reservoir sampling points were located in each of the two designated
treatment areas: in the water under the FPV array and in the open water, referred to as
under and open treatments (Figure B-1).
The on array samples were taken in the gap between the water’s surface and the rear
of the PV panel located in the centre of the FPV array. The under and open sampling
points were randomly selected. Further samples were collected along transects from
the longest edge of the array which extended northwards into the open water area of
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the reservoir. The first sampling point on the transect was within 2 m of the edge of the
array, with continuous measurements recorded across the reservoir to measure the
proximity effect. Each transect was orientated to incorporate the random open water
sampling location. At each sampling point, physiochemical, nutrient, biological and
micrometeorological metrics were measured. Manual data collection visits occurred
monthly during winter and more frequently from April to October.
Open water
Under Array
Meteorological Station

Inflow

Outflow
FPV

Figure B-1 – Sample locations showing the open water, and co-located under and on array treatments. The shore
based meteorological station is indicated with the star symbol, situated at the southeast corner on Langthwaite IR.

B.1.2 Physiochemical
At the under and open treatment sampling points, water temperature was sampled with
calibrated data loggers (HOBO Pendant® Temperature 64K) every 5 minutes and the
average over each hour recorded. Each under and open sampling point had a string of
data loggers distributed down the water column at depths of 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 m (Figure
B-2). Water temperature, pH, turbidity and dissolved oxygen were recorded with a
multi-parameter Sonde (YSI ProDSS (digital sampling system) handheld multi-parameter
meter) at 1 m intervals down the water column. The Sonde was deployed by hand at
each open and under sampling point and held at each depth for three minutes, allowing
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an average to be taken with data logging every one second. In addition to the Sondederived turbidity measurements, a Secchi disc was used to measure light attenuation at
the under and open treatment sampling points and water depth recorded (Echotest II
depth sounder).

Figure B-2 – Water depth being recorded at an under array location. Each under array location had a metal chain
attached to the underside of the FPV array, supporting HOBO Pendant® temperature loggers at 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 m.

B.1.3 Nutrients and Biological
A total algae sensor attached to the multi-parameter Sonde was used to measure total
algae-phycocyanin and chlorophyll-a down the water column at the under and open
treatments (Figure B-1), these measurements were conducted at the same frequency
and depths as the physiochemical sampling (0.5, 1, 3 and 5 m; Figure B-3). The algaephycocyanin and chlorophyll-a sensor estimated pigment concentrations at each depth
using two excitation beams, an orange beam excited the phycocyanin accessory
pigments found in blue-green algae, while a blue beam excited the chlorophyll-a
molecules. Blue-green algae are of particular concern to water companies, with harmful
species causing taste and odour issues that necessitate additional expensive water
treatment processes.
Water samples were collected from each under and open treatment location (Figure
B-1). Depth integrated samples were collected using a weighted plastic tube (Lund,
1949) from 0 to 5 m. Samples from definite depths (same as physiochemical samples)
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were collected using a Kemmerer water sampler. Total phosphorus (TP) and
chlorophyll-a concentrations were determined for each sample according to Mackereth
et al. (1978) and Talling (1974), respectively.

Figure B-3 – Sampling within the confines of the FPV array.

B.1.4 Micrometeorological
Air temperature (HOBO Micro Station with S-TMB-M002), photosynthetically active
radiation (HOBO Micro Station with S-LIA-M003) and solar radiation (Delta-T BF5
Sunshine Sensor with GP1 data logger) were recorded at one-minute intervals at 0.5 m
above the water’s surface at the centre of the FPV array (Figure B-1). A shore-based
weather station continuously monitored at minute intervals air temperature, relative
humidity, solar radiation, rainfall and wind speed and direction, providing a control
(HOBO U30 data logger with S-TMB-M002, S-LIA-M003, S-RGB-M002, S-WSA-M003,
S-WDA-M003 and Delta-T BF5 Sunshine Sensor with GP1 data logger; Figure B-4).
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Figure B-4 – The onshore HOBO Micro Station, with wind speed, wind direction, air temperature, relative humidity,
photosynthetically active radiation and rainfall sensors.
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– Abbreviations
CH4, methane;
CO2, carbon dioxide;
Defra, Department for Environment,

PICO, Population, Intervention,
Comparison and Outcome;
PV, photovoltaic;

Food and Rural Affairs;

QEII, Queen Elizabeth II;

FPV, floating photovoltaic;

QSR, Quick Scoping Review;

GLUE, General Liklihood Uncertainty

RCP, Representative Concentration

Estimation

Pathway;

GW, gigawatt;

SDG, Sustainable Development Goal;

HAB, harmful algae bloom;

Si, silica;

kWp, kilowatt peak;

TF, Transfer function;

MW, megawatt;

UK, United Kingdom;

N, nitrogen;

UKCP, United Kingdom Climate

NSE, Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency

Projections;

coefficient;

UN, United Nations;

P, phosphorus;

USA, United States of America;
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